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From Three Months To

Thirty Three Hours

such is the romance of Columbus and Lindbergh.

Equally fascinating is the story of apparel. What a

kaleidescope of frills and furbelows has Fashion decreed

through the ages!

Take worsteds—the ancients even, knew the spinning,

weaving and dyeing arts. Changing habits and environ-

ment have made constant development of these age-old

principles imperative.

Today, we are modern pioneers. Dame Fashion dictates

and all the cunning and skill of master craftsmen is now
employed to give you Hamilton worsted fabrics to be
fashioned as your special whim may decide.

And these fabrics are fundamentally sound—they have
style and stamina—the real first tests of worthwhile dress

materials.

Hamilton Woolen (company
Southbridge, Mass.

Style leaders in the Manufacture of worsted dress goods

in New England

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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The Best Wave I Ever Had
THAT'S what a woman invariably says

who has never before had a wave in our

shop.

A good wave calls for a lot of little things

you don't get in the ordinary shop.

We have our own technique in water-wav-

ing and marcelling that produces an ef-

fect just a little better than the average.

Deep, broad waves that hold!

Also, hair-bobbing and trimming, tinting,

facial massages and manicuring.

Helen A. Graef
BEAUTY PARLORS

335 Main Street

Telephone 595-W for Appointment

PATRONTZE OUR ADVERTISERS



SERLETO MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES
RADIOS

42 Central Street

Telephone 266

Dodge Brothers

Motor Cars

Graham Brothers

Trucks

General Electric Refrigeration

SOUTHBRIDGE. MASS.

R. M. LITCHFIELD
PHOTOGRAPHER

10 CHAPIN STREET TELEPHONE 166-W

More people are daily bringing in their Kodak
Films -The Reason—Glossy prints with

halftones.

Alfred Cantara

MASON CONTRACTOR

Brick and Plastering.

Stucco Work a Specialty

Central Massachusetts Printing Co.

22 Foster Street

Whether it be Catalogue—Booklet—or Magazine— in fact for any
type of Persona] or Commercial Printing

—

"SEE US FIRST"

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



COMPLIMENTS OF

Litchfield Shuttle Co.

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Shuttles

in the World

Snell Manufacturing Co.
Established 1790

Manufacturers of

Ship Augers—Auger Bits—Carpenters' Augers
Car Bits Machine Bits Boring Machines, Etc.

F1SKDALE MASSACHUSETTS
Factory: Fiskdale. Mass. New York Office: 113 Chambers Street

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



N. LEGAULT
Ladies' and Gents' Tailor

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Also Fur Work

ROOM 1, PHELPS BLDG. SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

Independent Optical Co.
Manufacturers of

High Grade Optical Goods

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

The Edwards Company

Clothes for Young Men

Kuppenheimer, Style-Plus in Extra Pant Suits

From $25.00 to $37.50

High Grade Furnishings and Shoes

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Yours for Entertainment

STRAND - BLANCHARD - PHELPS

THEATRES

Compliments of

Berkeley Textile Co.

Silks

Cottons

Hamilton Street

Woolens

Southbridge

Compliments of

Thomas Hughes

Coal Wood Lumber

SERLETO BROS.
AND

VERNA

Fruits Tobacco Candy

Compliments of

W. C. Lunan
D.D.S.

305 Main Street Tel. Connection

Compliments of

ARTHUR O. BOYER
Contractor

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Compliments of

Joseph Therrien

Fine Meats and Groceries

6 LENS STREET TEL. 413-W

H. O. Desaulniers

Wholesale and Retail

Federal Tires and Tubes
Auto Accessories

Gulf Gasoline and Motor Oils

and Greases

145 Mechanic St. Tel. 601 -J

Compliments of

Arthur Langlais

Groceries, Meat, Canned Goods
Ice Cream, Fruits and Tobacco

161 Worcester St. Tel. 530—195

Adelard Girard & Son

. . . Painters . . .

Paper Hangers and Decorators

16 MOON ST. TEL. 499-M

Lynn-Brockton Shoe
Repair

We Go Far to Gel ;i Customer.

Hut We Go Farther to Keep Him.

43 Hamilton St. Southbridge, Mass.

A. PINEL
Custom Tailor

Ladies' and .Men's Clothing Cleaned, Dyed,

Repaired and Pressed

Gregoire's Block

19 Hamilton St. Upstairs

Compliments of

Wilfred J. Lamoureux

Hair Cutting
Facials
Marcel Waving

Manicuring
Scalp Treatment
Finger Waving

Irene's Beauty Shoppe
Irene Coderre. Prop.

Specializing in

NESTLE CIRCULINE LATEST OIL
METHOD OF PERMANENT

WAVING
SOCTHBRIDGE. MASS

Phone 556-R

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Compliments of

Worcester Telegram
Pub. Co.

Southbridge Branch
C. A. LYNCH, Agent.

36 Central St. Tel. 268

Compliments of

Mandeville's Market

MEAT FISH

GROCERIES

347 Main St. Tel. 805

Southbridge Coal Co.

Dealers iu

COAL and WOOD

\V. M. Edwards

Office: 315 .Main St. Yard: Railroad Ave.

Tel. 161-.1 Tel. 252-W

E. F. Dakin Co.

CANDY—CIGARS—ICE CREAM
SODA

NEWS-STAND
307 Main Street Telephone 452-M

Black & White Taxi

Ten Clean Cabs

Prompt Service

-TELEPHONE 1000-

Compliments of

Dr. I. Celeste Keenan

Drive-Yourself Cars Rented Without Drivers.

Gaumond's Taxi Service

For Funerals, Weddings, Parties,

Worcester Trips, Etc.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

Studebaker Limousines

Res. Tel. 19 Southbridge, Mass.

Locki Tailoring Co.

We Use New Prosperity Method in

STEAMING AND CLEANING

Custom Tailors

2 Hamilton St. Whitford Block

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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EPITORIALS

"HOW SCHOOLS USE NEWSPAPERS"

That good newspapers are invaluable is

an admitted fact. Anyone may gain a lib-

eral education from newspapers. We are
kept up to the minute in worldly events, and
in editorials and articles we read other
people's opinions on these events. It will

be interesting to note how some schools are
making use of newspapers in other ways.
Most schools apply the psychology of

newspapers to their own school-paper. By
picking up any good newspaper, we see that
it appears attractive and newsy. It is made
to appear attractive by balance and harmony
in its make-up. A good make-up is all im-
portant for it makes the paper appear in-

teresting, bright, and abounding with news
and it makes the reader want to read not
only the first page but the whole paper as

well. This is the aim of every journalist.

Journalists say that one way of creating
a most favorable impression on the reader
is by using outstanding headlines. A paper
with a prominent headline has a greater ap-
peal and will sell faster than a paper with
a smaller headline, although it may contain
less news. They mention other ways such
as running more stories on the first page,
using italic headlines, and changing the
make-up from issue to issue. A headline on
every page adds as much to a paper as cuts
and designs to a magazine.
A few schools and universities are using

newspapers in other ways. A good newspa-
per is the one link between school and com-
munity. If the public is to get real construc-
tive news of the community, it must be
through the newspaper. It cannot be done
through the school paper for that is some-
thing written by the students and for the
students, but not of the students. News

which is detracting nearly always gets into

the newspapers, but this is not true of

constructive news. A few interesting sto-

ries, telling of the aims of the school and
its system help to bring closer together the
school and the community.
The main questions which arise are these

:

What news should be given to the papers;
how can it be collected; and what relations

should be established with newspapers. The
news that is always given to the papers
deals usually with the social side of the
school-life. It should not stop at this for

there are many other things of interest

about the school, such as its policies and
views. The things to remember are that a
newspaper wants news when it is news and
it does not want news which will be read by
only a few.
To get the news, a few alert students

might be appointed to report events in the
school, daily for papers. The training re-

ceived by these students would reward them
for their services. In this way, many schools

towards which there was hostility on the

part of the public have succeeded in esta-

blishing a pleasant and active co-operation
with the community.

Donald Rawson, 1928.

CHINATOWN

"Ladies and gentlemen, on your left is

Greenwich Village, the old home of New
York cabarets and night life," shouted the
guide at the top of his voice. All eyes were
immediately turned to the left at which
point was seen a number of dull somber
lights marking the few doorways of unused
cafes. This section of New York through
which the bus now rattled merrily, is fast

becoming similar to its neighbor the east
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side. This scene being devoid of much in-

terest, the crowd in the bus settled down
as best they could under the strain of su-

pressed excitement.
They were going to Chinatown, that dim

mysterious corner which all wanted to see.

Their expectations of this weird place were
rather high, and yet they had been told that
it would probably be a great disappointment.
Grotesque characters, opium dens, crowded
streets and many sensational thrills leaked
in the imagination of each sightseer. These
dreams came to an abrupt end as the high
voice of the guide was heard once more.
"We are now entering the renowned east

side of New York. Directly ahead is the
Brooklyn bridge, the first to span the East
River from New York to Brooklyn. To your
right is the celebrated Bowery, formerly
the scene of New York's famous under-
world."
As the people stared expectantly into

space trying to comprehend these words, the
bus rumbled to a stop. The guide lowered
his voice saying, "Follow me folks and keep
close together." Follow him they did, like a
group of typical tourists eager for some new
sensation. On all sides were sinister faces
with looks of malice toward these intruders.
The party then left the Bowery turning up
a small alley along which they slowly walk-
ed, daring to look neither to the right nor
left. A little ways ahead the guide passed
through a shabby looking doorway, into a

ramshackle building which had a mission
sign above the entrance. The rest quickly
crossed the threshold into the dark unknown
of Chinatown.
Once inside, their spirits rose, however;

but before they could stop and collect their
scattered wits, the guide lead them down a
flight of winding rickety stairs. These car-
ried them into a filthy cellar, through which
t hey walked, coming to a stop where a coun-
ter ran along the wall. On the counter was
a huge coffee pot and about two dozen rolls

of white bread covered with waxpaper. The
guide stepped behind the counter to explain
the coming adventure, and certain facts
about the Chinese of New York.
"The next two streets which we are to go

through are inhabited by six thousand
Chinese who live in very close but sanitary
conditions," he began. "We will then go
through a Chinese church where two Chinese

girls will be your guides and explain to you
their Chinese cult. I suppose you are wait-
ing to see the much talked of underworld
which is now a thing entirely of the past.

At my left are the opium bunks which were
boarded up by the police many years ago.

This room is now used for the sleeping quar-
ters of men who are down and out. They
are given a sheet of paper which they spread
on the floor, lying down on it, having taken
offen their shoes and stockings, if they pos-

sess any.

"I will now try to give you a few facts on
opium. If smoked in the correct way, opium
is a very expensive habit, costing twenty or
thirty dollars an hour or two hundred a
week. The poorer class do not cook it, and,
therefore, have to swallow ashes and all. Ii

is a very bad habit and once begun is seldom
broken." Here, he finished, adding, "Well
let's get moving."

They filed up the stairs continuing their
way along the alley through crowds of the
Chinese. The streets were lined with small
shops, most of them used for selling tea.

These also were filled to their capacity with
people and the Chinese language was heard
on all sides.

At last the church was reached. Inside
two very pretty Chinese girls led the party
around telling all about their customs and
religion. Their wooden gods and their his-

tories were very remarkable while the va-
rious tapestries were strickingly beautiful.
At the end of this lecture, the girls brought
out many souvenirs of the Orient to sell.

Some things were purchased, and then all

walked out well satisfied with this part of
the trip. The walk back to the bus led

through another route and although no stops
were made, it was all very pleasant.

At the bus there were many small boys
begging for money. They were very dirty
and looked quite unhealthy. When the bus
was ready to proceed the boys turned hand-
springs in the muddy streets and performed
as best they could for the few nickels they
needed. As these were tossed to them, a
great scramble took place in order to get
them first.

At length the bus started and the people
taking their last look at Chinatown, sincere-
ly wished to see it all over once more.

Esther H. Clemence, '30.
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"A Pane in the Neck"

It was a large chamber high up in London
Tower. It was a rather dark place even in

the daytime, the sunshine which struggled

through the dusty window serving merely
to heighten the gloom. In the midst of this

gloom stood a young man of prosperous ap-

pearance. He seemed tired, and well he
might after the long, hard climb up the

tower. He began to search for a place where
he might take a short rest. His eyes fell

on a bench. He immediately lay down and
fell asleep almost at once, being more fa-

tigued than he had realized.

A great host of spirits entered the room
and began parading around, holding their

heads in their hands. Then they sat down
and started to hold a meeting, when one of
them noticed the young man who sat re-

garding them with eyes bulging out, hair on
end, and mouth agape. All the spirits there-
upon commenced looking at him solemnly.
Finally one, who seemed to be the leader
spoke

:

''You have observed us and our rites," he
said in an awe-inspiring tone, "Therefore,
tomorrow at twelve o'clock midnight, exact-
ly* you must be here again or lose your
head," then, gripping him, "Do you hear
me?" The young man gargled something
and awoke to find the janitor shaking him
and saying, "Wake up. Do you hear me?"

The young man went to his apartments
puzzled and frightened by his dream. The

next day he told some friends the story and
asked them whether he should go there that

night or not.

"Don't be foolish." replied his friends,

"that's only a silly dream."

The young man brooded over this all day.

That night he went to bed at nine but sleep

would not come to him. He tossed and
writhed as if on a bed of thorns for nearly
three hours. Looking at his watch and ob-

serving that it was ten minutes of twelve,

he jumped out of bed and dressed rapidly.

He then dashed downstairs to call a taxi.

He waited feverishly for its arrival and
when it came he immediately jumped in and
instructed the driver to drive to London
Tower.

With a loud clashing of gears the taxi

started and careened tippsily on its way,
avoiding by inches other vehicles that hap-
pened to be out at that late hour. Just then
the large clock in London Tower began to

strike twelve. The taxi took a corner with-
out slackening speed and, as the last stroke
sounded, there was a rending crash as a
large Rolls-Royce, speeding from a side

street struck the taxi fairly in the middle.
The taxi was pushed into a pole snapping it

off and turning over from the impact. When
the wreckage was cleared away, our young
man was found on the bottom in a pool of

blood.

His neck had been neatly severed by a
pane of glass broken from the window.

Oliver Johnson, 1928.
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A RECKONING

It was Carnival Day in Bainbridge ! Beau-

tiful and colorful floats glided by the judges'

stand, grotesque figures cut capers along

the way, clowns performed, the people were
very happy and jolly while the air was filled

with confetti and ribbon streamers. It was
truly a gala day for the town. As each one

in the parade passed by the judges' stand,

he saluted the Mayor who smilingly ack-

nowledge each and every salute. The Mayor
was liked by all evidently for even the small-

est urchin waved or smiled at him.

Mayor John Jacob Carr was a great figure

of importance in the community. He was
fast approaching the end of his term as

Mayor and had declined the office for the

next year although many leading citizens

but a few days ago had urged him to be a

candidate again.

John Carr hastened home after the Car-

nival to meet his daughter, Elaine, who was
expected frcm college that evening. Just

before leaving for the station he took a last

look in the mirror. His reflection showed a

man of great stature but with somewhat of

a stoop to his shoulders. John Carr was
not a young man by any means. He was
indeed a man about seventy years of age.

His face was deeply wrinkled, his mouth was
rather hard but the most noticeable feature

was his eyes. They seemed to look one
through and through.

Evidently satisfied with his appearance,
he rode to the station. He warmly greeted

Elaine who cried, on seeing him, "Oh, Dad

!

How glad I am to be home! How is every
one?"
John Carr replied, "My dear, you can not

imagine how pleased I am to have you with
me once more. I have missed you so. Every-
one is fine and all the servants are waiting
to greet you, dear child."

"Let's hurry home, Dad. I am anxious
to see everyone", eagerly cried Elaine.
John Carr fondly regarded his only child

during the ride home. She was all he had
now since his wife had died when Elaine was
but three years old. His love for his young
wife had been great and even now he was
deeply moved by any mention of her. Elaine
was the exact picture of her mother having
jet black hair and blue eyes. Her nose was
turned up causing Elaine some annoyance
not to say joking on the part of her friends.

She was sincere to the greatest degree which
made her extremely popular with all.

Soon after her arrival from college, Elaine
was busy from morn 'til eve' with teas and
dances in honor of her home-coming. Elaine
was extreemly well liked by the townspeople
and consequently much fuss was made over
her having been away practically four years.

John Carr had, while in office, built many
beautiful buildings but no one knew the
true circumstances of his dealings. John
Carr was a two-sided man, sort of a Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde combination. In every
day life he was an affable, socially prominent
man acting his part of Mayor but as a mas-
ter in the slums, he was truly to be admired.
Men were but dogs to his command. The
hospital and municipal house were to all

outward appearances beautiful edifices. But
what did John Carr know about them? He
knew they were of poor and cheap material
and put together hurriedly. Carr reaped a
harvest of money from these buildings. The
difference is the real cost of the buildings
and the money appropriated made quite a
sum for his own use. He also owned several
tenements which, long ago, should have been
taken down as they were fire traps. No one
but those who lived in the slums knew John
Carr for what he was and they would not
tell others for fear of what he could and
would do.

Elaine had now embarked on a career of
Social Service worker. It was the aim of
her whole college life to do this work. She
found conditions very discouraging and one
night spoke to her father after dinner.

"Dad, why are those people in the tene-
ments so loath to take advice from me.
They are so sullen and sort of, I should say,
antagonistic. They resent everything I say.
Why is it?"

John Carr's mouth settled in a straight
line. After some hesitation he replied in
a careless tone, "Elaine, they are like all

foreigners. It's best to leave them alone.
They'll get along just as well I'm sure with-
out you. Better keep away, my dear."

"But father," argued Elaine, "they need
it. One thing I'm going to do and that is

to take down those buildings near the rail-

road tracks. I wonder who owns them."
John Carr jumped up hurriedly saying,

"I don't know. Keep away from those
slums," and left the room.

Meanwhile, word had spread over the
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town how the municipal building's walls

were cracking. There was great consterna-

tion among the people and they were all for

suing the construction company. John Carr
promptly vetoed this, saying he would see

to it. People thought no more of it when
rumors were noised about concerning the

new hospital. One corner had cracked and
again people rebelled. Again John Carr
stepped in and said he would attend to the

matter.
The residents became alarmed and at

first were slow to place any blame on John
Carr. Even then many were suspicious of

his actions and after an investigation could

find no blots on his career. Then the town
settled into its daily humdrum life again.

During the investigation, Elaine Carr was
greatly angered to think people could and
did doubt her father's integrity. Her father

could do nothing wrong. Yet, why wouldn't

he speak about those buildings about which
so much fuss had been made? Did he know
something about them? Was he hiding
something? These questions ran through
her mind all day long.

Now the townspeople, not satisfied by the

investigation of the committee, decided to do
it privately among the slums. So much
evidence was found that the people imme-
diately moved to face John Carr with
charges that would probably put him in jail

eventually.

Elaine, too was disturbed by rumors about
her father and one day hearing the plans of

certain men, she rushed home resolved to ask
her father about the matter.
John Carr sat in judgment, his face drawn

and pale, faced by an incredulous daughter,
his judge.
"Oh father, you are breaking my heart,"

sobbed Elaine. "How could you do it when
people trusted you so?"
John Carr could not answer, there was

nothing for him to say. His daughter knew
at last what a man he was and what could
he say to disprove it.

"Father, what will people do?" and as she
said this, a noise as of many people was
heard and Elaine heard shouting. Looking
out the window, John Carr side by side with
his daughter saw a great multitude swarm-

ing in through the gates of their home.

"Daughter, help me!" and John Can-
broke down and cried firmly grasping Elaine
who tried in vain to sooth him.

Then a man, evidently the leader of the
mob, stepped forward and shouted, "John
Carr, come out and explain yourself!"

Receiving no answer he shouted again, "If
you do not come now, we will come ourselves
to take you !"

Again silence. The crowd moved forward
when some voice cried frantically, "Fire!
Fire! down the railroad on Front Street!"

The crowd now turned to go to the fire

but not before some one cried, "Those are
John Carr's houses! If any one dies, Can-
won 't live long."

Slowly John Carr got up and went to the
window and saw the mob surge away.

"Elaine, they are right. Come with me,"
and dragging her down the stairs out to the
street he hurried to the fire.

On the outskirts of the crowd they stood,
Elaine weeping now and John Carr calm yet
shaken.

"There are two children in that house,"
some one yelled and looking up Carr saw
one of his tenements in flames and two
children hanging from a window.
He broke from Elaine's grasp and man-

aged, in spite of the firemen to reach the
smoke filled doorway. He dashed up the
stairs, scouting death at every turn. At last
he reached the top floor and seizing the two
children he started down the hazardous way.
The crowd was still standing speechless,

surprised by John Carr's action. Five min-
utes passed and yet no sight was seen of
either man nor child.

At last he appeared, the children safe in

his arms.
People cheered and cheered. Then they

carried him away to his home on the hill.

John Carr had nobly acquitted himself of
all his iniquities by his daring act of brave-
ry. John Carr was again the people's friend
and no one rejoiced more than Elaine who
probably was the only one who knew how
badly her father felt after he had committed
these deeds.

Carol Bingley, 1928.



-LOCALS-
Our Wednesday morning entertainments

at assembly have been as follows : Wednes-
day, September 14th, Robert Oldham, 1926,

gave two very excellent piano selections.

Wednesday, September 28th, Alta Duval,
class of 1931, played two pleasing piano
solos.

On Wednesday, October 5th, Miss Mc-
Grath, music supervisor, played the "Nut
Cracker Suite" on the victrola.

Wednesday, October 19th, Dorothy Mac-
allister, class of 1929, sang "Sing Me To
Sleep" and "Madcap Marjorie."

Colonel French gave a lecture, Tuesday,

October 11th, on Alaska.

The Freshman reception was very suc-

cessfully given by the Junior class, on Fri-

day, October 14th.

An appropriate word of greeting was said

by Ralph Cole, president of the Junior class,

and Wilson Knight, president of the Fresh-
man class gave a very suitable reply.

A most interesting entertainment was
given by various members of the Junior
Class.

Dancing was afterward enjoyed with
Hetu's band furnishing the music.

The matrons were : Mrs. Clarence Knight,
Mrs. Earle Higgins, Mrs. Clarence Ohlwiler
and Mrs. Richard Macallister.

A great part of the success of this party
is due to Miss Finnegan, class adviser of the
Juniors.

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President—Fyfe Hall.
Vice-President—Doris Demers.
Secretary—Nathalie Morey.
Treasurer—Donald Rawson.

JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS
President—Ralph Cole.
Vice-President—Origene Paquette.
Secretary—Concetta De Gregorio.
Treasurer—Elizabeth Favreau.

SOPHOMORE CLASS OFFICERS
President—Charles Thimblin.
Vice-President—Gwendolyn Monroe.
Secretary—Phyllis Craig.
Treasurer—Phillip Clarke.

FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS
President—Wilson Knight.
Vice-President—Miriam Craig.
Secretary—Lorraine Gabree.
Treasurer—Grace Palmer.

WEDNESDAY ENTERTAINMENTS
Miss Margaret Ohlwiler, '28, on October

26th, played two very enjoyable piano se-
lections. Miss Olive Hands, '29, sang two
splendid soprano solos, Wednesday, Novem-
ber 2nd.

There have been two new teachers added
to our faculty. They are Miss Janet Height
and Miss Frances Troy.

Miss Marion Cote substituted for Miss
Aucoin during the month of September.

GLEE CLUB OFFICERS
President—Dorothy Macallister, '29.

Vice-President—Bernice McGilvray, '28.

Secretary—Carol Bingley, '28.

Treasurer—Dorothy Pezzetti, '28.

Librarians—Pearle Putnam, '29, An-
thony Werner, '28.



William Dennison, who was president of

the senior class, is attending Worcester
Polytechnic Institute.

Keith Middleton is continuing his studies

at Toronto University.
Germaine Peloquin is employed in the of-

fice of the American Optical Company.
Phyllis Taylor is attending Wheaton Col-

lege.

Gertrude Allman is continuing her studies

at an art school in Worcester.
Louise Apte is taking a course at Becker's

Business College.

Ludolphe Brodeur is studying journalism
at Boston University.

Loretta Bachand is working at the Ameri-
can Optical Company.

Catherine Brew is employed at the Ameri-
can Optical Company.
Edwin Chamberlain is employed at the

American Optical Company.
Virginia Corttis is continuing her studies

at Wheaton College.

Winifred Chamberlain is studying music
at Crane Normal Institute of Music, Pots-
dam, N. Y.

Margaret Craig is at home.
Anita Dani is continuing her studies at

Boston University.
Audrey Dartt is employed as proofreader

at the American Optical Company.
Frederick Deneault is taking a Post Grad-

uate Course at the Mary E. Wells High
School.

Pauline Dufault is working at the Ameri-
can Optical Company.

Clare Earls is employed in the South-
bridge Telephone Office.

Roland Gregoire is working in his father's
shoe store.

Beatrice Gaumond is staying at home.
Dorothy Harmon is also at home.
Hector Hebert is employed in the adver-

tising department of the American Optical
Company.

Mildred Henry is at home.

Helen Kenfield is working in the office of
the American Optical Company.

Richard Kania is attending Boston Uni-
versity.

Lois Knights is attending Antioch College.

Gertrude LeClair is attending Massachu-
setts Agriculture College.

Ellen McKinstry is taking a business
course at Becker's Business College.

Janet Mason is employed in the American
Optical Company.

Frances Nichols is attending the Bay
Path Institute in Springfield.

Loretta Proulx is employed at the Co-
operative Bank.

Aline Monette is working for Robbins
Company.
Homer Montigny is studying medicine at

Tufts College.

Dorothy Munday is working at the Ameri-
can Optical Company.

Stella Renaud is employed in the office of
the American Optical Company.

Sydney Thibeault is planning to take a
business course.

Isabelle Skinner is employed in the cost
department of the American Optical Com-
pany.
Fernand Proulx is continuing his studies

at Providence College.
Lucy Soldani is attending Boston Univer-

sity.

Richmond Sherman is taking a two-year
course at Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege.

Rita Jacques is at home.
Edward Tate has enlisted in the U. S.

Marine Corps and has been assigned to Paris
Island, S. A., where he is a bugler.

Maurice Rosenthal has left town.
Walter Wesson is working in his father's

restaurant.

Ruth Wriston is continuing her studies
at Worcester Normal School.
Henry Maloney is in the advertising busi-

ness.
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P. RING A GUN?

English Professor
—"Tomorrow we will

take the life of John Milton. Please come
prepared.**

Wisecracker—"Up the geometree, sir!'

"The Yanks are coming," hummed the

dentist as he prepared for an extraction.

Dealer—"Shall I send the clothes-horse

you ordered?"

Customer—"Send it. Did you think I

intended to ride it home?"

"SHAME ON YOU. IGNATZ"

"1 hear you give your little boy a quarter
every week for good behavior, Ignatz'.''"

"Sure, but I fool him. I told him the gas

meter was a little bank I bougTit him."

Flavia
—"What's the idea of the terrible

grouch?"

Fulvia
—"Who wouldn't be sore? .lust

when the big orgy is about to be pulled off

they appoint me to serve as a Vestal Virgin.*"

"What's an orator?"

"He's the fellow who is always willing to

lay down your life for his country."

A young bride asked her husband to copy
off a radio recipe she wanted. He did his

best but got two stations at once: This is

whal he took down :

Hands on hips, place one ciip of Hour
on the shoulders, raise knees and de-

press toes and mix thoroughly with one-

half cup of milk. Repeat six times.

Inhale quickly one-half teaspoonful of

baking powder, lower the legs and
mash two hard-boiled eggs in a sieve.

Exhale, breathe naturally and sift into

a bowl.
Attention! Lie Hat on the floor and

roll the white of an egg backward and
forward until it comes to a boil. In ten

minutes remove from the fire and rub
with a rough towel. Breathe naturally,

dress in warm flannels and serve with
fish soup.

Little drops in water

—

Little drops in land

—

Make the aviator.

Join the heavenly band.

Tourist (in the village store)
—"Whaddga

got in the shape of an automobile tire?"

Saleslady—"Funeral wreaths, life preser-
vers and doughnuts."

Doctor (to patient)—It's nothing to wor-
ry about—just a little boil on the back of
your neck ; but you must keep your eye on it.

Professor (attempting to be humorous) —
"Can anv of you tell me where has nvpolv
gon?"

Tom—"Say pa, teacher says we're here on
earth to help others."

Pa—"To be sure we are. Why do you
ask?"

Tom—"Well, what are the others here
for?"
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Nightmares of Teachers

Wolsey saved his life by dying on the way
to London.

The plural of spouse is spice.

The pyramids are a range of mountains
between France and Spain.

The Habeas Corpus act was that no one
need stay in prison longer than he liked.

The two races in the north of Europe are
the Esquimaux and the Archangels.

A skeleton is what you have when you take
a man's insides out ; and outsides off.

A circle is a line which meets its other
end without ending.

General Braddock had three horses shot
under him, and the fourth went through his

clothes.

Wind is air in a hurry.

The Greeks planted Colonists for their

food supply.

The modern name for Gaul is vinegar.

Nicotine is so deadly a poison that a drop
on a dog's tail will kill a man.

An abstract noun is something you can't

see when you look at it.

Little dabs of powder
Little dabs of paint,

Make my ladies freckles
look as if they ain't

Here lies the body
Of Angus McHeck
He tried to shave
The back of his neck

Teacher—"Did the author of this Des-

cription of a Wooden Fable copy it out of a

book?"

Student—"No, he made it up out of his

head."
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The staff of "The Crimson and Gray"

wishes to extend its best wishes to all

friends whose papers are on our list of ex-

changes.

The success of a paper depends largely

on the criticism received from its exchanges

and a great many splendid ideas can be

obtained in this way. As we are starting v

new year we cordially invite others to join

our group and are hoping to hear again

from our old friends.

Since our Commencement Number
have received the following:

we

The Acorn, Royal Oak H. S., Royal Oak,

Michigan.

The Scotland Courier, Scotland, Penn.

The Mercury, Swayzee H. S. Swayzee, Ind.

The Clearing House, Denton, Md.

The Massachusetts Collegian, Mass. Agri-

cultural, Amherst, Mass.

The Proviso Pageant, Proviso Township
H. S. Maywood, 111.

The Waxa Beacon, Waxahachi H. S., Wax-
ahachi, Texas.

The Banner, Rockville H. S.. Rockville,

Conn.

Chronicle, Bartlett H. S., Webster, Mass.

The Wetomhis, Milford H. S.. Milford,

Conn.

WHAT WE THINK OF THEM

The Banner, Rockville H. S., an excep-

tionally well arranged paper. Your Com-
mencement material shows good work.

The Wetomhis, Milford H. S. Your paper
is very neat. The poetry deserves much
praise. Where are your jokes?

The Chronicle, Bartlett H. S. Heartiest

congratulations, Journalist Club! Your cuts

are exceedingly fine as is your Athletic De-

partment.

The Waxa Beacon, Waxahachie H. S.

You have a very nicely arranged paper. We
have all laughed heartily at your jokes.

The Proviso Pageant, Proviso Township
H. S. Your paper shows heaps of pep and
school spirit. We were especially interested

in "The River House."



ATHLETICS

Is it not so, that generally speaking we of

today consider ourselves as having reached
a higher plane of civilization than has hither

to been the case.

Regardless of the truth of this statement,
for I'm sure adherents to both the "pro" and
"con" sides of the question could be found
to support their respective sides, let us as-

sume that that, at least, is the truth.

From this point we shall advance through
one of the avenues long tread by the people
of this earth, making our observations, try-

ing to draw up the logical and true conclu-
sions based upon these observations and ex-
periences, and we shall judge if it is not true
that Athletics have kept in step with this

advancement, and are in conformity with
our general assumption.
As early as 776 B. C. history records

Athletic Contests were held. Directly due to

these games came the beginning of the
Olympic contests which were held every
fourth year so that all Greece might partici-

pate, and to make this possible, a sacred
truce was proclaimed. Why? Because as a

result of this form of a get-together, the
several tribes of Ancient Greece were able

to become acquainted with their neighbors,
to see that they were good-fellows, too, and
could be lived with, or near-by without con-
tinually carrying a chip on their shoulders,
in other words, these games promoted a bet-

ter understanding among these several

tribes, gave them an opportunity to ex-

change ideas, customs, and to review the

works of art and science of the day.
Today we have our Olympics, participated

in by most of the important nations of the
earth, to foster and encourage the spirit that

prevailed at the original games.
Where then is the advancement? Let us

ask a question, the answer of which might
lead to the answer of the first question.

In what set of conditions is it easier to

promote peace and a feeling of mutual
friendliness, 1st, in a single family, or 2nd,
in a gathering where not two families are
alike, either in blood ties or ideals. So much
for that. We now have caught up with time.
When athletics were first being introduced

into school-life some few years ago it was
greeted with waves of disapproval by the ad-
ministrative heads of the institutions.

Due to the perserverance and energy of a
few, who no doubt were the athletes of the
time, sports gained a foothold in several

schools and colleges. Here Athletics were
then tolerated but not encouraged. At this

stage the supervision of the several branches
of athletics was carried on by the students.

Under this form of government, abuses
crept in. To hold these abuses at a minimum
and finally to abolish all traces of such abuse
the need for faculty supervision was early
recognized. These two (faculty supervision
and athletics) joined forces so effectively

that a constant growth has been noted since

theirUuhton, until today athletics at school,

does not draw from a very few, but instead
the greater part of the student body is ac-

tively engaged in some branch of sport.

Today the ideal school has its varsity teams,
its class teams and for those less inclined

toward a competitive sport, there are Calis-
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thenics and gymnastics.
Why the great growth of Athletics ? There

are many good reasons, some of which are
to follow: (a). With the changes from ath-

letics for a few to athletics for all, the mass
has been benifited and consequently interest-

ed and enthused.
(b). Tends to train for citizenship, high

moral training and promotes the health of

the body.
(c). It instills in all, but more especial-

ly the young those principles of fair play,

honesty, courage, confidence in one's ability,

charity in victory and to be uncomplaining
in defeat.

Make your own judgment as to whether
athletics have become stagnant or are keep-
ing in step with progress.

H. J. MacMahon.

FOOTBALL
On the first day of school enthusiasm was

high over the possibilities of our football

squad. Some of the lettermen from last

year's squad were so enthused that they
procured their suits immediately and were
seen on the Dresser Street grounds hard at

work getting themselves in condition, always
thinking of the great game which is to be
in town this year on Thanksgiving Day.
Coach McMahon and Captain Detarando

decided on Tuesday, Sept. 13, as the first

day of practice. Suits were given out and
it was soon seen that there was going to

be a shortage of uniforms because of the
number of recruits. Those who thought it

was going to be an easy job soon dropped
out and the squad diminished from the
fourties into the thirties.

The next three weeks were spent in hard
labor in rounding the team into shape for the
first game which came on October 1 with
the Alumni.

ALUMNI vs. M. E. W. H. S. 6—0

On Saturday, October 1st, the team met
on the Dresser Street grounds to play the
Alumni. Although the team threatened the
Alumni goal two or three times, they were
unable to score. While on an end run a

touchdown was scored by Calhoun of the
Alumni team. The attendance at this game
was fairly large considering that it was not
advertised.

ST. JOHN'S vs. M. E. W. H. S. 31—0

This game was played October 8 on the
Gibraltar's Field, the use of which has been
given to us for this season. The St. John's
team of Worcester ran for two touchdowns
after the ball had been fumbled by our team.
The team did not seem to play the same style

of football as they had the week before in

the Alumni game.

PALMER vs. M. E. W. H. S. 62—0

On the fifteenth the team traveled to

Palmer to meet defeat in the hands of the
heavy Palmer team. Our team was greatly
set back in this game by the absence of Ed-
wards, Cormier and Benvenuti all of whom
had been injured during practice the pre-
ceding week. Benvenuti's injuries will keep
him off the team for the rest of the season.

WARE vs. M. E. W. H. S. 0—0

On the twenty-second of October on the
Gib's field the team played Ware. This game
proved to be most disastrous to the team.
Shortly after the team had held Ware for
four successive downs on the 2-yard line.

Edward Walsh playing right end was car-
ried out of the game with a compound frac-
ture of the left leg. Walsh had played a
very "plucky" frame and will be missed
greatly by his teammates. Edwards and
Cormier were also taken out of the game
on account of injuries. The team as a whole
played a great game of football.

Cole, Edwards LE
Walsh RE
Adamick RG
Detarando, Dugas LG
Price LF
Clemence RG
Richards C
Orzech LH
Gatineau FB
Cormier RH
Ryan QB
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SERVICE

The barbers in our sanitary
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Western Electric Speakers
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G. C. Winter Co.

Fire Prevention Advice

T
HE assistance we can render property owners in

controlling and reducing fire hazards is as impor-

tant as any other part of our property protection service.

We shall be glad to inspect your property and to offer

every practical suggestion for added safety, without

cost or obligation to you.

R. M. Burnham
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Ordinary lenses are ac- The New Titlyer Jens gives

curate only through the you clear, accurate vision

center right to the edge

Watch Those Ends!

THE NEW TILLYER LENSES HELP YOU
TO SEE THE WHOLE PLAY

Mary E. Wells High School Football goes like light-

ning—22 shifting players ask a lot of your eyes. You

must have accurate vision through every part of your eye-

glass lenses.

Through ordinary eyeglass lenses, when you look

obliquely up or down, in or out. you can't see as quickly or

as comfortably as when you look through the center.

For years, scientists studied in vain to find a way to

make lenses, "accurate to the very edge." Now such lenses

are obtainable—their accuracy and precision is vouched for

by the Research Division of American Optical Company of

which Edgar D. Tillyer is Chief.

American Optical Company
Southbridge, Massachusetts, U. S.A.
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J„ E. BENOIT

First Class Groceries,

Meats and Fish

We roast our own Coffee. A trial will
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69 Central Street Tel. Connection

G. Gregoire & Son

Stylish Stout Shoes for Women, Slender Foot
Arch Fitters, Nunn-Bush Shoes for Men.

A Complete Line of Men's
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Clarence H. Knight, Inc.

CHEVROLET
SALES and SERVICE

The Bigger and Better Chevrolet

now on sale

Telephone 10 373 Main Street

Geo. C. Shepard Co.

C. E. Hanson, Reg. Pharm.

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS

A. F. Girouard
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ALEX J. PAQUIN
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Hosiery and Gloves
Convenient Terms if Desired

334 Main Street Tel. 662-W
5 CENTRAL ST. SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

Buy From a First Class Fruit Store

METRO BROS.
First Class Ice Cream Parlor—Cigarets

Cigars, Tobacco

Compliments of

Grace Flower Shop

Flowers for All Occasions

63 Central St. Telephone 980

A Wonderful Assortment of Candies.
Dealers in Kolster, Grebe, and Zenith Radio

Sets and Equipment.

PHONE 210-W

Compliments of

THE BOSTON STORE
J. 0. BERTHIAUME, Prop.

Kennedy Electrical Co.

John T. Kennedy, Mgr.

Electrical Contractors

Electrical Supplies and Fixtures

15 Central St. Telephone 410
36 Hamilton St. Southbridge, Mass.
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Balkan International
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at Low Prices
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Central Massachusetts
Printing Co.

"SEE US FIRST"
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—
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D7ITORIALS

ON JAZZ
Is Jazz a comparatively new kind of music

or is it a variation in the way of playing the

popular songs? This is a question among
leading musicians. Any of so-called Jazz

music, when stripped of its instrumentation,

that is, the instruments upon which it is

played; saxophones, muted trombones, and

other orchestra pieces hasn't much to offer

in the way of strictly musical interest. This

holds true even when Jazz is considered from
the "popular" standpoint. For several years
the rhythmic element in popular music has
been growing more "nervous," and it may
have reached its highest point in Jazz.
Technically speaking, however, it must be
admitted that the popular music of today is

far richer in harmony, figuration, and use
of various instruments for the desired ef-

fects than the popular music of a few years
ago, in which the interest rested alone in

the melody. Another point by which Jazz
may be distinguished from the popular mu-
sic of the period of, say, ten years ago, is

the large number of "cat-calls" and perfect
imitations of train and steam-boat whistles
all acquired by Jazzy playing of certain
instruments.

Take some light classical piece written by
Grieg, Dvorak, or possibly Mozart or Bee-
thoven and let a good jazz arranger trans-

pose it for the ordinary jazz orchestra, with
all its freak combination of instruments

—

and let the arranger not change the original

music more than is ordinarily done in

transcribing a piano piece for an orchestra
—and its a safe ten to one bet that it would
be received by the majority as a new and
authentic piece of jazz music.
A perfect interpretation of Jazz is in Carl

Sandburg's "Jazz Fantasia."

"Drum on your drums, batter on your ban-
jos, sob on the long cool winding saxo-
phones. Go to it, jazzmen.

"Sling your knuckles on the bottom of the
happy tin pans, let your trombones
ooze, and go husha-husha-hush with the
slippery sandpaper.

"Moan like an autumn wind high in the
lonesome tree-tops, moan soft like you
wanted somebody terrible, cry like a
racing car slipping away from a motor-
cycle cop, bang-bang! you jazzmen,
hang altogether drums, traps, banjos,
horns, tincans—make two people fight

on the top of a stairway and scratch

each other's eyes in a clinch tumbling
down the stairs.

Can the rough stuff Now a Mississippi

steamboat pushes up the night river

with a hoo-hoo-hoo-oo and the

green lanterns calling to the high soft

stars . . a red moon rides on the

humps of the low river hills. . Go
to it, jazzmen."

Nathalie Morey, '28

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF OUR
HIGH SCHOOL

There have been many arguments lately

in our High School about having parties and
dances. There are arguments both for and
against them.

In the first place it brings the pupils to-

gether in a friendly way. They learn to

know each other better, not only as fellow

students but as good friends; all out for a
good time, all having a good time. It also

brings the pupils and teachers to a better

understanding. The pupils feel that the

teachers are not there just to "drill facts

into their heads" but are there as friends.

They also feel easier about asking help from
the teachers while the teachers come to
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know and understand the pupils as indivi-

duals.

It also brings the parents into contact
with the social side of the school. Those
who act as matrons find out what their sons
and daughters are attaining of character
and probably discuss it with the other mem-
bers.

All these things help to promote school
spirit, giving each person a feeling of love
and loyalty for the place where he has had
so many good times.

On the other hand, this means the co-

operation of each and every one, the willing-

ness to work for his fun, the readiness to

do anything called upon to do, and last but
not least the best behavior of all. Those
who are giving the party, in order to assure
its success, should set an example for the
others; those who are guests should show
their appreciation by acting accordingly.

Etiquette books may be out of fashion but
one rule might still be studied

—"At a dance
a girl should never be left sitting when
there is a boy to dance with her." Perhaps
this might be practiced in our school.

As regards dancing after school per-
formances, there are also many arguments.
Although it brings the community into con-
tact with the school, which is what we all

want, yet a few by their actions spoil it for
all. At the same time it can rightly be said
that this is due mostly to outsiders, and not
to the members of the school, as is shown by
the success of the school parties.

Phyllis Craig, '30

BASKETBALL
In attending basketball games how many

have ever given a thought to how and by
whom this popular game was originated.
Few, it is sure. To Dr. James Naismith
formerly of Springfield, Massachusetts Y.
M. C. A. Training School and now of the
University of Kansas, belongs the credit for

the origin of this now most fascinating
game.

The game, as first played under Dr. Nai-
smith's direction, was a much more strenu-
ous and complicated game than it is today.
It was originally an outdoor game, the team
having fifty players.

Before the introduction of basketball (in

the winter of 1892) there were few large

gymnasiums and practically none with ceil-

ings high enough for basketball to be played.

When the game began to be played indoors
new gymnasiums were built in all the im-
portant colleges and Y. M. C. A.

This game, combining as it does the ex-

ercise of both mental and physical powers
found instant recognition among the direc-

tors of physical training schools. The in-

troduction of basketball was truly the in-

troduction of athletic spirit into women's
colleges. In the gym it supplied a long felt

want especially in the gyms of women's
schools. Today, all the important colleges

for women, Wellesley, Vassar, Smith and
Simmons are represented by regular basket-

ball teams and most of the largest institu-

tions have adopted basketball as an impor-
tant factor in physical training.

This fascinating game with swift actions

and plays easy to follow, bridges a gap be-

tween football in the autumn and baseball

in the spring.
Basketball is really an American game, as

was clearly shown at the Inter-allied games
held in Paris in 1919. The team from the

United States surpassed the teams of both
France and Italy.

A glance through the sporting columns of

the daily newspapers, will clearly show
what a prominent place basketball now
holds and how popular this most healthful

and interesting game has become. Does the
originator realize fully the wonderful work
he has done for the development of man-
hood and womanhood in the United States?

Flora Tait, '30



LITERATURE

WHY BE THANKFUL!
It has always been my desire to see a

large city school and to attend its classes
for one day so that I might discover why
"cityites" look down upon us and scoff at
our small town schools. At last my wish
has come true.

But let us start at the beginning. The
scene changes. One sees our heroine with
rapidly beating heart accompanying her
cousin down a New York street. The des-
tination is the Mary Walton High School,
and all girls' school with an attendance of
four thousand. What pictures float through
my mind. At last I shall be allowed to judge.
"See that's our school!" A rather imposing
exterior—however, we have yet to see the
interior—rather dingy, dark and dirty. I

pictured the entrance to Mary E. Wells.
Mentally I noted, our entrance is much
brighter and cheerier.

First, a permit was secured so that I

might visit all the class rooms. Then I was
led to my cousin's home room. I tried not
to look surprised, tried to remember my
manners, but that first view of the room was
a shock. It was much smaller than any of
our rooms. The desks! Why they were
the kind that are used down in the grades.
We still wore our wraps. I noticed a large
closet built into one side of the room. Here
the girls' wraps are kept. All the pupils

carry large brief cases. At first, I wondered

a bit but later I realized that they carry all
their books with them wherever they go.
At night they do not carry the three or four
books home from which they must prepare
their next days lessons, but all their books.
Just imagine carrying around the contents
of your own desk as it is now. Not such a
happy outlook!

A bell rang. The girls started to their
next classes. What! No devotional exer-
cises? Surprising! First we went to the
typing room. The room contained only one
kind of typewriter but I was given to under-
stand that there were several typewriting
rooms in the building. Each typewriter
was on an individual stand. The lesson pro-
ceeded much as our lesson does. Bell—next
class. Music period. Another small room

—

girls seated. The music course interested
my very much. It seems that the girls take
up not only songs but are given composi-
tions to write, modern and old operas to
study and compare, great composers to
study.

Next, we went to the bookkeeping class.

Here, too, I noticed nothing that was so
much better or even different from out
bookkeeping course. I forgot to mention
that we should all indulge in a prayer of
thanks for our three floors. I never climbed
so many stairs in my life and they were
such queer stairs, very narrow and curved
around and around.
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In the English class a very amusing in-
cident occured. The class was conducted in
much the same way as ours. However, a
few minutes before the end of the period,
the English teacher came up to me and
asked me if I'd say a few words to the girls
about our school. I politely answered, "Cer-
tainly." My cousin whispered to me, "You
know, Pauline, she means for you to get up
and talk to us all."

"Yes, Lillian, I know." "Are you sure
you understand Pauline? Remember the
family dignity." At this I stood up and
walked to the front of the room. I've for-
gotten what I said, but anyhow I did not
begin, "Unaccustomed as I am to public

speaking, it gives me great pleasure to,

etc." I always thought I'd like to be a lec-

turer ! I'm not considering the poor hearers.
Next class was history class. The class

was discussing the same question as our
classes were having, so that their viewpoint
was doubly interesting.

About this time the pangs of hunger
were annoying me, so I was escorted down
to the lunch room. It wasn't a very pleasant
place and it was quite mobbed, but the food
was both good and inexpensive. The girls

made lots of noise as usual but otherwise
all was well.

I mustn't forget to mention the traffic

system. It was just like ours, so I felt quite

at home and committed no bad breaks.
On our way home I was asked, "Well, how

did you like it?" To which I replied, "The
teachers and girls were lovely to me, I was
very much interested, and enjoyed the ex-

perience, but on the whole I consider our
school is much more efficient, cheerier and
pleasanter in every way. And besides the
next person who says, "Oh! you small town
high school ! will get only a smile of pity

from me." Live and Learn.

Pauline Krasnov, '28

HIGH BUNK
How well I remember the old farm which

was built probably one hundred and fifty

years ago and owned by my grandfather,
where my sister and I spent so many happy
summers. The house had weather stained

clapboards and a rambling veranda around
three sides of it and the fourth side was
banked with lilacs and raspberry bushes.

Near the back door was an old well with
very cold, clear water, or at least it seemed
cold to us when we came back from picking
berries or tramping in the woods.
The interior of the house seemed taken

up with a great chimney from which two
huge fire places had been made, one in the
dining room, the other in the living room.
The one in the dining room was the larger
and had a long iron crane swung over the
huge stone hearth. What a treat it was to
sit around it and pop corn and watch the
flames dash up the chimney!
One day when my sister and I were filling

the wood-box which was placed at the right
of the fire place, we happened to hit the
wall behind with a log. Much to our sur-
prise there was an echo as if there was a
hole there. Finally after much investiga-
tion of the old paneling above the wood box,
we found that it concealed a long cavity
lined with brick. Under this, there was an-
other cavity which was evidently intended
for a fire. We were delighted when we were
told that we had found an old Dutch oven
in which our ancestors had done the family
baking. I have often wondered if their
meals cooked on the hearth were enjoyed as
much as ours. I can still taste the slices of
juicy steak, browned on long forks, over the
glowing coals, or fresh trout and pickerel
caught in the small, clear pond to the south-
east of the old house.

The dining room itself had a very low
ceiling supported by hand-hewn oaken beams
which were darkened by the smoke of years.
The door was very dark, too, made of oak
with much paneling. On the upper part of
the door the paneling formed a cross known
as the Christian cross and was for the pur-
pose of letting Christ in. The paneling on
the lower part of the door formed what it

known as a witches' cross. This cross was
supposed to keep the witches out. The
hinges were the shape of a letter "L." They
were put on so that the letters "H. L." were
formed, standing for Holy Lord.

The attic was a place of great delight to

us on rainy days with its stairs which were
almost perpendicular and a real feat to come
down on your feet. One rainy day while we
were playing and dressing up in old fash-
ioned clothes of about the 18th century, we
came upon a bright fringed chasmere shawl,
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which our grandmother said used to be her
mother's when she was a young girl. Oh

!

How delightful that was with its hoard of

surprises to be found each rainy day. I

have often thought what a paradise that at-

tic would have been for a modern antique
lover.

I recall by the mention of the attic, the
wonderful view of the farm seen from the
dusty windows. It faced the southwest and
below was the old barn grayed and weather-
beaten with its hay loft and corn cribs, that

had more than once furnished us with enter-

tainment when we were children. In the

rear of the barn the garden plot stretched

out in its long rows of vegetables and sun-
flowers. Beyond the garden there were the

hayfields which were bounded by grand-
father's wood lots with their tall and stately

trees.

What carefree and happy days those
were, that I spent at High Bunk.

Iola Morse, '29

HOW COUNT RAYMOND RECOVERED
HIS RUBY

"It's a swell place, ain't it, Jack? Old
Mallory certainly must be rich, eh?"

Sure, Dickie, the boss never picked out a
poor one yet, did he?"
Two men were walking through a large

grove and were now approaching what sure-

ly did appear to be a "swell place," in the
form of a large mansion. Situated just out-

side of London, it was the home of John
Mallory, a retired business man. Mr. Mal-
lory was very wealthy, as could be seen from
his beautiful home—almost a palace. The
place was made all the more attractive by
the wide expanse of lawn in front of it and
by a large grove through which it was at

least a ten-minute walk from the main road
to the house. This attractiveness was
heightened by the soothing quiet which now
pervaded the place and its surroundings, for
although Mr. Mallory had been giving a
party, his guests had all been in bed and
asleep for some time.

Our two men were now creeping steathily

along a path which eventually lead to a side-

door. There, on one side of the path they
could see two men stretched out on the
ground, both tightly bound and gagged. One
was seemingly unconscious but the other

glared at them fiercely.

"It's the guards he told us about," whisp-
ered the first man.

"One seems to have had a harder head
than the other, Dickie," said the second,
"Shall I put 'im out again?"
"Naw! What can he do?" answered the

so-called "Dickie."
The men opened the door cautiously and

entered. They walked about half-way down
a long corridor and then stopped abruptly.
"Jack" opened a panel in the wall and there
revealed a hidden safe.

"Whew!" ejaculated the other, softly,

"the boss is pretty nifty! We'd never 'a

found this in a year. He's done his share o'

the work all right. He's showed us where
everything is, and now all we gotta do is

take it."

"An', don't forget," remarked Jack, "the
hardest part must 'a been to get us the com-
bination."

Both men now set diligently to work. Ten
minutes passed—no sound. Then suddenly
there crashed out on the stillness a loud re-

port—a pistol shot, no doubt, but sounding
more like a cannon because of the silence it

broke. There was the sound of feet run-
ning swiftly along the corridor, and from
the side-door came two men sprinting mad-
ly. They started down one of the lanes and,

hearing a commotion in the house, began
to pick up speed but it was evident that the

bags they carried were holding them back.

Inside the house, there was a great up-
roar. All the guests were up now and the

men-servants were appearing. Women poked
their heads out the doors and inquired in

no calm manner what the matter was. Sud-
denly there came a shout from one of the

lower halls, and immediately there ensued a
rush to that particular section of the house.

One of the servants had found Mr. Mallory
lying unconscious although now he seemed
to be reviving.

He began talking excitedly: "I—I heard
a noise a—and came down with my revolver

—it was exactly two o'clock—I saw a man
in the next room crouched down putting
the silver in a bag. I wasn't taking any
chances so I levelled my gun, b—but some-
thing hit me in the head and the bullet went
astray. Th—they robbed the safe first, I

guess, and my guests will be sorry they left

their valuables there—and, Count, your
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ruby—

"

The man to whom Mr. Mallory spoke, was
standing nearby listening attentively. It

was Count Raymond, a distinguished noble-

man, who had brought a prize ruby to ex-

hibit to the guests.

He interrupted Mr. Mallory: "Sir, it is

nothing compared to your loss. I believe

that they were primarily interested in the"

Mallory collection no matter what else they
may have taken."

Another guest spoke up quickly. It was
George Langland, one-time detective and an
intimate friend of Mr. Mallory's

:

"They can't have gone very far from
here—they only had six minutes—is anyone
here armed?"

"I have Mr. Mallory's revolver, sir," said

Count Raymond.
Someone put in, "They'd naturally have

a car, wouldn't they? You've got a fat

chance of ever getting 'em, Mr. Langland."
Langland snapped back, "And naturally

they wouldn't bring it close to the house
would they?" Langland now seemed to

take command of the situation, "Is there a
chauffeur here?"

"Right this way, sir. I'll have a car
ready in a jiffy, sir."

Saying this, the chauffeur turned and ran
out the side-door. He stopped abruptly,
however, and shouted:
"Come here quick, sir! Here are the

guards !"

Instantly everyone rushed out to the aid
of those unfortunates who were soon up on
their feet, telling their story. Rather, it

was one who did the talking:
"We were walking by here at about half-

past one when something hit us on the head.
My partner here got a good clout, I guess,
but I came to in a short while. Just before
one of the clocks struck two I saw two men
go in this side-door and about ten minutes
later I heard a shot and they came out again,
running.
Langland said nothing. He was busy

trying to put two and two together but he
could only make three out of it. However,
by this time, a car was ready. Langland
and three others clamored into the rear seat
while Count Raymond sat with the chauf-
feur, and soon the car was speeding down
the center lane. Reaching the main road,

the car turned sharply to the right. The
chauffeur shouted:

"Look! There they are—there's two of
'em—coming out of that lane over there

—

see?"
"Sure," cried Langland, "we can see 'em

all right, but can we catch 'em?"
"Just watch us, sir. We've gained al-

ready."
Although Langland was watching the

other car eagerly, his brain was hard at
work. He was swiftly coming to a conclu-
sion. The two guards were attacked at half
past one—yet the two men had not entered
the house till almost two o'clock—Mallory's
evidence helped to confirm this. The men,
in ten minutes had found a remarkably well-

hidden safe—impossible! Mr. Mallory had
never let anyone see his safe and even the
night befotre, he had personally put away
his guests' valuables. No—the crooks, who-
ever they were, could not have found it in
so short a time—besides, they knew the
combination; they must have. They had
help from the inside and this same "helper"
was the one who knocked out the guards

—

that was it ! And yet—Ah ! The cars were
only a short distance apart now. Perhaps
the mystery would soon be solved.

Sure enough ! They were gaining rapidly
and going faster and faster every minute.
When only fifty feet separated the speeding
cars, Count Raymond stood up to shoot.
Putting his gun over the windshield he
pulled the trigger once—twice—and then he
seemed to lose his balance. He struggled in

vain to keep to his feet but he fell—full

against the chauffeur.

The chauffeur shouted wildly and clamped
on the brakes. The car swerved sharply to
the left and there was a loud crash as it

broke through a fence. The Count went
head first through the windshield and was
snapped back into his seat when the car sud-
denly came to a halt.

"Keep going!" he shouted, "we've almost
got 'em !" Then he lost consciousness.

Two weeks later, Count Raymond of Lon-
don passed out of existence.—He was now
M. Paul Beaumaire of Paris and soon be-
came a member of the highest rank in so-
ciety. He received many invitations which
brought him into the homes of some of

Paris's wealthiest people. Each time he
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came away richer by several thousands.
Things went along much smoother here, too.

No auto accidents—no shot—and absolutely
no important clues—just evidence enough to
indicate that the crooks had gone straight
to the safe and back again, which fact only
left everyone more mystified than ever.

Donald Rawson, '28

MUSIC, WHAT IS IT?
Yes, just what is it? Is it just a passing

fancy? A sideline? An amusement? Or is

it something deep? Impressive? Eternal?
Music is an expression of the soul. Our

inner thoughts, our love, our character, are
all centred in music.

Song belongs to the victor.

It is not when we are weary, and sad and
have been conquered that we sing, but
rather when we are gay, cheerful, happy,
and have been victorious, perhaps when we
least expected it, that we sing and cheer.

Is Jazz, music? Indeed it is not. It is

but a passing fancy or whim. Soon it will

be forgotten—but music— , deep, reverent,

and emotional, is here to stay. It is lasting,

eternal, infinite!

Dorothy H. Macallister, '29
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LOCALS
Wednesday Morning Exercises

On November 23rd, Antonio Deterando
and Raymond Lippe made some quite force-
ful speeches which certainly ought to arouse
anyone who forgot there was any such thing
as school loyalty. A few more such speeches
and the school will overflow with spirit.

On November 16th, Blanche Lapointe, a
Sophomore, sang "Smile Through Your
Tears" and "Russian Lullaby" for us.

On November 30th, Maurice Clemence,
another Sophomore, entertained us with the
piano selections "II Trovatore" and "The
Rosary."

On January 4th an interesting and educa-
tional picture "Wheat" was shown to us.

January 11th, we had a new and novel
experience, — Will-o-the-Wisp, — in other
words, William Orzech sang "When Shadows
Fall" and "On the One Way Street."

On January 25th, we found another per-
son to add to our list of entertainers in Olga
Krasowsky, a freshman, who entertained us
with "The Star of Hope," "The Roses of
Picardy" and "The Gypsy's Sweetheart", on
the mandolin.

Wednesday, January 25, a moving picture,
"The Cricket on the Hearth," was presented
in the auditorium in the afternoon and eve-
ning.

Wednesday, February 1, "Alice in Won-
derland," a moving picture, was presented
in the auditorium.

Wednesday, February 8, "The Vicar of
Wakefield," was presented in the auditorium.

On Friday, January 20, an excellent talk
was given by Miss Margaret Slattery on
"Sons of Women and Daughters of Men,"
under the direction of the Woman's Club.
The Sophomores are preparing for a par-

ty to be held in the auditorium on February
twenty-first.

On December thirteenth, the Senior Play
was given in the town hall. It was a great
success from both the dramatic and finan-

cial viewpoint. The stage setting was one
of the most perfect ever seen at a High
School performance and those who made an
attractive room out of a barren stage are
to be congratulated.

Those in the cast were:
Pauline Krasnov, as Mary Maudsley, the

cousin, who took her part to perfection.

Doris Demers, as Mrs. Wellby, the mother,
who took her part splendidly.

Raymond Beauregard, as Amos Wellby,

the son, who did exceptionally well.

Carol Bingley, Nathalie Morey and Dor-
othy Pezzetti, daughters of Mrs. Wellby.

These girls pleased their audience by fur-

nishing many laughs.
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Oliver Johnson as Miller Gutteridge who
turned out to be the villain in the end.

Alice Hebert, as Princess Irina, who took
her part extremely well.

John O'Shaughnessy, as Boris Igorevitch,

Grand Duke, who took his part profession-

ally.

Robert McMaster and Fyfe Hall as Prince
Vladimir and Count Ivan respectively, who
performed very well indeed.

George Ford, as Kirk O'Farrell, the de-

tective, who took his part perfectly.

Juniors—13

On Friday evening, January twentieth,

the Senior Class gave its party in the High
School auditorium. Dancing was the main
feature with Freddy's Band furnishing the

music.
The matrons were:
Mrs. Charles Hall, Mrs. Harold Haynes,

Mrs. Leslie Lord, and Mrs. John 0. Martin.
Refreshments were served by the girls"

of the Senior Class.

Friday, January twenty-seventh, an In-

dian, Chief Buffalo, presented a varied pro-

gram consisting of bird calls, popular songs,

war dances, and several numbers on the

musical saw.

Honor Roll
FIRST QUARTER OF YEAR 1927-1928

Receiving all A's
Seniors—

1

Lois Martin

Juniors—

1

Harold Morehouse

Sophomores—

1

Edna Pinsonneault

Freshmen—

1

Catherine McKinstry

Receiving all A's or B's

Seniors—14

Pauline Krasnov
Theodosia Laabs
Laricheliere, Evelyn
Martha Lord
Beatrice Monahan
Margaret Perry
Dorothy Pezzetti

Alice Robidoux
Raymond Beauregard
Oliver Chipman
Bertram Goodell
Stephen Haynes
Donald Rawson
William Snell

Doris Angell
Cynthia Darling
Concetta DiGregorio
Edith Lewis
Anna Misiaszek
Iola Morse

Hilda Perry
Pearl Putnam
Louise Tillyer

Ralph Cole
George Johnson
Henry Martin

Origene Paquette

Sophomores—13

Kathleen Burns Andrea Proulx
Doris Claflin Evelyn Schumacher
Esther Clemence Elizabeth St. Onge
Phyllis Craig Donald Buckley
Rita Houde Maurice Clemence
Gwendolyn Monroe Charles Thimblin

Christo Thomas

Freshmen—

8

Miriam Craig Philip Hebert
Ruth Richason Alfred Miscook
Pauline Thompson John Steen
Frank Buckley Edgar Tillyer

SECOND QUARTER OF YEAR 1927-1928

Receiving all A's

Seniors—

3

Doris Demers
Lois Martin
Donald Rawson

Freshmen—

1

Catherine McKinstry

Receiving all A's or B's

Seniors—18

Carol Bingley Martha Lord
Raymond Beauregard Dorothy Manning
Viola Desautels
Antonio Detorando
Betram Goodell
Stephen Haynes
Pauline Krasnov
Theodosia Laabs
Evelyn Laricheliere

Jean Maclean
Beatrice Monahan
Margaret Ohlwiler
Margaret Perry
Viola Pinsonneault
Stanley Prantkielwicz
William Snell

Juniors—11

Doris Angell
Viola Carpenter
Ralph Cole
Cynthia Darling
Elizabeth Higgins

Louise Tillyer

George Johnson
Henry Martin
Anna Misiaszek
Harold Morehouse
Origene Paquette
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Sophomores—20

Donald Buckley
Kathleen Burns
Doris Claflin

Philip Clarke
Esther Clemence
Maurice Clemence
Phyllis Craig
Marie Duclos
Stefanie Kozyra
Rita Houde

Katena Manthue
Bertha Love
Alma Lemoine
Gwendolyn Monroe
Edna Pinsonneault
Andrea Proulx
Evelyn Schumacher
Elizabeth St. Onge
Irene Renaud
Charles Thimblin

Freshmen—

8

Miriam Craig G'trude Schwartzberg
Lucy Kania John Steen
Alfred Miscook Edgar Tillyer

Nestor Pontbriand Frances Vaughan

Royal Awards
Lucinda St. Martin
Marion Gaumond
Viola Desautels
Alphonse Allard
Margaret Perry
Elsie Hofstra

Remington Awards
Viola Carpenter
Olive Hands
Viola Pinsonneault
Alice Bail
Pauline Krasnov

Gold Pin
Gold Pin

Silver Pin
Silver Pin
Silver Pin
Silver Pin

Primary
Silver Pin
Silver Pin
Silver Pin
Silver Pin

Underwood Awards
Viola Robidoux Bronze Pin
Anna Sandgren Bronze Pin

Alice Young Certificate

Helen Goodell Certificate
Henry Martin Certificate

Doris Angell Certificate

Remington Awards
James Brew Primary
Eunice Hubbell Primary
R. I. Moore Primary
Joseph Toczylowski Primary
Beatrice Monahan Primary
Hilda Perry Silver Pin
Viola Robidoux Silver Pin
Alice Bail Silver Pin
George Andrews Silver Pin
Doris Angell Silver Pin
Concetta DiGregorio Gold Pin
Marion E. Gaumond Gold Pin
Silvio Ferron Gold Pin

Royal Awards
Conceta Di Gregorio 60 Words
George Andrews Silver Pin
Rita Pinsonneault Silver Pin
Olive Bourdelais Silver Pin
Viola Robidoux Silver Pin
Eunice Hubbell Silver Pin
Estelle Benoit Primary
Alice Hebert Primary
Veronica Mannix Primary

Underwood Awards
Alphonse Allard Silver Pin
George Andrews Silver Pin
Robert Kane Primary
Alice Hebert Primary

<|^i>
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-ALUMNI-
MY FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF TORONTO

UNIVERSITY
Somewhere about ten o'clock one Monday

morning Toronto University was honored by
my arrival. Although no reception commit-
tee was waiting to welcome me with either
open arms or willing feet, I felt that I should
be fittingly treated.

Thus it was that I hurried up to the first

person whom I met, who happened to be a
sophomore, and innocently, asked the way
to the Registrar's office. Without any hesi-

tation he directed me and hurried off, as I

remember now with an amused smile on his

be-moustached face. I started out to follow
his direction which seemed simple enough.

After perhaps five minutes, I perceived
what I thought must be my objective and
walking up, rang the bell. It seemed at first

that there was an enormous number of girls

about and that they were making a terrific

uproar for a Registrar's office. I was not
completely disillusioned however until the
charming maid who came to the door said,

"This is a women's residence, sir." That
stunned me and as I turned around to stum-
ble to the street I vowed that never again
would I trust a man with a moustache.
Thus my first impression of the University
was that it was a place divinely suited for
those supercilious upper classmen to prey
on the poor well-meaning frosh.

Having attended an American prepara-
tory school, I regarded Canada and most of

its institutions with a sort of scorn. This
was because of the impression, somehow
gained that it was merely a pastoral country
with nothing especially imposing in it ex-

cept long distances. Imagine my surprise
therefore when walking about I gradually
began to be more and more awed and be-

wildered at the size and extent of the build-

ings and the beautiful grounds surrounding
them. After having visited Yale with its

magnificent Gothic type structures and Dart-
mouth with its superb natural surround-

ings, I had decided that Canada with her
small population could produce nothing
worthy of comparison. This impression
soon wore off however and as I strolled
about I began to feel more and more in need
of a friend who would share my bewilder-
ment and bolster up my courage perhaps.
No one appeared, however, and by the time
I went to bed the first evening I was more
completely miserable from feeling so in-

finitesimal in the scheme of things than I

ever had been before. The University had
overawed me completely.

Awakening the second day to the nagging
bell of the alarm clock I was struck by a
feeling of loneliness which lowered my spir-
its at once, just as a chill blast lowers the
mercury in a thermometer. This feeling in-

creased as any number of fellows thumped
down the corridor all bent on their own
business, some with friends, others whistl-
ing some tune and all completely unaware
of my existence and not caring particularly
whether they discovered it or not. When I

had managed to get out and around the
buildings, I became more and more lone-

some, the happiness of others only made me
more so. Crowds, crowds everywhere but
no one to whom I dared to speak, I had be-
come very suspicious of unknown persons I

began to wonder if any others were in the
same plight but as far as appearances went,
I could see no other lonesome frosh, the ties

not having been donned as yet. By the end
of the second day, I was convinced that the
University was the most unfriendly place
on earth and I was ready to return home.

The following day was the one on which
classes began. In my imagination I must
have pictured college as some sort of "grown
up" high school for I received three suc-

cessive shocks as three successive instruc-

tors informed us that they were there to

make us work on our own account and to

guide our own studies. It was stated that
class work counted for little while outside
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study mattered much and that the instruc-
tors were there for the express purpose of

being as reference books for open minds.
The sum total of all these impressions was

that University environment and life is very
similar to the life which must be encounter-
ed when one leaves college. One must choose
and make one's friends, decide what shall

be the chief aim and pursue that aim with
all zeal and willingness. It is all reminis-
cent of that story told by the ancients of the
man who abandoned his sons in the world,

simply that they might be able to provide
for themselves and develop to that degree
to which their own characters and cons-

ciences forced them.
Keith T. Middleton, '27

Clark Edmonds, class of 1923, graduated
in June from Dartmouth College.

Stella Lavallee, class of 1926, who has
been working in the Jacob Edwards library

has been accepted as a student in the li-

brary training school connected with the
Brooklyn Public library.

Almeda Walker, who was graduated from
Massachusetts Agricultural College in June,
is now teaching in South Braintree.

Ellis S. Potter, class of 1923, who was
graduated last year from Brown Univer-
sity, is now associated with the Edison Elec-
tric Company of Chicago.

Constance Grant, class of 1923, was
graduated from Radcliff College cum laude.

Florence I. Wixted, class of 1922, who

has been employed in the office of the Gas
and Electric Company since graduation, has
entered St. Vincent's Hospital Training
School.

S. Homer Poeton, class of 1926, has en-
tered Worcester Tech.

Blanche Weatherhead, class of 1923, was
graduated from Wellesley College in June
with an A. B. degree.

Osborne B. Tabor, who was graduated
from Clark University, is now doing gradu-
ate work in physical chemistry for a Mas-
ter's degree under Dr. Benjamin S. Mari-
gold.

Esther Moore has entered the Greenfield
Library Training School at Greenfield.

Robert Perry Montague, graduate of the
class of 1925, has been awarded The James
Manning Scholarship, which is given to
those graduates whose work throughout the
year at Brown University has been of such
excellence that they are deemed worthy of
very high academic distinction. He has also

been awarded the Preliminary highest hon-
or, given to those whose grades contain not
less than sixty-five per cent. A and one
hundred per cent. A and B.

December 27, 1927, the class of 1923 held
a class reunion in the Hotel Columbia. There
are 23 members in the class, 16 of whom
were present.

December 29, 1927, the Mary E. Wells
High School Alumni Association conducted
a Christmas dance.



Teacher—"So, Deterando, it's a Trium-
virate now is it?"

Deterando—"No, the three Wooden Sol-
diers."

Teacher—"Are you the wood?"
Deterando—"No, I'm the Iron Man."

Heard in Sophomore Latin Class
—"The

goddess fixed her eyes on the ground and left

them there." (Who picked them up?)

Now, did we hear or didn't we hear, that
Mr. Gibbons is conducting an elocution class

in the auditorium every Wednesday morn-
ing?

Cop on Shore—"I'm going to arrest you
when you come out of there."

Man in Water—"Ha, Ha, I'm not coming
out. I'm committing suicide."

Nervous Woman (to beggar)—"If I give
you a piece of cake, you'll never return, will

you?"
Beggar—"Well, lady, you know your

cake better than I do."

At three o'clock in the morning a rather
weary specimen of humanity reaches a
phone and calls a garage for assistance.
"Hello, is this the garage? I just turned
turtle."

Mechanic (sleepy and disgusted)
—"What

you want is the zoo, not a garage."

Teacher—"If I can break sodium in my
hand and roll it into a lump, it is hard and
brittle, isn't it?"

Walsh—"Yes, very hard."

She—"Your brother is quite a big gun at

college."

He—"Yes, he's been fired three times."

Teacher—"What's the difference between
washing soda and baking soda?"

Pupil—"You wash with one and bake
with the other."

"Say, Si, how are the cows and pigs
coming?"

"Fine, thanks. How are all your folks?"
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Policeman (producing notebook)—"Name
please."

Motorist—"Alogsiurs Alastiat Cyprian."
Policeman (putting away notebook)—

"Well, don't let me catch you again."

Teacher—"One day we'll have the ques-
tions for our test and the next day

Student—"We'll have the answers.

TWO OF A KIND

"When thirsty you should drink milk.

It's good for the blood."
"I know, but I'm not blood thirsty."

Private J. P. Jay marched up to his colonel

and saluted.

"I would like a leave of absence, Sir."

"What for?" queried the officer.

"My wife wants me to help her move,
Sir."

"I don't like to refuse you," said the col-

onel, "but I've just received a letter from
your wife saying that she does not want you
to come home because you're more bother
than help."

The soldier saluted and turned to go. At
"What's the trouble, kid, why are you the door he stopped and remarked:

crying?" "Colonel, there are two persons in this

"Aw, me kite won't fly, and me old man regiment who handle the truth loosely, and
made it out of fly paper, too!" I'm one of them. I'm not married."

Young Knut—"I say, waitah, noah bring
me a steak like that again."

Waiter—"Why not, sir?"

Young Knut—"It simply isn't done, old
thing."

Tourist (After bumping over unusually
bad road)—"Have you people no pride in
your roads?"

Native—"Well, I'll say we have. They
call this the worst road in eighteen coun-
ties."

Little Betty had just heard of curing
hams—"Oh, mummy," she exclaimed, "how
funny it must be to see all the little hams
sitting around getting cured."

1st Tuff—If I hit you, you will never for-
get it.

2nd Tuff—"If I hit you, you will never
remember it."

Mr. McMahon—"What are the uses of
caustic soda, or lye?"

Student—"They use it in cakes."

"Ah, Ha ! I see my friend has given you a
black eye."

"Why, you never saw the person who
gave me that black eye."

Well, he's my friend anyway."

PAT'S FIRST PRESCRIPTION

Mrs. Mulligan—"Pat, didn't th' docther
lave yez inny midicine?"

Mr. Mulligan—"Not a bit. He'd have me
makin' a billy goat av mesilf—takin' this

piece av paper ivry three hours."

THESE RECKLESS DRIVERS!

It was the old lady's first ride in a taxi,

and she watched with alarm the driver con-
tinuously putting his hand outside the car
as a signal to the traffic following.
At last she became angry.
"Young man," she cried, "you look after

the driving and watch where you are going.
I'll tell you if it starts raining!"

FOR KEEPS

"I want some winter underwear."
"How long? "

"How long? I don't want to rent 'em; I

want to buy 'em.



EXCHANGES
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Despairingly we sat behind the huge pile
of mail, Hortense and I. Hortense, her
large green eyes snapping, remarked "How
in the earthly world are we -ever to get
through this pile of stuff?"—meaning our
exchanges of which we had a great many.
Oh, of course, it's delightful to read other
school papers, say when you're supposed to
be studying Latin in a study period but a
thing never was any fun when you were
obliged to do. So reading the exchanges
appeared to be a boresome task to Hortense
and me.

Listlessly she picked up "The Philomath"
remarking, "Clarebella you start on "The
Red and Black" from Stevens High School,
Claremont, N. H.

For a short time nothing broke the still-

ness and then Hortense exclaimed in a slight-

ly surprised voice. "Why "The Philomath"
from Framingham is certainly a peppy and
newsy paper. The athletic department is

made a lot more attractive with the indivi-

dual pictures. Don't you think so, Clare-
bella?" "What?" I questioned, suddenly
realizing that I had been so absorbed in

reading that I had forgotten my surround-
ings. "I've just finished "Big Bill's Gift,"

in "The Red and Black" from Claremont, N.
H. I've heard many say they thought it to

be especially attractive. On the whole this

paper has a fine literary department. "The
Argus," Gardner, Mass. They must have

a very capable business manager. Look at
all these advertisements, Hortense!"

"Well, I should say! The High School
Herald' from Westfield, Mass. certainly has
a sense of humor. Miranda had to stay for
Miss Putnam because she laughed so over
it. Oh what's that paper with the pic-
turesque cover? 'The Dial,' Brattleboro, Ver-
mont. It always has a cover that attracts
one. Every department in it deserves credit.
The Palmer,' Palmer, Mass. Well ! this cer-
tainly is a fine paper. Th many cuts bright-
en and give pep to this newsy periodical."
"Say, Hortense, I don't find many comments
on our 'Crimson and Gray' do you? I'd like

to know just what other schools think of our
paper." S'o would I." "I hope they com-
ment more on our next issue." "What's that
paper with the owl on the cover." "Oh yes,
that's The Owl,' from Middletown, N. Y.
"Their school notes show what a peppy
school they have.." "I like stories but can't
find many in here, can you, Hortense?"

Quietness reigned for a few seconds and
then a voice from the doorway of Room 4
announced to us that he was about to close

the school for the night. Startled we hur-
riedly glanced out of the window. Why it

was almost dark! Taking up our various
books and pads we departed still talking
about what fun we had had reading the once
boring exchanges.

»us>
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ATHLETICS

BASKETBALL
Basketball candidates turned out the sec-

ond week of December and settled down to
hard work as the first game was only two
weeks away. Edwards is captain. Coach
MacMahon entered our team in the South-
ern Worcester County League in which we
have participated for the last few years.
Raymond Lippe is manager.
The other teams in this league are as fol-

lows: Oxford, Spencer, Webster, Warren,
and North Brookfield.

Alumni—18 High School—23
It is customary for the High School to

play its first game with the Alumnae. This
year the game was played December 23, in

the Town Hall. As the opponents had sev-

eral good players they began to score from
the start. At the end of the first half it

looked as if the High School would suffer

defeat in its first tilt. The second half
brought a different story, our boys started to

play real basketball and the game ended
with the graduates having a score of 18 and
the undergraduates 23. This was indeed a
very good beginning for the team.

High School

Edwards

Hall

Orzech

Lineup

Right Forward

Left Forward

Alumni

Desautels

Schumacher
H. Clarke

Adamick
Detarando
Cormier

Ryan

Center

Righ Guard

Left Guard

Fitzgerald

Dennison
L. Clarke

R. Hall

High School—30 Spencer—

8

This game was played in Spencer and was
our first league game. From the score it can
readily be seen that it was a good game for
our side. The seconds had a chance to play
in this game.

High School—47 Warren—19
Warren came to Southbridge on January

11, only to go home with a heavy defeat on
their shoulders. This was the first league
game to be played on our home floor and it

drew a fairly large crowd. Edwards, our
star right forward, made twenty-three points
this game.

High School—28 St. John's—26
On January 13, the team traveled to Wor-

cester to play the St. John's High School
team. This game was very exciting from
start to finish. In the last quarter, the St.

John's players scored several baskets, and
placed themselves in the lead by one point

and at the last second the game was tied by
Edwards who "dropped a free try through
the basket." Adamick made a basket in

the overtime period and consequently the

boys came home victorious. This was not a
league game.
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High School—34 Tourtelotte H. S.—27
Tourtelotte High of North Grosvenordale,

Connecticut, was played on January 17.

The Southbridge boys as usual played a very
fast game and won their fifth game.

High School—30 Oxford—

5

The team went to Oxford on January 21
and had expectations of a fast contest, as
Oxford High won the championship of the
league a year ago. It proved to be decidedly
otherwise and the final score was very "one
sided." A large group of local students and
residents were present.

High School—20 Tourtelotte High—27
A return game was played with Tourtel-

otte on January 24. This was the first game
of the season with which we met defeat. Our
team played a very good game and the de-

feat cannot be laid to the players alone. A
large number of the students went to this

game.

High School—32 Spencer—

7

This was our second game with Spencer.
Local team was victorious. It was played in

the Town Hall on January 27.

High School—17 Warren—16
The team played in Warren on February

2. Warren staged a "come-back" in the sec-

ond half but were not strong enough for us
in the last minute.

High School—29 Webster—

5

The game with Bartlett High of Webster
always arouses plenty of enthusiasm and es-

pecially this year as it was rumored that
they had a very good team, and were out to

win the championship of the league. The
teams met on the Town Hall floor before a
record crowd of nearly 1200. Our boys took
the lead from the start and outplayed their

opponents in every way. The students went
wild over this victory and paraded Main
Street, cheering, shouting and yelling after
the game.

Crimson and Gray uniforms.

Girls Team—40 Warren—

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
The girls have turned out very faithfully

this year and formed a team. They practice
every night and have played three games so
far. They are equipped this year with new

This was played on January 11, as a pre-
liminary game before the boys played their
game.

They played a very good game and held
the Warren girls from scoring, meanwhile
running up a large score for themselves.

High School—22 St. John's—27

On January 13, they accompanied the boys
team to Worcester and were defeated in a
fast game with the St. John's girls team.
Katharine Ohlwiler broke a finger in this

game.

High School—28 Warren—15
A return game with the Warren girls was

played in Warren on Feb. 1. After a very
fast game the local girls came home with a
second victory over the Warren Girls.

The members of the girls' squad are:

Wanda Orzech, Dorothy Pezzetti, Evelyn
Schumacher, Martha Lord, Anna Misiaszek,

Viola Desautels, Bertha Love, Katharine
Ohlwiler and Stephanie Kosyra.

FOOTBALL
Thanksgiving Day brought the last game

of the season. The game with Webster, our
greatest rivals. This year it was played on
the Gibraltar's field. All eyes were centered
on this game and our prospects of winning
were high. But alas, fumbles proved very
costly to our boys and as a consequence
Webster took home the laurels.

The attendance was estimated well over
2500 and the spirit shown by both cheering
sections was commented on by many.
The final score was: Webster, 12; South-

bridge, 0.

The following are the football lettermen
for 1927:

Detarando, Capt.
Edwards
Adamick
Orzech
Price
Cormier
Richards
Lesnieski

Dugas
Kaprowski
Cole
Ryan
Prantkielwicz
Clemence
Gatineau
Thimblin

Walsh



Compliments of

Joseph Therrien

Fine Meats and Groceries

6 LENS STREET TEL. 413-W

H. O. Desaulniers

Wholesale and Retail

Federal Tires and Tubes
Auto Accessories

Gulf Gasoline and Motor Oils

and Greases

145 Mechanic St. Tel. 601 -J

Compliments of

Arthur Langlais

Groceries, Meat, Canned Goods
Ice Cream, Fruits and Tobacco

161 Worcester St. Tel. 530—195

Allan H. Faxon

. . . FLORIST . . .

33 Edwards St. Telephone

"Say It With Flowers"

We Grow Them For You

Lynn-Brockton Shoe
Repair

We Go Far to Get a Customer,

-But We Go Farther to Keep Him.

43 Hamilton St. Southbridge, Mass.

A. PINEL
Custom Tailor

Ladies' and Men's Clothing Cleaned, Dyed,

Repaired and Pressed

Gregoire's Block

19 Hamilton St. Upstairs

A. F. HANSON
. . . Optometrist . . .

321 MAIN STREET
Hours: 9 A. M. to 6 P. M.—Tuesday, 9 to 12

Evenings: Wednesday, Friday and Saturday,
6 to 8

Compliments of

Harrington Cutlery

Company

Southbridge, Mass.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Compliments of

Worcester Telegram
Pub. Co.

Southbridge Branch
C. A. LYNCH, Agent.

35 Central St. Tel. 268

E. F. Dakin Co.

CANDY—CIGARS—ICE CREAM
SODA

NEWS-STAND
307 Main Street Telephone 452-M

DAVID LENTI
Arch Preserver

Shoe
— Shoe Repairing —

11 ELM STREET

Black & White Taxi

Ten Clean Cabs

Prompt Service

TELEPHONE 1000

Drive-Yourself Cars Rented Without Drivers.

Gaumond's Taxi Service

For Funerals, Weddings, Parties,

Worcester Trips, Etc.

—DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

Studebaker Limousines

Res. Tel. 19 Southbridge, Mass.

Southbridge Coal Co.

Dealers in

COAL and WOOD

W. M. Edwards

Office: 315 Main St. Yard: Railroad Ave.

Tel. 161-J Tel. 252-W

Compliments of

Dr. I. Celeste Keenan

Locki Tailoring Co.

We Use New Prosperity Method in

STEAMING AND PRESSING

Custom Tailors

2 Hamilton St. Whitford Block

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



FLEXIBLE FLYER SLEDS SKIIS

3.75 4.75 6.00 6.50 8.75
10° 125 175 25° to 8 °°

FTFPTWTNr QTFm SHOE SKATE COMBINATIONFLEETWING SLEDS
LADIES' AND MEN'S

1.29 1.59 1.99 2.89 $5.50 Tubular $7.50

Just what the High school boy or girl needs

SPALDING ATHLETIC SWEATERS

7.50 9.00 10.00

G. C. Winter Co.

Fire Prevention Advice

THE assistance we can render property owners in

controlling and reducing fire hazards is as impor-

tant as any other part of our property protection service.

We shall be glad to inspect your property and to offer

every practical suggestion for added safety, without

cost or obligation to you.

R. M. Burnham

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



SERLETO MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES
RADIOS

42 Central Street

Telephone 266

Graham Brothers

Trucks

VICTORY SIX
the Only Car of Its

Kind in the World.

Dodge Brothers

Motor Cars

General Electric Refrigeration

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

R. M. LITCHFIELD
PHOTOGRAPHER

10 CHAPIN STREET TELEPHONE 166-W

More people are daily bringing in their Kodak
Films—The Reason—Glossy prints with

halftones.

Headquarters for Sporting Goods

E. D. STONE
27 Hamilton Street

Telephone 291 -M

Everett M. Morse George E. Morse

Morse Bros.

Hay, Grain and Feed

Southbrid ge, Mass.

C. Russell Morse

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



N. LEGAULT
Ladies' and Gents' Tailor

Our new Spiring samples have arrived

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Also Fur Work

ROOM 1, PHELPS BLDG. SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

Independent Optical Co.
Manufacturers of

High Grade Optical Goods
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

The Edwards Company

Clothes for Young Men

Kuppenheimer, Style-Plus in Extra Pant Suits

From $25.00 to $37.50

High Grade Furnishings and Shoes

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



ERNEST LIPPE
Meats, Groceries and Fresh Fish

200 MECHANIC STREET TELEPHONE 802-M

E. D. DESROSIER & CO.

INSURANCE

Cor. Main and Hamilton Sts. Southbridge, Mass.

Southbridge Sheet Metal Works
A. C. BRUSCON, Prop.

131 Elm St., Telephone 323-J

Tin Roofs—Conductor Pipes—Eave Troughs

Hot Air Pipes and Relining, Etc.

Expert Repairs on Auto Radiators.

New Cores carried in stock for all makes of cars

PERRON and CO.
Call for a demonstration of the

New Improved Maytag

1 73-175 Mechanic Street Telephone 990

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Compliments of

Southbridge National Bank

OUR
ADVERTISERS

ARE WORTHY

OF YOUR

PATRONAGE

The Crimson and Gray

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Clean, Wholesome, Refreshing Entertainment Always at

STRAND - PHELPS

THEATRES

Southbridge, Mass.

Prices? Music?

Reasonable Satisfactory Compliments of

FREDDY'S BAND MRS. A. L. MONAHAN
Have You Danced to Our Music? QUALITY GROCERIES

FRED HETU, Mgr. 187 Everett Street

Southbridge, Mass. Tel. 1118

We Solicit Your Patronage

Compliments of

Compliments of

ALFRED J. PELOQUIN
JOSEPH V. FLOOD

AUTO ACCESSORIES

DRUGGIST
93 Hamilton Street Tel. 1105

Compliments of

ARTHUR O. BOYER
Contractor

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



COMPLIMENTS OF

Litchfield Shuttle Co.

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Shuttles

in the World

Snell Manufacturing Co.
Established 1790

Manufacturers of

Ship Augers—Auger Bits—Carpenters' Augers
Car Bits—Machine Bits—Boring Machines, Etc.

FISKDALE MASSACHUSETTS
Factory: Fiskdale, Mass. New York Office: 113 Chambers Street



The New Tillyer lens
gives you clear, accu-
rate vision right to

the edge

Ordinary lenses are
accurate only through

the center

What is that

last line?

Your eyesight governs your accuracy and
your value as a stenographer. You must
see your notes clearly and quickly from
the first line at the top of the page to the
very last line at the bottom.

Through ordinary eyeglass lenses, when
you look obliquely up or down, in or out,

you can't see as quickly or as comfortably
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as when you look through the center.

Now lenses are obtainable that are ac-

curate to the very edge. Their accuracy
and precision is vouched for by American
Optical Company Bureau of Optical Re-
search.

Ask your eyesight specialist about new
Tillyer Lenses—accurate to the very edge.

These new Tillyer Lenses are made in Southoridge by Southbridge people.

Wellsworth craftsmen help to give them a high standard of accuracy.
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Tillyer Lenses
oAccurcdetotheveryedge

American Optical Company
Southbridge, Massachusetts. U. S.A.
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Dani & Soldani

Cabinet Makers

Patterns—Radio and Display Cabinets

Willard S££S
SERVICE STATION

We Repair, Rebuild and Recharge Any
Make of

STORAGE BATTERIES

Lewis Battery & Ignition
411 Main St. Tel. 381-W

"Through Service We Grow"

Compliments of

^mdlfbxibge loafing ®a -

INCORPORATED

Hartwell Street

Southbridge ... Massachusetts

Compliments of

Hyde Manufacturing
Company

. . . CUTLERY . . .

Compliments of

H. T. HYDE CO.

Shoers to the People

Compliments of

Weld & Beck
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J. E. BENOIT

First Class Groceries,

Meats and Fish

We roast our own Coffee. A trial will

convince you of the quality.

69 Central Street Tel. Connection

G. Gregoire & Son

Stylish Stout Shoes for Women, Slender Foot

Arch Fitters, Nunn-Bueh Shoes for Men.

A Complete Line of Men's
Furnishings.

Fine Shoe and Rubber Repairing.

Tel. 442-J 15 Hamilton St.

Compliments of

F. A. BOUVIER

Roots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Shoe Repairing

Gendreau's Market

Local Agent for

S. S. Pierce Co. Specialties

Ivin's Cookies and a Full Line of

Hatchet Brand Canned Goods

Southbridge Fruit Co.
O. MICHELI, Prop.

Fruits Candy Tobacco

Corner Main and Hamilton Streets

Telephone Connection

Compliments of

KRASNOV'S
27 HAMILTON STREET

DUFAULT & CO.

Men's

Clothing Hats Furnishings

24 HAMILTON STREET

GOODWIN BROS.

Agents for

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Clothes

318 and 322 Main St. Tel. 466-

J
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36 Central St. Tel. 268

DAVID LENTI
Arch Preserver

Shoe
— Shoe Repairing —

11 ELM STREET

Southbridge Coal Co.

Dealers in

COAL and WOOD

W. M. Edwards

Office: 315 Main St.

Tel. 161-J

Yard: Railroad Ave.

Tel. 252-W

Compliments of

Dr. I. Celeste Keenan

E. F. Dakin Co.

CANDY—CIGARS—ICE CREAM
SODA

NEWS-STAND
307 Main Street Telephone 452-M

Compliments of

Balkan International

Baking Co.

245 Worcester St. Tel. 534-R

Gaumond's Taxi Service

For Funerals, Weddings, Parties,

Worcester Trips, Etc.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

Studebaker Limousines

Res. Tel. 19 Southbridge, Mass.

Locki Tailoring Co.

We Use New Prosperity Method in

DRY CLEANING AND PRESSING

Custom Tailors

Room 25 Blanchard Bldg.
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Compliments of

Joseph Therrien

Fine Meats and Groceries

6 LENS STREET TEL. 413-W

H. O. Desaulniers

Wholesale and Retail

Federal Tires and Tubes
Auto Accessories

Gulf Gasoline and Motor Oils

and Greases

145 Mechanic St. Tel. 601 -J

William S. Hofstra

Plumbing, Steam and
Hot Water Heating,
Sheet Metal Work

173 Sayles Street Tel. Connection

Allan H. Faxon

. . . FLORIST . . .

33 Edwards St. Telephone

"Say It With Flowers"

We Grow Them For You

Lynn-Brockton Shoe
Repair

We Go Far to Get a Customer,

—But We Go Farther to Keep Him.

43 Hamilton St. Southbridge, Mass.

A. PINEL
Custom Tailor

Ladies' and Men's Clothing Cleaned, Dyed,

Repaired and Pressed

Gregoire's Block

19 Hamilton St. Upstairs

Compliments of

Guy L. Johnson

D.D.S.

Compliments of

Harrington Cutlery

Company

Southbridge, Mass.
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LITERXnjRI

THE MACHINE DEMANDS ITS

POUND OF FLESH

Mrs. Shelley with her Frankenstein, like

Jules Verne and numerous other "dreamers,"
has at last come into her own. The auto-

maton is here. Recently a great electric

concern in New York gave a public dem-
onstration of three "electric men" perfected
in their laboratories. These machines re-

ceive various commands given by voice and
execute them without fuss. It might be
said that they can think, although their

minds have not as yet developed to any great
extent.

What is the significance of these "electric

men?" They are but the natural outcome
of our modern civilization. From the earli-

est times man has been a builder of ma-
chines, simple or complex. The purpose of

the earliest machines was but to lengthen
and strengthen his arm. His own will did

what it termed the "vital" part. However,
within about a century matters began to

take on a different aspect. The principle

of skill-transference was first put into use,

to any great extent, when Sir Samuel Ben-
tham, an Englishman, applied it to the
manufacture of ship blocks for the Russian
Navy in 1787. The idea had appeared from
time to time before that. It has been devel-

oped steadily ever since until now our auto-
matic machines do all of the "vital" part.

In our latest machines all the workers do

is to keep them supplied with material and
remove the finished product.

To do this requires no phenomenal
amount of training or skill. The result is

the dying out of the apprenticeship system,
for what is the use of going to great trouble
and expense to learn something which will

be of no use after it is acquired?

With no special skill required, the field

from which labor may be drawn has widen-
ed. Soon the slogan "Back to the farm"
was heard, for the farmhands rushed to

seize the opportunities to work at shorter
hours and comparatively higher pay. This
left a shortage of help on the farms, but
the problem was soon solved by the very
thing which caused it, machinery.

It was at this point that the catch, which
can be found in most good things, appeared.
Both population and production on the farm
had been steadily increasing, but the num-
ber of men employed had not. In fact the
number of late has been decreasing. Strange
as it may seem, although production by the
farms has increased 28% since 1900 there
are fewer workers on the farms now than
there were then. That is not so bad in it-

self but there is another side to the affair.

Population has increased but there is

nothing for the extra people to do on the
farms. The result is that they have been
streaming into the cities, for they must live

and to live they must have work.
But do these people find work when they
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reach the cities? Ever since the inflation

during the war and the inevitable deflation

which followed directly afterwards produc-
tion has been increasing by leaps and
bounds. However, employment has not
kept up with it but has been falling off. In

fact it has fallen so far and so hard that,

in proportion to population, there are fewer
working now than before the war.

There is one by-product of this automati-
zation of the machine which should at least

be mentioned. It has done more toward
bringing all men to the same level than all

the ranting and raving of the socialists or

their counterparts since time began. The
automatic machine, or "Iron Man" as Ar-
thur Pound terms it, through the elimina-

tion of the skill element, has opened the op-
portunity for any man of ordinary intelli-

gence, and even one who is not too far be-

low the ordinary standard, to get a job
which will pay a comfortable living wage

—

provided somebody does not beat him to it.

It is true that in doing so it has raised the
few needed to direct and control the parts
of the interwoven and gigantic organiza-
tions of "big business." Of late these

favored few are beginning to come down
from their lofty perches Jwith the increase

in the popularity of profit-sharing and em-
ployee-owned stock.

Those fortunate ones who have jobs are
not working as long hours as formerly. In

many cases production is outrunning con-
sumption resulting in the manufacturer
being forced to run his plant only part time

;

but even those who are having all that they
can take care of in the way of orders seldom
run their plants over eight hours a day on
the average. This is not caused by the
natural laziness of mankind but by very dif-

ferent reasons. Work with the average man
has always been and, no doubt, always will

be but the means of acquiring enjoyment of
his leisure. Man labors that he may the bet-
ter enjoy his spare time. The manufac-
turers have come to the realization of that
truth. They have also realized that all con-
sumption is done, either directly or indirect-
ly in leisure time. It is then that man
wears out his auto and its tires, which have
to be replaced. It is then that he uses the
thousand and one things manufactured. In
fact he merely exists while working for the
pleasure of spending his money when he is

through. It is in this leisure time that he
creates the market which is so all impor-
tant to his boss and to himself. Therefore
the logical thing is being done. He is being
given a better opportunity to do this

creating.

The "Iron Man" has done much that is

good and much that is not so good. In the
matter of general unemployment he has
merely staged "a slight demonstration" as
the newspapers would say ; and in so doing
he has presented us with the greatest
problem of the age. Something is to be
done about it. What I do not know, but if

it is done soon enough to nip the trouble
in the bud, the chances are that we will es-

cape the terrible revolt experienced by
Frankenstein. If not, who knows?

By Stephen S. Haynes

PERSONALITY
Loriel was a modern girl. Perhaps the

word "modern" has been over done today.

It does not mean "flapper" in this case,

however, the flapper is thought of as being
hardened, having no serious thoughts, seek-

ing excitement, living in the present with
no thoughts for the morrow, and having
little or no relation to the "pink-and-white-
and silly" girl of former years. To be sure,

Loriel had her hair shingled, almost a boy-
ish, an easy smile, and was bristling all

over with what Elinor Glyn terms "It." She
was gifted with the ability to make friends.

Ten minutes after you had been introduced
to her you talked with her as if you had
known her all your life. But more than
that, she had ideas and expressed them.

Hildreth and Loriel were like each other
in many respects. They had much in com-
mon, which tended to strengthen their

bond of friendship. It was harder for Hil-

dreth to make friends. She had friends,

but to make new ones or form a deeper in-

timacy with the ones she already had seemed
a difficult task although she yearned to do
it. Hildreth also had ideas of her own and
while she did not express them as often as
she might have, she did a great deal of

thinking. Oftentimes she wondered if she
wasn't just a bit too serious. She wanted
to be as carefree as the flapper, and still she
couldn't imagine herself doing the things
they did. At times she was very pensive
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and her thoughts seemed to be miles away;
then again she was bubbling over with fun.

Ambition stirred her. How she wished to

have a definite goal to look forward to,

something for which to work. But her
mind was like a butterfly, never settling on
one flower for very long. These things,

however, could not be read at a glance, and
she rarely ever spoke of them except to

Loriel who was her sole confidante and the

only one apparently who really understood
her.

Between these two there was much affec-

tion and mutual understanding which was
greater than if they had been sisters who
do quarrel occasionally. It isn't possible

that they never disagreed, but their dis-

agreements took the form of arguments or
debates and each one gave her opinion on
the matter. If one could convince the other,

very well ; if not, the subject was dropped
and they continued to hold the same opinion.

The fact that Loriel was five years Hil-

dreth's senior did not alter their relations in

the least; it only furnished each of them
with an opportunity for some good-natured
teasing.

Where there was friendship Hildreth be-

lieved there should be an exchange of ideas.

She insisted that everyone had something
to offer (doubts frequently assailed her as

to whether she, herself, had anything to of-

fer) and that such an exchange helped to

broaden the minds of all concerned. The
variety of subjects which Loriel and she dis-

cussed amazed her. Reincarnation, evolu-
tion, superiority and inferiority complexes,
the importance of a good education, small
town advantages and disadvantages, petting,

the younger generation, religion, Lind-
bergh's flight, the future, and their own
faults were some of the subjects which
claimed their attention. They could not
have written anything very lengthy on any
one of these topics, but they had their own
ideas on all of them. From one topic to

another they drifted, hardly aware of a
change, yet vitally interested in each other's
opinions.

Lately graduation had filled most of Hil-
dreth's thoughts.

"Loriel, do you remember ever writing an
essay when you graduated from High?"
Hildreth questioned without waiting for a
reply. "For the last two months I've been

racking my brain for a subject, and I can't

decide on a thing. I did choose one and then
we had a lecture at school that put a veto
on that. The speaker impressed me im-
mensely and held my attention every single

minute of his talk. When he ended, I knew
I would never write what I intended, be-

cause my poor little essay would sound too
much like a squeaky old parrot trying to

repeat what he said."

"What was it that captivated you so?"
asked Loriel.

"His personality, Loriel," replied Hil-

dreth. Personality beamed from him. He
was a middle-aged man, but he didn't try
to preach about our sins like an old fogy.
Every word was straight from the shoulder
and so unaffected. It seemed as though he
was a jolly, good friend who had stopped
for a chat with us. No great fame is his,

but he looked happy, as if his keenest joy
was just living. His sparkling blue eyes
and the numerous little wrinkles around
them indicated that he had a sense of hu-
mour. His entire speech was sprinkled with
amusing incidents, but none of his message
was lost because of it.

"Do you know, personality is rather in-

teresting. Webster defines it as 'that which
constitutes distinction of person.' Person-
ally, I like Coleridge's definition. He says,

'Personality is individuality existing in it-

self, but with a nature as a ground.' Every-
one must have a personality, but it needs to

be developed."
"Yes," Loriel agreed, "and in everything

we do or say our personality is revealed.
Read any of the great poets, authors, or
playwrights, and you find that in their

works they have put themselves, their per-
sonality. Even in our little discussions we
are continually revealing our personalities."

"The fact that I think needs most to be
stressed in regard to personality is 'Be
yourself.' So many people submerge their
own personality trying to mimic someone
else, or be what Nature never meant they
should be. It is much better to be known
because of your individuality than because
you are a type. The key to the door with
the nameplate "Personality" is being your-
self."

"I'll have to remember that," said Hil-

dreth. "It won't be long now before the
business world and I become better ac-
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quainted. Business is a science and re-

quires more than machine-like ability. To
be a success you must have initiative and
personality in addition to your training.

Personality is going-

to be much more im-
portant in business than it ever has before,

and it will be a big asset to all who cultivate

it."

Theodosia Laabs, '28

THE BLACKMORE MURDER
MYSTERY

Stanley Hammond, the well-known, inter-

nationally famous detective, sat in his squal-

id office in a dingy, creaking swivel-chair.

His number eleven's had been hoisted to the

shining top of his paper-littered desk. The
waste-basket was crowded to overflowing

with remains of pipes, cigars, papers, and
various other refuse. The floor was cov-

ered with a drab carpet, thick enough to ab-

sorb all other sounds except the ones which
Stanley Hammond would have desired

eliminated. There was one other chair in

the room. This was a solid, massive affair

which appeared to have been carved from a
single piece of wood. There were a few pic-

tures about the walls which served only to

accentuate the bareness of the room. There
was one other article worth mentioning
which was not noticeable among the various
other objects. This was a dictaphone and
it was concealed behind a small round pic-

ture. This was for the purpose of having
conversations, which were conducted in the
office, verified by other than Hammond's
ears. Beside the door was a stalwart hat
stand which contained a soft, pearl-grey,
fedora.
The door opened and in came a waiter

with an enormous, laden tray. His foot
found its way under the edge of the carpet
and he descended violently into the center
of the room with a loud jarring and crash-
ing. As the waiter rose to his free greatly
abashed, Hammond, unperturbed, said calm-
ly and coldly:

"Bring up another one and don't be so
clumsy next time." His crisp, deliberative
words cut the air like a knife. The waiter
gathered up the broken crockery and de-
parted hastily.

The telephone began to ring suddenly and
Hammond took up the receiver.

"Yeah? Uh-huh aw right," he
grunted into the instrument without enthu-

siasm and hung up the receiver. He punched
a bell. Shortly an alert-appearing young-

man appeared from an inner office.

"Old man Blackmore wants a police guard
to protec'im. Says he's been threatened.

See about it." The young man nodded and
withdrew. As the door closed, Stanley

Hammond permitted himself a sardonic

grin.

At two minutes of three that afternoon,

Hammond took out his watch. Upon noting

the time, he took up his telephone. He
called the number of Horatius Blackmore,
millionaire owner of a residence on River-

side drive, a thin, cracked voice responded.

Hammond explained that he had arranged
for his guard. Blackmore said that he had
been threatened by the "Blue Gang." Sud-
denly came his voice.

"This telephone feels slightly moist."

Hammond's face blanched slightly then he
recovered and said

:

"Mebbe its on account 'a the weather we
have been having." The financier appeared
satisfied at this explanation. As Hammond
turned from the 'phone, he was breathing
heavily and his face looked slightly haggard.

That night at ten Hammond was aroused
from deep slumber by the incessant ringing

of his 'phone. As he irritably answered it,

he was pulling on his shoes and stockings,

but he stopped suddenly as he heard the

call:

"This is Redfern. Step on it over here.

Old man Blackmore's dead." It was police

chief Redfern's voice. Hammond hurriedly
completed dressing, dashed downstairs,
hailed a taxi, and drove rapidly to Black-
more's mansion. His mansion was a large
pretentious structure set well back among
many trees with a large lawn in front. As
Hammond descended from the taxi, he no-
ticed that the house was brilliantly lighted.

Ascending the stairs rapidly he was accosted
by a detective who emerged from the
shadows. This man scrutinized his face
closely and then let him pass. He passed
into the house, noting with interest the
swarm of reporters that were examining the
rooms. As he turned around and arounded,
Simmons Blackmore's butler, appearing ex-
asperated and irritated, met him and con-
ducted him to the bed-chamber of Black-
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more's. Around the bed were gathered sev-

eral police officials regarding the body. The
coroner had not yet arrived. Of all the

people there the district attorney, Henries,
appeared most calm. Jess Redfern was
worried by thinking of the denunciations
which would be showered on his head by the
press for permitting this outrage. Stanley
Hammond immediately began to take note
of everything. Blackmore's face was a
deep, blue hue, showing the handiwork of

the "Blue Gang." He was lying with his

body distorted by violent contortions as if

his death had been very painful. Hammond
got down on his hands and knees and ex-

amined the room closely for a half-hour be-

fore being forced to admit that there was no
clue in that direction. By this time the
coroner had arrived and departed and the
body removed. Hammond went home, be-

ing unable to accomplish anything that
night. The next morning the papers con-
tained the news that the police had no clues
as yet. Simmons had said that his master
had remained in his study constantly from
one o'clock to nine when he had retired
feeling slightly indisposed. Hammond de-
voured these bits with interest. After din-
ner Hammond walked to the Blackmore
mansion intending to examine the grounds.
As he pushed his way to the lawn through
a hedge, he came suddenly upon a kneeling
figure. By its suit Hammond recognized
the figure, Jess Redfern, chief of police.
Hammond's eyes took on a malevolent glare.
Silently he drew his automatic from his
pocket. The automatic had a queer ar-
rangement at its muzzle. Just as Hammond
raised his gun, Redfern turned and saw him.
"Ha!" he cried as the detective's heavy

slug crashed its way through his brain. He
crumpled to the ground. Hammond, cooly
pocketing his weapon, strode briskly away.
He made his way to the house and was ad-
mitted. He went to Blackmore's study and
called up Joseph Henries, the district at-
torney.

"Have courage and don't beat it!" he
snarled into the instrument.

"Don't worry about me," returned Hen-
ries.

That afternoon's extras carried accounts
of Redfern's death, including a long eulogy
for his trustworthy services to the city. It

also noted the discovery of a clue by the

police. This was Simmons' statement that
Henries had called between the hours of one
and three at Blackmore's. He further re-

vealed that Blackmore had left his study
shortly after two on a message of some sort

or other and when he had returned, Henries
departed.

In the early morning hours of the next
day the sunlight creeping through the win-
dow discovered Hammond lying face-down
on his bed. His body was violently con-
torted. From his posture he evidently was
very much dead.

At the same time Joseph Henries was
entertaining visitors in his apartment in the

person of the police, who had come to ques-

tion him concerning Simmons's testimony.
Henries readily admitted all the incidents

and they were arriving nowhere when a

member of the motorcycle squad dashed into

the apartment and breathlessly reported
that Hammond was dead. Upon hearing
this, Henries sat as if petrified for a mo-
ment, then suddenly sprang across the
room, opened the window, and leapt to the
sill. Holding off the policemen by threaten-
ing to jump, he cried out huskily:

"I'll tell it all now that Hammond is

dead !" Whereupon he revealed the insidi-

ous scheme which he and Hammond had con-
cocted to gain control of the city. They had
procured a slow-acting poison which caused
the victims to become blue in the face. Then
he hurried on to tell how they had planned
against Blackmore. How he had gone there.

How he had managed to burn Blackmore's
hand with his cigarette and, when he left,

rubbed the poison on the telephone. Then
Hammond phoned him and as he took up the
telephone the poison entered his system by
means of the cigarette-burn. The reason for

killing Blackmore was that he "knew too

much." As he finished, Henries drew a vial

from the pocket of his dressing-gown, emp-
tied it at a gulp, swayed dizzily for an in-

stant, the plunged headlong to the street,

fifteen stories below.
Oliver Johnson, '28

ITALIAN SUPERSTITIONS
In this age of progress and advancement,

it is surprising to see how little success has
been had in trying to eliminate superstitions.

For instance, in Italy there are as many su-
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perstitions as there are grains of sand on

the shores.

The common people, who are not cultured

enough not to believe in these things are at

a great disadvantage, because there is

among them a class of fanatics who make
a pecuniary profit by fake remedies which
they devise.

Let us take up these superstitions. There
are some superstitions which have to do

with marriage, others which deal with
witch-craft, and still others which belong

in no definite class.

Let us consider those to do with marriage.

If a girl marries a man who has the same
family name as she has, and he is not re-

lated to her, it is a sign of bad luck for her,

which will last all her life. It would be
rather difficult for a girl to marry in the

United States, where there are so many
Jonese, Smiths, Browns, and the like, if she

were to pay any heed to this ill-omen.

Another peculiar superstition is that no
one ever is married on Tuesday or Friday
for they believe that it is a sign of bad luck

to begin any task or to start on a journey
on either of these days.

And on Halloween night, a young girl

places a dish of water on the window sill

and leaves it there all night. When she
looks at it in the morning, she finds that a
thin layer of ice has been formed on the
surface of the water. She believes that she
can see things which foretell her future.
For instance, if she sees some design in the
layer of ice which resembles a horse and
carriage, it means that she is to marry a
rich man. If she sees something which re-

sembles a pair of shears, she is to marry a
tailor. The image of a ship signifies that
she is to marry a seafaring man. A sword
signifies that she is to marry an army of-
ficial.

When it happens that an engagement is

broken, the wretched half of the once happy
union (the one who did not wish that the
engagement be broken), hastens to those
fanatics who suggest cures and remedies for
the broken heart in return for money. The
first thing which they do is to have them
leave some money for the purpose of buy-
ing candles and lemons. The candles they
light before some sacred image, and the
lemons they cover with common pins, with
the hope that, when the lemon becomes hard

and dry on account of the numerous punc-

tures, the heart of the person who broke the

engagement will, by that time, begin to

suffer. Some other times a lock of hair of

the person who broke the engagement is

boiled in olive oil and a charm is sung at

the same time. They believe that this pro-

cess clears the mind of that person and re-

verts his thoughts back to the other person.

Many times it is believed that an engage-
ment is broken by an envious glance of some
person who is jealous of the young engaged
couple. In Italian, this envious glance is

called "il mal'occhio." "II mal'occhio" often

affects, besides engaged people, children and
old people. A remedy for "il mal'occhio" is

the wearing of amulets. In order that the
remedy work successfully ,the person affec-

ted must wear thirteen amulets of gold or
silver. Some of the amulets suggested by
these "quack doctors" (as one may call

them) are: images of the sun, the moon, a
three-leaf clover, a hunchback, a hand (with
thumb, third and fourth finger closed under
the palm, forming something resembling a
pair of horns), a pair of shears, a slipper, a
coral root, a small brush of wood-chuck fur,

a small flask, a small dog, and together with
these (a sacrilege even to think of it) some
scapular medals of saints.

In connection with lottery games, in or-
der to select lucky numbers, the peasants
call upon the dead for help in their choice
by means of the Ouija board and they also
use "The Book of Dreams" for this purpose.
(There are volumes and volumes of "The
Book of Dreams" and they are divided ac-
cording to dreams dealing with flowers,
plants, women, etc., For instance, if a per-
son dreams of a horse and carriage, he looks
up in the "Book of Dreams" and finds that
his lucky number is twenty-two. If he
dreams of speaking with a dead person,
ninety is his lucky number.)

Sometimes the people win, after consult-
ing the Ouija board and "The Book of
Dreams," but they win because of chance,
but they, being ignorant, think it is the
consultations which cause them to win and
therefore they squander their winnings
thinking they will win again, but instead
they lose. When they lose again, they think
that someone has cast "il mat'occhio" on
them.
Another superstition dealing with the lot-
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tery games, is that when some accident hap-

pens, (In Naples) all the people of the city

rush to choose their lucky number and to

buy lottery tickets. For instance, when a

dog becomes mad and bites a person, the

people instead of rushing to the assistance

of the person or staying in their homes in

order not to be bitten, rush into the public

square and choose their lucky numbers, for

they consider this kind of an accident as

one bringing good luck with it and there-

fore they take advantage of it. Because of

these sudden signs of good luck, the people

often spend even the money which they

should spend for their daily bread and for

their clothing on these lottery tickets.

In spite of science's continuous efforts to

eliminate superstitions and in spite of the

increasing culture and wisdom of the people,

there are some who are still convinced that

these superstitions are true and that the rest

of the world is stupid not to believe them.

Louise Dani, '28

LISTENING AS AN ART
In no way do people differ more than in

what they do with their ears. Some use

them for the purpose of hearing. Very few
of us take in much more than the smallest

fraction of that which is constantly at our

ears. Most of these interesting or beauti-

ful experiences which present themselves, if

we admit them at all, go in, as we say, at

one ear and out at the other. Figuratively,

our ears are only doors, and the center of

the house, the place where the business is

done, is the mind. Thoreau said: "The eye

can no more see than any other jelly." He
might have added that the ear can no more
hear than any other hole. Christ said to

his disciples that many of the people "See-

ing, may see, and not perceive" and "hear-

ing, may hear, and not understand." This

goes to prove that true seeing and hearing

are active processes, not passive states. The
reason so many people are so bored by art

like music or painting is that they do not

understand how to perform the acts neces-

sary to appreciate them, and therefore think
that no activity is required. Mr. A
claims he listens every evening to the broad-
casting of a famous concert orchestra while

he reads his paper; he says he hears it. The
fact is, of course, that a most alert, intense,

and sustained activity is the price of under-
standing any music. Mr. A is only
conscious of an undisturbing, harmonious
noise, but he really does not understand it.

That "tired business man," who ridicules

or patronizes the concert to which he has
been dragged by his wife, frequently has
done less work in his whole day than he
would have to do in an hour to grasp all

there is in a symphony.
Listening is not an occupation for the

easy or dull ; it requires a keen and collected

intelligence; but in the inexhaustible de-

lights it brings we are repaid a thousand-
fold for all the efforts we have to make.
The recognition of this active character

of real listening has led in recent years to

an extraordinary development of the study
called "music appreciation." Just as Tho-
reau said : "It takes two to communicate
the truth, one to speak and one to hear" so

it is with music; only half is created by the
composer; the other half is the contribution
of the discerning listener. There is, then,

an art of listening as well as an art of com-
posing. We are all students of the art of
listening, but most of us are humble begin-
ners, like the Englishman who said he knew
only two tunes, of which one was "God Save
The King" and the other wasn't; others are
more skilled, happily receptive of varied
delights from many masterpieces; none so
perfect that his range of response might
not be widened and his tastes refined by
further experience.

Daniel G. Mason, professor of music at
Columbia, writes: "Differences of prepa-
ration explain why tastes and opinions
differ so much more widely in the arts
where the 'subject' acted upon himself con-
tributes a vital factor to the whole expe-
rience, than they do in more objective mat-
ters such as science and mathematics."
Taste is not necessarily, like assertions
about matters of fact, either right or wrong

;

it is only more or less developed.

It is said of one of America's greatest
orchestral conductors, Theodore Thomas,
that he could tell by ear, without looking,
when one of his violin players made a
"down-bow" while others were making "up-
bows," or vice versa. This shows how fun-
damental the processes of comparison and
discrimination are to good listening. Never-
theless, differences of taste about the pure-
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ly sensuous qualities of music are on the

whole far smaller than those which concern
its higher qualities, for the simple reason

that people's ears, however untrained differ

less than their hearts and minds. In other

words while listening is to some extent crea-

tive even on the purely physical level, it is

far less so when it becomes on higher levels

—emotional, mental, and spiritual. Never-
theless, the laws of physical sound, though
comparatively simple, and firm for all rea-

sonably alert observers, are of great interest

to people now. It is they that determine
the fundamental contrasts on which the art

of music has been reared ; differences of tone
quality in instruments ; differences as re-

gards combinations of more than one tone,

and differences in the impressions of various
combinations of tones such as are system-
atized in the science of harmony.

It is only when we come to the higher
emotional and esthetic values of music that
strong differences among equally honest and
alert listeners begin to make themselves
clear. This is because listening here be-

comes more creative, and so necessarily far
more individual. In order to understand
why this must be so let us first consider
how it is that music comes to seem to us ex-
pressive. For example, why is it, that a
march like one of Sousa's or like Schubert's
"Marche Militaire" makes us feel vigorous
and energetic, while a melody like the "Vol-
ga Boatmen's Song" or "The Swanee River"
puts us into dreamier, more pensive mood?
The answers to such questions have been
given by an ingenious theory of music ex-
pression and are explained in Professor
Mason's "Guide to Music." He states (the
so-called James-Lange theory of emotion),
"First, when we are elated and full of en-
ergy, as for instance on a fine spring morn-
ing, we have an impulse to leap and jump.
Of course, not wishing to make spectacles
of ourselves, we resist this impulse; but that
it is a natural and universal one we may see
in children and in savages, who are less
cowed than we are by ideals of propriety.
Similarly when we are sad we have an im-
pulse to cry out or moan, which we also
suppress. Second, such natural impulses as
these to the physical expression of feelings,
when they are allowed free sway, immense-
ly intensify the original feelings. Third
and last, the two great constituent elements

of all music—dance and song—are nothing
but systematizations of these primitive im-
pulses to leaping and jumping on the one
hand, and to crying and moaning on the
other."

So it becomes clear how, while the expres-
sive qualities of music are founded on cer-

tain universal instinctive reactions, just as
sensuous qualities are founded on certain

universal acoustic facts, the interpretations
of these reactions depend on what is already
in the wind, so that on the emotional plane
listening is a great deal more creative and
far more individual than on the sensuous.

Therefore, may not listening be consid-

ered an art?
Nathalie Morey

IT BEGINS WITH "P"

Young Susan Cather—Mrs. James Cather
to be exact—stood before a gown shop ad-
miring a gown of heavenly blue. She had
stood thus for two days now and she knew
the impossible price of the gown. With a
sigh she turned homeward for she knew
Jim's salary as a young lawyer would never
allow such an extravagance.

That evening while turning the pages of
a magazine a large advertisement chal-

lenged Susan's attention. In large letters

it read "You Can Easily Earn $1,000."

Eagerly Susan read on. The object of the
contest was to find as many objects in the
accompanying picture as possible and send
a list of them to the Glosilla Furniture Pol-
ish Company with a possibility of winning
one thousand dollars! "Why how easy!" ex-
claimed Susan. "Urn, pear, plate, pole,

plant." She hurried to find a pencil to

write them down. Jim laughed at her ex-
citement but added a few suggestions of
his own.

In the days following, all the time that
could be stolen from housekeeping was
spent in solving the puzzle. Susan's small
dictionary was noticeably worn in the sec-

tion under "p." She even yielded to the
silver tongue of an agent selling large dic-

tionaries with a resulting shrinkage in her
allowance. "But I'll have enough to buy a
dozen dictionaries, if I win a thousand dol-

lars," she consoled herself.

As time went on Susan became more and
more preoccupied with her problem. She
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would suddenly rise from the dinner table

and rush for her list and the picture, calling

back to an amazed Jim : "I'm sure there's a
plot of grass in that picture or that ob-

ject might be a pickle or a persimmon." Had
Susan been less occupied she might have
noticed that Jim was frequently late in

coming home at night. However, her in-

terest in her puzzle was so keen and
thoughts of what she could do with a thous-

and dollars were so alluring that often her
words of greeting to Jim were "Did you see

anything today that began with "p?"

Matters went on in this way until the

final day of the contest. With fear and
trembling Susan sealed the envelope con-
taining her list of 381 words beginning with
"p."

Now began a period of hopeful waiting.
About a month after she sent her letter,

Susan answered a ring at the door-bell. She
found the express-man standing there with
a large box from the Glossilla Furniture
Polish Company. Susan's mouth popped
open in amazement—was that her thousand
dollars? She signed the express bill and
opened the box. There she found a letter

stating that while her list had been very
complete, one of four hundred and thirty-

two words had won the prize. However,
because of her interest in the contest, they
had sent her a dozen bottles of Glossilla

Furniture Polish. Susan could almost have
sobbed with disappointment. Gone were
her dreams of the heavenly blue dress

!

That evening while Jim was teasing her
about "Glossilla—that wonderful furniture
polish" another ring came at the door. Jim
went and found the expressman who ex-
plained that he took the package down to

Jim's office as it was directed and found no
one there. Since Jim's home was on his

way home the expressman had brought the

package along. Jim thanked him and signed
the bill. There was something familiar
about the size of the box and Susan's sus-

picions were confirmed when Jim opened
the box and found a letter identical to

Susan's, and one dozen bottles of Glossilla

Furniture Polish ! This, then, was the re-

sult of Jim's absences at the office

!

Doris E. Demers, '28
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LOCALS
GLEE CLUB CONCERT

The annual concert of the Glee Club was
held Monday evening, February thirteenth,

under the direction of Miss Rosalie McGrath,
musical supervisor. Everyone connected
with it in any way ought to be highly com-
plimented on his fine work and spirit of co-

operation. The Glee Club is greatly in-

debted to Miss Oliff, the piano accompanists
and to several others who worked so hard
before and after the concert to bring about
its success.

The decorations for the concert were per-
pectly beautiful. From the top of the stage
was hung grey moss with large silver notes
suspended from it. In the background
there was a crimson curtain with grey sten-
ciling on it. In front of that were trees
which were hung with the grey moss and
silver notes. There was a platform made
to put on top of the regular stage making
three tiers of people, so all members could
easily be seen.

At the front there were five staffs of mu-
sic made of grey crepe paper. On each
one there was aletter. These were arranged
in such a way that they formed M. E. W. H.
S. Also on each staff there were two

notes—one on g and one on c (Glee Club).
There were window boxes, in which were
crimson flowers, between the staffs.

WEDNESDAY MORNING EXERCISES

On February first, the Ukelele Club en-

tertained us with "Aloha Oe," "I'm More
Than Satisfied" and "Together We Two."
This is a new club recently organized by
Miss McGrath.
Two Freshmen, Nancy Potter and Dor-

othy Monroe danced the Minuet and, as an
encore, Auld Lang Syne on February eighth.
On February twenty-first "The Nut

Cracker Suite" was played on the victrola.

On February twenty-nine a Sophomore,
Maurice Clemence, played the "Overture
From William Tell" and the "Venetian Love
Song." Following this, a picture "Wheat"
was shown.

Ellen Callahan, a Junior, sang "Diana"
and "A Shady Tree," on March twenty-first.
March twenty-eighth, Elizabeth Favreau,

another Junior, sang "A Dream," and "A
Star."
On April fourth, we were entertained with

one of the new Orthophonic Victrolas.
"Sylvia Ballet" and "Changes" were played.
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George Cormack, class of 1925, has made

the honor roll at Boston University, where

he is a Junior.

Beatrice Gaumond, class of 1927, has ac-

cepted a position in the transcribing room

of the American Optical Co. main office.

Robert P. Montague, class of 1925, a

Junior in Brown University, has been elected

a member of the Phi Beta Kappa, national

scholastic fraternity. This society was
founded at William and Mary College in

Virginia in 1776 "to encourage patriotism,

scholarship and especially literature."

Donald R. Simonds, class of 1926, was on

the honor roll at Worcester Polytechnic in-

stitute for the last semester.

FOUNDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

The other day I was told by a friend

about a classmate of his who is already a

graduate of both college and theological

schools, and now a minister in a Swedish
church in this country, but desires to learn

dentistry to provide an additional means of

support when he returns, as he expects

shortly to do, to Sweden. All he needs to

complete the entrance requirements for

dental schools is a course in elementary col-

lege physics, which he is now trying to take,

with small success. Physics requires a con-

siderable knowledge of mathematics, in

which he is almost totally deficient. He was
able to enter college without the ordinary
courses in algebra and geometry, and while

there he consistently avoided every form of

mathematics. Now he is making such poor
progress that his hopes of becoming a den-

tist seem to be rapidly fading—all on ac-

count of insufficient preparation for the

study of physics.

The problem thus suggested of securing
in high school adequate foundations for fu-
ture work is a very important one, but one
which is surprisingly neglected by the aver-
age student. If he intends to go directly

into business, he naturally tries to take in

high school those subjects which he thinks

will be of most value to him, either to se-

cure a practical knowledge! of business
methods or a background of general inform-
ation and a helpful mental training. If he
expects to continue his study after gradua-
tion in college or technical school he shapes
his course so as to fulfill the entrance re-

quirements of the school he has chosen, or

if he has not yet made a choice he takes the

College Preparatory course, or one which
will approximate the ordinary requirements
as nearly as possible.

All this the high school student does, if

he does it at all, (and it is surprising to look
around and see the number who apparently
do not) more or less under the guidance of

the courses of study as prescribed by the
school, and with the assistance of the prin-
cipal and faculty advisers. The task of the
latter is by no means light, and often the
value of their assistance is very much im-
paired by a lack of co-operation on the part
of the student, who either is uncertain what
he intends to do or will not take the trouble

to plan at all for the future. It does not
occur to many students that a high school
course to be of most value must be care-
fully chosen.

But even if the student fulfills the college

entrance requirements, or secures the mini-
mum necessary background for his work, is

this enough? I am thinking particularly of

preparation for college, though the same
principles apply to any other work. Take
for instance the situation of the minister
who wanted to become a dentist. He had ful-

filled all the requirements as he went from
high school through college and theological

school, but now he finds that he is almost
wholly unable to understand physics, which
alone stands between him and his desire of
becoming a dentist. He might well have
taken mathematics in high school as a sub-
ject of useful general training, though it
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was not essential to enter college. In our
school, he would have had to take mathe-
matics. But other subjects that are not re-

quired are nevertheless highly desirable in

individual cases. Every year there are col-

lege students who wish, for example, that
they had taken more Latin in high school so
as to avoid taking it in college, or trigonom-
etry, or chemistry, or who long for a foun-
dation in Spanish or French that they might
just as well have secured in high school.

Fulfillment of college entrance requirements
does not tell the whole story, any more than
knowledge of the different high school
courses can tell which is best in the indivi-
dual instance. Faculty advisers can advise,
but they cannot plan for the student; it is

up to him, himself, to see that he takes the
subjects which will help him most in his
future work. As soon as he is decided as
to what college he is going, he should secure

a copy of its catalogue, and see to it that
his high school course not only covers all

entrance requirements, but also provides a
good foundation for the work he intends to

take. And it goes without saying that the
sooner he decides what his occupation after
leaving high school is to be, the better he
can plan for it, whatever its nature. The
use of a little foresight will be amply re-

warded in future peace of mind.

The choice of subjects is, of course, only
one of the ways in which the student lays
in high school his foundation for future
work. But it is a very significant one, as I

have had occasion to note from the actual
experience of college students. In fact, one
needs but a comparatively slight experience
to become convinced of the value of careful
planning, in this as in other ways.

Robert Montague, '25

.vs
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Freshie
—"Did you ever take Chloro-

form?"
Senior—"No, who teaches it?"

A sophomore hesitated over the word,
"connoisseur." The teacher, wishing to be
helpful to him, asked, "Well, what do we call

someone who pretends to know everything?"
Soph.—"Why, a teacher?"

"You say your sister makes up jokes; then
she's a humorist."

"No, she works in a beauty parlor."

Advice to spring gardeners : The best way
to keep chickens out of your garden is to
eat canned vegetables.

Convict (reading newspaper)—"Dere's
justice for yer!" A football player breaks
two men's jaws and another man's leg, and
is the lion of de hour, while I gets ten years
for only stunnin' an old guy wid a black-
jack."

1st
—"Why did they bury the Scotchman

on top of the hill?"

2nd—"Don't know; why?"
1st
—"Cause he was dead."

Of hideous noises
There is no worse
Than the blood curdling cry
Of a Ford in Reverse!

What are they going to do about billiard

balls when they run out of elephants?

Chemistry—"When water
what changes take place?"

Economics—"The price."

becomes ice,

1st Hick—"I'm going to get a job as
farmhand in a candy factory.

2nd Ditto—"What'ya going to do?"
1st Hick—"Milk chocolates."

A man in a Cadillac was going 30 miles
an hour, when he noticed a new Ford direct-
ly behind him. He speeded up to sixty-five

and still the Ford clung, giving up in des-
pair he slowed up, then the occupant of the
Ford pulled alongside and said: "Say,
brother you've been driving a shift car
longer than I have, how do you get this thing
out of second?" Next day in Motor Sales
Rooms, "You'd like to trade this Cadillac
in on a new Ford?"
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Interviewer
—"Did any of your ancestors

receive any great honors?"
Movie star

—"Yes, I was named after my
great grandfather."

It seems that all of our domestic science

must wear leather heels. Well, they drown
out the sound of ciolius anyway.

Flat
—

"I thought you had a date with
Edith tonight?"

Tire—"I did, but when I saw her leave
the house with someone else just as I was
arriving, I got sore and called it off."

Oliver (once upon an occasion), a gentle-

man who had imbibed too freely of Ethyl
Methyl was too weak to continue, and so

laid down in the gutter. Thereupon a small
swine swung close too and laid his pigskin
beside the imbibed.
A lady passing by said in disdain, "For-

sooth, imagine keeping such company!" So
the little pig drew himself up and trotted
home to mama.

Freshie—"What's the height of intelli-

gence?"
Senior—"Well, I'm about five foot nine."

"I don't like all these flies in this res-
taurant."

"Well, just pick out those you don't like."

One—"Did you brush your teeth today?"
Two—"What'll I do that for? There's no

hair on 'em."

Elder—"Look at me, I started a grocery
clerk, and now am worth $25,000."
Younger—"Yes, but cash registers have

been invented since."

Teacher—"Where was the Declaration of
Independence signed?"

Junior—"At the bottom."

"Can anyone tell me what an oyster is?'

"An oyster is a fish built like a nut."

Man—"Do you know I began life as a
barefoot boy?"
Boy—"Well, I wasn't born with shoes on

either."

If we select from others we're lazy.

If we're original we're stuck on ourselves.

If we don't* u. e names we're terrible.

If we do use names we're insulting.

If we use good English we're too stiff.

If we don't use good English we're too

lax.

"But we get there."

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

1.

FOOLISH QUESTIONS

Number 1009 to 118 inclusive.

What was the name of Lady MacBeth's
husband?
Who wrote Cicero's Orations?
How high is up?
Who gyped the Indians before the col-

onists arrived?
Why is a teacher?
What two nationalities are considered
the stingiest?

DO THEY KNOW THEIR

SHAKESPEARE?

The lovers

Romeo and Juliet

Their love like

A Midsummer's Night's Dream
Answer to proposal
As You Like It.

Married on
Twelfth Night

Money from
The Merchant of Venice.

Best man and maid of honor
Anthony and Cleopatra

Home in a
Hamlet
Her disposition

The Tempest
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9.

10.

11.

12.

His occupation
The Taming of the Shrew
Their quarrels
Much Ado About Nothing-.

He thought he was
King Lear.

She thought he was
MacBeth
Opinion of marriage
All's Well that Ends Well.

FAMOUS PERSONS AND
CHARACTERS

Tom Thumb George Page
Mellie Dunham Chester Freeman
Desperate Ambrose Billy Tillyer

Puss-in-Boots Elsie Desrosiers
Petey Dink Albert Soldani
Valentino Gilbert Dubreuil
Goldilocks Priscilla Morris

"Cap" Stubbs Jim McKay
Jack and the Beanstack .... Jack Adamick
The Wooden Soldier Albert Desaulniers
Jack Horner Antonio Detarando
Billy, the Boy Artist Arthur Proulx
The First Triumfeminate

Misses Lord, Dani and Bingley
'Smatter Pop Raymond Beauregard
Will-o-the-Wisp William Orzech
King Cole Ralph Cole
Alice-in-Wonderland Alice Robidoux
Wee-Willie-Winkum William Whitney
The Pied Piper Stephen Haynes
The Kelly Kids Beauregard & Rawson
The Three Musketeers

Edwards, Ryan and Detarando
Skippy John O'Shaughnessy
Little Boy Blue Douglas Southall
Tom Sawyer & Huck Finn

Farnsworth and Cole
"Our Gang"—Comedy

Any Freshman Classroom

Ann. 0. Nymous
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We have received many good exchanges
this quarter all of which were welcomed. A
few more comments, however, would be ap-
preciated. We acknowledge with thanks
the following:

The Clark News, Clark University, Wor-
cester, Massachusetts.

The Tripod, Trinity College, Hartford,
Connecticut.

Tech News, Worcester Polytechnical In-

stitute, Worcester, Massachusetts.

The Spotlight, Cranford High School,
Cranford, New Jersey.

The Massachusetts Collegian, Mass. Agri-
cultural College, Amherst, Mass.

The Proviso Pageant, Proviso Township
High School, Maywood, Illinois.

The Milachi, Milachi High School, Mila-
chi, Minn.

The Murcery, Swayzee High School, Sway-
zee, Indiana.

The Scotland Courier, Scotland, Pennsyl-
vania.

The Argus, Classical High School, Wor-
cester, Massachusetts.

The Red and Gray, Fitchburg High School
Fitchburg, Massachusetts.

Murdoch Murmurs, Murdock High School,
Winchendon, Massachusetts.

The Inde, Hanover High School, Hanover,
New Hampshire.

What We think of them:

The Argus, Worcester, Massachusetts.
Your "High School Code of Honor" is fine
as is the whole literary department. We

would suggest that you lengthen your ex-

change department.
The Spotlight, Cranford, New Jersey.

What an excellent literary department! We
liked "Moon-Silver." Your poetry is excep-

tionally appealing.

The Mercury, Swayzee, Indiana. A snap-

py little newspaper worthy of praise. We
have laughed over your jokes.

The Red and Gray, Fitchburg, Massachu-
setts. Your paper is well balanced and is

excellent in every detail. We have enjoyed

your stories to the utmost.

The Murdock Murmurs, Winchendon,
Massachusetts. You have a good range of

subject matter and an exceptionally com-
plete literary department. Your cover is

very appropriate.

The Scotland Courier, Scotland, Pennsyl-

vania. Your debating number is a complete
and interesting paper. The sports depart-

ment shows us that you certainly like sports.

The Milachi, Milachi, Minn. You have a
fine number of adds and appear to get good
backing from the school.

The Proviso Pageant, Maywood, Illinois.

A newspaper which shows good work and
school spirit. Come again

!

What they think of us:

Yours is a very neat magazine. Couldn't

a few more contribute to the literary de-

partment? A few more poems would also be
good.

—

Murdock Murmurs, Winchendon,
Massachusetts.
We like your paper very much and are

glad to have you on our exchange list. Your
exchange department is very clever and the

literary department contains some very in-

teresting literature. May success be with
you always!

—

The Mercury, Swayzee, Indi-

ana.



ATHLETICS

BASKETBALL
Basketball has for several years been the

outstanding sport in the Mary E. Wells High
School and this year the school has been
successful in turning out a champion team
winning seventeen out of twenty-two games
and also the championship of Southern Wor-
cester County. No small amount of praise
is due to Coach MacMahon and his Var-
sity team.

H. S.—22 H. C—25

The Holy Cross College Feshmen came
to Southbridge on February 8 to play Coach
MacMahon's quintet. The High School had
never attempted anything quite as strong
as a college Freshman team and it was con-
sequently an extra good "drawing card."
The Frosh started out strong and scored sev-
eral baskets and, at the end of the first half,

it seemed that we were going to be greatly
outscored. The second half brought a dif-

ferent scene. Our team rushed down the
floor time and time again and dropped the
ball into the basket, showing its great ability

at handling the ball. Surely the boys would
handling the ball. Surely the boys would
have won if they had had a few minutes
more but their opponents went home with
a margin of only three points. Donald
Fitzgerald, a former local star, played cen-
ter for the Holy Cross Freshmen.

H. S. Oxford—

7

The Oxford five was our opponent on
February 10th. This was the second game
of the week. Our boys literally ran circles

about the Oxford players, Capt. Edwards
making sixteen of the twenty-three points.

H. S.—21 Webster—

8

Our rivals were again defeated by the lo-

cal team on the 15th of February. This time
it was in their own new gymnasium before
a capacity crowd. Bartlett made only two
baskets from the floor. Three bus loads of

students went along to help out in cheering,

which, at all games, has been led by Miss
Nathalie Morey.

H. S.—31 N. Brookfield—13

North Brookfield was the only league team
with which we hadn't played. Most of the
seconds had a chance to play in this game
and it was now positive that we had the
championship of the Western division of the
Southern Worcester County League.

H. S.—23 N. Brookfield—22

This was our last league game but was by
far not the last game of the season as we
still had many strong teams on our list.
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The division championship was now ours

and all eyes turned to the Eastern division

to see whom we were to play for the large

silver league cup. Northbridge turned out

to be the leader in the East.

H. S.—20 St. John's—21

A very exciting game was played with
St. John's High of Worcester on February
twenty-fourth. From the beginning both
teams were on their feet and fighting with
the greatest effort for the lead. The score

swayed back and forth but at the end of

the second period we led by a score of 21-20

which is, indeed, a very close score.

H. S.—25 St. Peter's—20

St. Peter's High of Worcester sent their

set of players over with expectations of

taking a victory home with them. They
were given a severe surprise when in the

second half we beat them with a final score

of 25-20.

CHAMPIONSHIP GAMES
Although the first championship contest

was lost to Northbridge, at the gymnasium
in that town, the Mary E. Wells basketball

team came back strong in the second and
third games to win the championship of

Southern Worcester County, and bring to

a close one of the most brilliant hoop sea-

sons our school has enjoyed.

Unofficially the season closed April 12
when the entire squad was the guests of the
townspeople at a testimonial banquet in the
Hotel Columbia. It was a fitting ending
for the boys who went through the season
with a record of 17 victories out of 22 games.

The first game with Northbridge was a
thriller and kept the hair of one's head
standing throughout its entire four periods.

During the first period it seemed as if the
Wells boys were to find it comparatively
easy but Northbridge came back strong,
and at the end of the first half was only one
point behind. A brilliant shooting rally by
McGuiness and McGeary blasted the hopes
of over three hundred Southbridge rooters
present.

The Northbridge rally in the second half
was a hummer. They took the lead away

from the Wells boys with some fine pass-
work and shooting. When the final whistle
blew the score was 28-27 in favor of our
opponents.
A different story can be told, however, of

the second game played at the Town Hall
here. In the first half of the second engage-
ment both teams seemed well matched and
the score ended in a tie. In the third quar-
ter our team began a fast passing game
with Edwards and Ryan taking a leading
hand. A small lead was obtained before the
third period ended, but the game still seemed
to be anybody's.

It was the fourth quarter that spelled de-
feat for Northbridge. Every man on our
team began to score in the final period and
very soon an encouraging lead had been ob-
tained. In the last few minutes of play
Francis Ryan was forced to stop playing on
account of an injured foot but he remedied
this very soon, and came back to the game.
The Southbridge boys still kept up their
wonderful playing and it was only a short
period afterwards that the whistle blew, giv-
ing the game to our school by a score of
25-17.

The third game at the Commerce Gym in
Worcester was all Southbridge. In the first

quarter, Captain Edwards, Adamick and
Ryan began a shooting spree and gained a
commanding lead over Northbridge. In the
second quarter the Wells team went far
•/lead and when the half ended the score
was 21-6.

The third quarter saw some more tallies

added to the Wells total while the best North-
bridge could get was one field goal and some
free tries. The final quarter was a bit
rough and supplied the fans with a little ex-
citement, but our boys were too far in the
lead to be overcome. Northbridge made
three other field goals in the final period and
the game ended with the score of 33-16, in
favor of Wells.

Thus did the season end with the first

Southern Worcester County league title

coming to Southbridge. The town appre-
ciated the victory by sending more than six
hundred rooters to the Commerce Gym, who
went wild as the lead Southbridge obtained
in the earlier quarters, grew to larger pro-
portions as the game progressed.

But, the most wonderful thing that the
citizens of the town did, was, perhaps, the
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testimonial banquet they gave the team on
April 12. It was a tribute to the clean

fighting spirit of our team and showed how
strong the town was really behind us.

Every industry, profession and business was
represented at the banquet of which George
L. Tully was the toastmaster.

Coach Harry McMahon grvc a fine ad-

dress as did Captain Jake Edwards. Mr.
Gibbons, our principal pointed out that

character was being built by the conduct
of clean athletics, and Mr. Corbin, our su-

perintendent, said he wouldn't mind eating
at a few more banquets throughout the com-
ing year.

George "Jigger" Jones, who, twenty years
ago was a four letter man at Holy Cross
College was the principal speaker. His hu-
morous stories and address were interest-

ing. He praised our team for its fine work
and pointed out that under the leadership
of Coach McMahon, the town should devel-

op some more championship calibre.

And so our season came to an end. The
school has much to be proud of and should
warmly cherish the silver loving cup, em-
blem of our recent championship victory.

However, we must not forget that although
the team did the work and did it right, the
citizens of the town are willing to support
us in the future wholeheartedly, if we con-
tinue to play the game Clean and Square.

The silver cup was presented to the school
on March 30th before assembly of students
in the auditorium. The presentation was
made by Mr. Lobban, principal of Bartlett
High in Webster.

The members of the victorious squad are

:

Captain Edwards, Ryan, Orzech, Adamick,
Deterando, Hall and Cormier.

WORCESTER TECH TOURNAMENT
Worcester Tech has for several years held

a basketball tournament in which all strong
teams of Worcester County are allowed to
participate. The purpose of the meet is to
find the strongest team by elimination. This
year there were eight teams taking part,
namely: South, Commerce and North of
Worcester; Clinton, Gardner, Northbridge,
Webster and Southbridge. The games were
played at Boynton Gym, March 9th and 10th.

The Mary E. Wells representatives played
their first game with North High of Wor-
cester whom they defeated by a score of 27-

26. This was on Friday evening. The
members of the teams spent the night at
different fraternity houses and Saturday
morning, they played Commerce High of
Worcester. They were overwhelmed in this

game, and thus Southbridge was eliminated
from chances of winning the laurels. The
score was 35-19. Commerce High School
was the winner of the Tournament.

GIRLS' BASKETBALL

H. S.—21 Oxford—17

On February 10, the girls team played the
Oxford six on the Town Hall floor. A pre-
liminary game before the varsity team
started their game. The Wells' girls out-
scored and outplayed the Oxford team.

H. S.—32 Ascension—22

The Ascension girls had defeated the lo-

cal team on the Worcester court so the girls

were all set with a fighting spirit to make a
better showing on their own floor. Before
the game was over everything was going
like clock-work and the Wells girls were the
victors of the evening.

This successful game brought the girls

season to an end. They played five games,
winning four and losing only one.

The members of the squad to whom let-

ters will be awarded are Capt. Dorothy Pez-
zetti, Wanda Orzech, Evelyn Schumacher,
Martha Lord, Anna Misciaszek, Viola Des-
autels and Katherine Ohlwiler.

The Freshmen organized a quintet short-

ly before the games with Northbridge for

the championship and at each of the big

games they played a preliminary game with
the Northbridge Frosh. The first two
games were very slow and the scoring was
all done by the Northbridge Frosh.

The third game was played on the Wor-
cester floor before the final deciding game
of the Varsity five. The opposing team was
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caught taking it easy and through the illus-

trious playing of Capt. Steen and his fel-

low players they emerged as victors. This

game rivaled the championship game and
caused much excitement among the fans.

The score was 31-20.

The Freshman class has a very prospec-

tive set of players and we will all look for-

ward to them in the next few years when
there is no doubt that some will be stars on
the Varsity team.

CLASS GAMES

A series of twelve interclass games were
played during three weeks in March. The
teams were from the Freshman, Sophomore
and Junior Class, each class having a boy's
team and a girl's team. Some of the games
were very interesting and the result was
that the Juniors won the boys championship
and the Sophomore girls the girls cham-
pionship.
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Clemence Company
Lumber Dealers

Manufacturers of

Doors—Windows—Frames—Mouldings and Finish

Dealers in

Wall Board and Prepared Roofing

Prices?

Reasonable

Music?

Satisfactory

FREDDY'S BAND
Have You Danced to Our Music?

Playing for the summer season at the
"Rendezvous", Holland, Mass.

FRED HETU, Mgr.

Southbridge, Mass.

187 Everett Street

Tel. 1118

Compliments of

ALFRED J. PELOQUIN

DRUGGIST

Compliments of

A. L. MONAHAN
QUALITY GROCERIES

Watch for our Specials on "Fri--Joy"
Ice Cream

Ice Cream—Candy—Tobaccos

Central Massachusetts
Printing Co.

"SEE US FIRST"

Whether it be Catalogue—Booklet—or

Magazine—in fact for any type of

Personal or Commercial Printing

—

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Clarence H. Knight, Inc.

CHEVROLET
SALES and SERVICE

The Bigger and Better Chevrolet

now on sale

Telephone 10 373 Main Street

A. F. Girouard

High Grade Pianos and
Player Pianos

Convenient Terms if Desired

334 Main Street Tel. 662-W

Buy From a First Class Fruit Store

METRO BROS,
First Class Ice Cream Parlor—Cigarets

Cigars, Tobacco

A Wonderful Assortment of Candies.

Dealers in Kolster, Grebe, and Zenith Radio

Sets and Equipment.

PHONE 210-W

Compliments of

THE BOSTON STORE
J. O. BERTHIAUME, Prop.

36 Hamilton St. Southbridge, Mass.

Geo. C. Shepard Co.

C. E. Hanson, Reg. Pharm.

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS

Headquarters for Sporting Goods

E. D. STONE
27 Hamilton Street

Telephone 291-M

Compliments of

Grace Flower Shop

Flowers for All Occasions

63 Central St. Telephone 980

Kennedy Electrical Co.

John T. Kennedy, Mgr.

Electrical Contractors

Electrical Supplies and Fixtures

15 Central St. Telephone 410

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



GOLF SPECIALS
GOLF BAG AND 4 CLUBS

8.79 and 14.98

GOLF BALLS, TEES, ETC.

TENNIS RACKETS
2:50 to 10.00

TENNIS SPECIALS
RACKET, RACKET COVER

AND THREE BALLS
5.95 and 7.85

BASE BALL AND GLOVE
Special, 2.79

BASE BALLS, GLOVES, MITTS, SHOES, ETC.

We have a very attractive line of Golf Combinations—Sweaters and
Stockings to match, ranging in price from

6.50 to $24.00

G. C. Winter Co.

Fire Prevention Advice

THE assistance we can render property owners in

controlling and reducing fire hazards is as impor-

tant as any other part of our property protection service.

We shall be glad to inspect your property and to offer

every practical suggestion for added safety, without

cost or obligation to you.

R. M. Burnham

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



ERNEST LIPPE
Meats, Groceries and Fresh Fish

200 MECHANIC STREET TELEPHONE 802-M

Independent Optical Co.
Manufacturers of

High Grade Optical Goods
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

The Edwards Company

Clothes for Young Men

Kuppenheimer, Style-Plus in Extra Pant Suits

From $25.00 to $37.50

High Grade Furnishings and Shoes
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Clean, Wholesome, Refreshing Entertainment Always at

STRAND - PHELPS

THEATRES

Southbridge, Mass.

E. D. DESROSIER & CO.

INSURANCE

Cor. Main and Hamilton Sts. Southbridge, Mass.

Southbridge Sheet Metal Works
R. G. BRUSCON, Prop.

131 Elm Street Telephone 323-

J

CONDUCTOR PIPES—EAVE TROUGHS
AUTO RADIATORS SOLD AND REPAIRED

NEW CORES CARRIED IN STOCK FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS

Compliments of

ARTHUR O. BOYER
Contractor

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



SERLETO MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES
RADIOS

42 Central Street

Telephone 266

Graham Brothers

Trucks

VICTORY SIX
the Only Car of Its

Kind in the World.

Dodge Brothers

Motor Cars

GENERAL ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

SENIORS!
Easel Frames for graduation enlargement.

Ask to see the Class-mate Album. Keeps all

your exchanged photos together.

R. M. LITCHFIELD
PHOTOGRAPHER

Telephone 166-W 10 Chapin St.

N. LEGAULT
LADIES' AND GENTS' TAILOR
Our new Spring Samples have arrived

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Also Fur Work

Room 1, Phelps Bldg. Southbridge, Mass.

NEATNESS

Your Personal Appearance
Men in every walk of life strive to be neat
in appearance, and the first consideration
should be given to the way your hair is

trimmed, the perfection of the daily shave, the
treatment of the scalp and the care of the
skin. If you will become one of our regular
patrons we will guarantee tonsorial neatness
for every day of the year.

THE PHELPS BLDG.
BARBER SHOP

J. B. Beaudoin, Prop.

330 Main St. (Up one flight) Southbridge, Mass.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



COMPLIMENTS OF

Litchfield Shuttle Co.

SOUTHBR1DGE, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Shuttles

in the World

Snell Manufacturing Co.
Established 1790

Manufacturers of

Ship Augers—Auger Bits—Carpenters' Augers
Car Bits—Machine Bits—Boring Machines, Etc.

FISKDALE
Factory: Fiskdale, Mass.

MASSACHUSETTS
New York Office: 113 Chambers Streat
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A Landmark In Southbridge

Men and women of Southbridge, Sturbridge, Charlton,
and other nearby communities have known American Optical
Company for ninety-five years.

During this period, American Optical Company has grown
from a small shop, above Hartwell's Corner to an organization
with executive offices and factories comprising 17Vk acres of
floor space in Southbridge, with plants elsewhere, and sales

branches in 150 cities.

This year the bell in the American Optical Company tower
calls three thousand workers to tasks in Southbridge, of carry-
ing on, with hand and brain, traditions of American Optical
Company.

American Optical Company
Southbridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
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FOR REFERENCE
Do Not Take From This Room

MARY E. WELLS

HIGH SCHOOL
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w Compliments of

HAMILTON
WOOLEN
COMPANY

Southbridge,

Massachusetts



Compliments of

Southbridge Finishing

Company

PRINTERS

—of—

FAST COLOR PRINTS

—on

—

FINE COTTON GOODS

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



QUALITY DISPLAY CABINETS
"Goods Well Displayed Are Half Sold"

Dani & Soldani
CABINET MAKERS

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

Willard
Storage
Battery

SERVICE STATION
We Repair, Rebuild and Recharge Any

Make of

STORAGE BATTERIES

Lewis Battery & Ignition
411 Main St. Tel. 381-W

"Through Service We Grow"

Compliments of

#mttljlm&0e leafing ©*
INCORPORATED

Hartwell Street

Southbridge ... Massachusetts

Compliments of

Hyde Manufacturing
Company

. . . CUTLERY . . .

Compliments of

H. T. HYDE CO.

Boots—Shoes—Rubbers

SOUTHBRIDGE SHEET METAL WORKS
R. G. BRUSCON, Prop.

131 Elm Street Tel. 323-J

CONDUCTOR PIPES EAVE TROUGHS
AUTO RADIATORS SOLD AND REPAIRED
NEW CORES CARRIED IN STOCK FOR ALL

MAKES OF CARS

PATRONIZE OU R ADVERTISERS



Fire Prevention Advice

THE assistance we can render property owners in

controlling and reducing fire hazards is as impor-

tant as any other part of our property protection service.

We shall be glad to inspect your property and to offer

every practical suggestion for added safety, without

cost or obligation to you.

R. M. Burnham

SERLETO MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES
RADIOS

42 Central Street

Telephone 266

Graham Brothers VICTORY SIX Dodge Brothers
the Only Car of Its

Trucks Kind in the World. Motor Cars

GENERAL ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



COMPLIMENTS OF

THE LAWYERS OF SOUTHBRIDGE

William W. Buckley

Raymond H. Favreau, S.H.S., '19

Henry B. Montague

Joseph E. O'Shaughnessy, S.H.S., '08

Louis O. Rieutord

Albert C. St Onge, S.H.S., '13

Henry J. Tetrault, S.H.S., '00

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Compliments of

W. C. Lunan

M.D.
DENTIST

305 Main St. Telephone Conn.

Compliments of

Guy L. Johnson

D.D.S.

Geo. C. Shepard Co.

C. E. Hanson, Reg. Pharm.

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS

Compliments of

Dr. I. Celeste Keenan

A. F. Hanson

OPTOMETRIST

321 MAIN STREET

Hours: 9 A. M. to 6 P. M—Tuesday, 9 to 12

Evenings: Wednesday, Friday and Saturday,

6 to 8

Compliments of

Alfred J. Peloquin

DRUGGIST

Compliments of

Southbridge National Bank

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Clean, Wholesome, Kefreshing Entertainment Always at

STRAND - PHELPS

THEATRES

Southbridge, Mass.

E. D. DESROSIER & CO.

INSURANCE

Cor. Main and Hamilton Sts. Southbridge, Mass.

Compliments of

Weld & Beck

Compliments of

ARTHUR O. BOYER
Contractor

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



BECKER COLLEGE
of

Business Administration and Secretarial Science

THE OLDEST INSTITUTION OF BUSINESS TRAINING IN THE HEART
OF THE COMMONWEALTH

Founded 1887

Prepares for Secretarial, Accountancy, Commercial Teaching, Banking, and Executive
positions. Becker courses are conducted by a faculty of specialists under the direction

of a Certified Public Accountant.

COURSES OF COLLEGE GRADE SHORTER BUSINESS COURSES
Business Administration Business and Banking
Higher Accountancy Stenographic-Secretarial
Executive Secretarial Salesmanship and Advertising
Finance and Investments Shorthand and Typewriting
Commercial Teacher Training Civil Service

C. P. A. Preparation
Each year the Placement Bureau receives more calls for Becker-trained Teachers,
Secretaries, and Accountants than there are graduates available. The Placement
Service is without charge to student or employer.
Day and Evening Divisions Free Catalog and Information on Request

Summer Term Begins July 16— Fall Terms Begin August 27 and Sept. 4.

98 FRONT STREET WORCESTER, MASS.

A Professional School of College Grade for Educated Men and Women

FRATERNITY, COLLEGE AND
CLASS JEWELRY

COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS AND INVITATIONS

Jeweler to the Senior and Junior Classes

of Mary E. Wells High School

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
Manufacturing Jewelers and Stationers

Attleboro, Mass.

ASK ANY COLLEGE GREEK

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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— ELECTRIC —
Chafing Dishes—Table Stoves—Irons-

Curling Irons—Percolators

Flashlights, Wrist Watches, Pocket Watches, Gillette

Razors, Buxton Key Containers, Thermos Bottles

Silverware—Nickel Plated Ware
Spalding, Draper and Maynard Sporting Goods

G. C. Winter Co.
344 Main and Hamilton Streets Telephone Conn.

Eugene E. Gabree

REAL ESTATE AND
INSURANCE

298 Main Street Southbridge, Mass.

Compliments of

Federico Bros.

GROCERIES—PROVISIONS
CONFECTIONERY

161 Mechanic St. Tel. 556-J

BUY AT
THE YANKEE SHOP
THE SPOT TO SAVE MONEY

KITCHENWARE—PAINT—ROOFING—PAPER—GARDEN HOSE

LAWN MOWERS—HARDWARE SPECIALS

JUST AROUND THE CORNER, NO. 45 HAMILTON ST.

H. C. Kelly, Mgr. Telephone 1046-M

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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LITERATURE

IxrtaTynirn

EPITAPHS
In these days of antique hunting it is

oftentimes a question as to what to buy and
what to leave alone. With this in mind let

us hunt epitaphs, for they are surely antique.
Like real antiques, they are not easily

found but must be hunted. But oh, the
joy of discovery

!

The burial ground which I have found to

be richest in epitaphs is the old one in Stur-
bridge Center. There we shall enter and
hunt. The entrance is a low stone step in

a wall which surrounds the quiet place.

It is a fitting place for the graves of the
first settler and the first child born in

Sturbridge, for the tall pines tower above
the rows of stones, seeming to whisper of

the past when the trees were small and
the graves were new. And here we find

next to a giant pine, whose roots almost
push them over, the stones containing these
inscriptions. "In memory of James Dane-
son, born in Scotland, and the first settler

in this town, who died May 22, 1785" and
"Mrs. Experience Wheelock, who died
October 23, 1765. She was ye first child

born in this town."

Now, with all these rows of stones rich

in epitaphs before us, let us hunt. But first

—What is an epitaph? Webster, of diction-

ary fame defines an epitaph as "An inscrip-

tion on a monument in honor or memory
of the dead. As an example of the use of

the word "Epitaph" in a sentence he writes.

"The epitaphs of the present day are
crammed with fulsome compliments never
merited." So that's how the word "epitaph"
is used ! Let us see if the epitaphs here
are all they're said to be.

Here's a stone which seemed to have an
epitaph on it, half hidden by the grass at

its base and partly sunken in the ground.
And here's what, after much screwing up of

eyes and full use of the imagination, we
find : an epitaph which in its very doleful-

ness is amusing.

"Children and friends, as you pass by,

As you are now, so once was I.

As I am now, so you must be.

Prepare for death and follow me."

Others of the same kind of amusing sol-

emnity are:

"Death is a debt to nature due
Which I have paid and so must you."

and "Ye careless ones who pass this way
A moment stop and see;

This monument, this mouldering clay

Show what you soon must be."

Also "Friends nor physicians could not
save

This mortal body from the grave."

Those epitaphs which are written in the

first person give one an uncanny feeling as

if some one had really spoken the epitaph.

Following are two of this sort:
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"In time of youth washed down
And here in dust do lie,

Take warning who do this behold
For you must shortly die."

And "Stop my friends as you pass by,

And take a look where I do lie.

I was deprived of life so soon.

My days cut short, my work is done
Just past the age of twenty-one."

Necessarily nearly all the epitaphs are
mournful, but in many cases the earnest
warnings provoke a smile.

"Farewell, my friends, my memory
keep

While in death's arm my body sleep,

Short was my stay with you below;
Sooner or later all must go."

One wonders if the people for whom these
epitaphs were written were as doleful as

the epitaphs. Some in a lighter vein are

:

"This lovely bud so young and fair

Called hence by early doom
Just came to show hotv sweet a flower
In Paradise tvould bloom."

and "The gem which here the grave con-

fines

Was more to us than Peruvian mines
But He who took from us the jewel

bright
Foresaw we should not polish it

aright."

Remembering Webster's use of the word
"epitaph" as "a compliment never merited,"
we wonder as we read

—

The sweet rememberance of the just

Will flourish though they sleep in

dust."

"A Sinner Saved By Grace."
and "In Memory of Colonel Daniel Plimp-

ton, who departed this life (in

hopes of a better) in his 55th year."
One of the most tragic epitaphs is con-

tained in these few words.
Wm. Henry Dwight, Jr. 2nd son of
Wm. Dwight, killed by the falling

of a stone from off a wall."
In our study of stones we find a variety

of names, some odd and some amusing.
Often a reading of the entire epitaph is

necessary to discover if its owner is a man
or woman. A few of the many names are

—

Experience, (quite common on the older

tombstones) ; Submit; one reminiscent of
automobiles—Cylinda ; Albygence, Noah,
Mehitable, Zepheniah, Adeline and Harmo-
nia (strangely musical) ; Fulyan, Tamar,
Azubah, Thankful, Apphia, Amasa, Bath-
sheba, Dilla, Serena, Ebenezer, Lovice, Dun-
ton, Ophelia, Electa, Buffum, and one Dutch
in its association—Trenck.
Two epitaphs which appeared many times

are:
"Farewell, my spouse and children

dear,

I've left this ivorld of pain.
May virtue be your practice here
Till we do meet again"

and:
"Friends nor physicians could not

save
This mortal body from the grave."

The stones themselves should receive
some comment, for they bear the epitaphs
we are hunting. The older stones are
usually slate, rectangular in shape, and
adorned with the most fanciful of designs.
On them one may see an angel wearing
what appears to be a bonnet or a skull with
wings. The weeping willows and decora-
tive urns are more modern in design, but
they appear also. The stones are often
covered with moss or lichens and often-
times the stones have broken and have
been fastened together with a bit of iron.

Some of the oldest stones I have seen, were
in the cemetery of Charlton City. These
were made of ordinary, fairly flat rock
with only initials or, at most, a name on
them. The cutting was evidently too di-

ficult to permit a long eulogy.
To return to the Sturbridge cemetery, we

notice that, in many cases, f's are used to

replace s' and where there was not room on
the stone for the whole inscription the last

few letters were written above the others.

Smallpox was evidently more prevalent in

former times than at the present, for many
stones say that this person "died of the
smallpox." How thankful we should be for
our modern medical science!

For those interested in history, there are
epitaphs stating that this person "died in

the Revolutionary or Civil War." One
epitaph stated that its owner died in the
Kansas Territory. One wonders if he died
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in the Cicil Wars in the Kansas Territory.

In writing this essay, I have taken the lib-

erty of using one or two epitaphs which I

found in my browsing in the old cemeteries
in Charlton, but I do not doubt that they
could be found in a careful search of the
Sturbridge cemetery.
And now for a last epitaph and one worth

remembering

—

"Friendships beloiv must be dissolved

But if our Heaven be sure,

True friendships there will be re-

newed
To be dissolved no more."

Doris E. Demers ,28

BOOKS—My PAST AND PRESENT
Ever since I can remember, I have either

read books or had them read to me. The
very I first, I remember, were, of course,
Mother Goose and Red Riding Hood.
The stories of Peter Rabbit and his

friends followed. Jeremy Fisher, the frog,

fascinated me because he wore "galoshes,"
because his pantry floor was covered with
water, and because his legs were resplen-
dent with orange and white spots. Jemima
Puddleduck wore a pink shawl, a green
pokebonnet, and a stupid, trustful expres-
sion. The story of Squirrel Nutkin, who
used his tail as a sail, had a moral : "Don't
be saucy to your landlord or you may be
skinned out of your tail." I remember Pe-
ter Rabbit because he dared to walk through
a newly planted garden and because he wore
a tam-o-shanter which looked like a mush-
room with a thistle blossom on top. An-
other book of the same kind interested me
because there was a snow house in it that
seemed ideal.

I travelled with Alice in Wonderland and
Through the Looking Glass, though now I

think she is impossible. The Cheshire Cat,
the Duchess, the Mock Turtle and the Grif-
fin are all unforgetable. I have always
wanted to play croquet with flamingoes for
mallets and hedge hogs for balls, but, alas,

croquet is no longer fashionable. It might
be, though, if played that way.
Two favorites were Kipling's "Jungle

Book" and "Just So Stories." I would give
anything to have a mongoose like Rikki-

tikki-taui for a pet ,or to ride to an

elephant's dancing ground at midnight. The
story of the baby elephant whose nose was
the first to be stretched to the size now
common to elephants tickled me—also the
fact that he spanked his uncles and cousins
and his aunts, ate bananas by the peck, and
never picked up the peels.

Usually I did riot like the stories I read in

school, probably because I had to read them.
My first reader was most inconsistent, for
it said something about "Run away and
play." Only two other school books remain
in my mind ! Heidi, because she kept goats
and I like them, and one incident in a story

of India, which told about drawing out a
coin into a coil of fine wire. Then and
there I determined to have my dresses,

some day, made of or trimmed with gold.

Mythology was crammed into me for quite

a while, but it managed to be forgotten when
needed in Virgil class.

The books by Louisa May Alcott bored
me to tears. They were too every-day. I

despised and refused to read the "Little

Prudie" series or the "Bobbsy Twins," and
the goody-goody stories of nine little boys
and girls at home, at school, at the lake, at

the seashore, on a vacation, in the woods, on
a fishing trip, at camp, or anywhere else.

The "Ruby and Ruthie" series were as bad.
Ruby was so stubborn and Ruthie was so

meek. Another book of the same stage was
"Friends and Helpers," a book of animal
stories teaching one how to care for one's
dumb pets. Dumb! I never liked this book.
The little boys were too clean—their mam-
mas had always just washed their faces, or,

at any rate, that was my impression—and
then all had such sweet, nice Uncle Franks.

Fairy stories are the most vivid in my
memory. Exciting encounters with giants,

witches, dragons, goblins, magicians, and
people beheading each other — thrilling

sights! The frontispiece in the Yellow
Fairy book showing the wicked witch,
with a terrible grin disclosing sharp fangs,
climbing from her stone boat into the ship,

at the terrified queen whose husband was
asleep ! The goblins of the Allied Fairy
Book ! The castles East of the Sun and West
of the Moon ! The gold, silver, lapis-lazuli,

jewels, silks, perfumes, fountains, the gla-

mours of these castles! The marvelous
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horses, faithful dogs, treacherous cats, gold-

en apples and dazzling peacocks! The
"Arabian Nights" was another favorite, not
only because of the stories, but also because
of the gorgeous illustrations by Maxfield
Parrish. I can see them still : Genii rising

in smoke from small flasks before the as-

tonished eyes of fishermen, a Persian Prin-
cess holding a caged bird, a giant guarding
his treasures, a pirate ship on a blue sea,

Ali Baba's cave of riches, and the mournful
King of the Black Isles. Another book had
a picture of a huge sugar plum-tree at the

foot of which was a small dog with a curly
tail and in which was a cat. When the dog
barked, the cat walked among the bran-
ches knocking the sugar plums down to the
people below.

Stories of adventure were always inter-

esting. The books of African exploration by
Du Chillu, I devoured. Whether it was be-
cause they were about Africa, the "dark
continent," or because I longed to go with
the explorer, I do not know. For somewhat
the same reasons, the story of Peary, first

to reach the North Pole, was read. It was
the same craving for a thrill or something
new that led to the reading of newer books
on travel. The strange fish and insects in

the Sargasso Sea, and the exotic flowers and
birds in Ceylon jungle, as recorded by the
naturalist Beebe. "Denatured Africa" and
"Camels," both of which are hilarious rather
than travelogues. The stories by Hallibur-
ton, who would be delightful to know, but
terrible to be related to. He does every-
thing that hasn't been done because it hasn't,

or does it because some famous person has
done it, and he makes fun of things he
shouldn't in a most entertaining way. He
is always looking for thrills. He swam the
Hellespoint because Leander of Greek my-
thology and Lord Byron had done it. He
climbed Fuji Varna in mid winter because
it wasn't done; he ran from Marathon to

Athens, about twenty miles, because some
Greek did it about one or two thousand
years ago, he climbed the Mater horn and
Mount Olumpus to see if he could; and he
hooked rides on trains to see if he could get
away with it. Usually he did.

Stories of mystery, western stories, and
detective stories furnish more excitement.

Titles like "The Threshold of Fear," "Hand-
man's House," "Eye in Attendance," and
the "Hound of the Baskervilles" are lures,

merely because they sound exciting, whether
or not they really are.

Apparently, to suit me, a book should be
of something about which I know little or
nothing. The most exciting story of a New
England city cannot be compared to a des-
cription of islands in the South Seas. Ex-
ploration, north, south, or on the equator,
is far more enthralling than any romance.
The Orient is far more apt to displace school
lessons than glaring newspaper headlines
or any radio program. All books should
have pleasant endings. Why not? Reading
of this sort is for pleasure rather than dry
facts. That is why I like fairy stories.

Lois Martin, '28

THE MINORITY PRESIDENT
One of the greatest statesmen this world

has ever seen was Woodrow Wilson, who led

the world's greatest nation through the
world's greatest war . Wilson's administra-
tions, greatly criticized during those trying
times, have since gone down in history as
memorable. During those years, he always
stressed morality in every subject. His
aims were for friendly relations with all

other powers so that more consideration
could be given to domestic problems. With
his moral code he always remained in keep-
ing and his desire for peace with the world
he never relinquished until that time when
not only the honor of this country but also

the democracy of the whole world was at

stake.

The man with whom Wilson can best be
compared in many respects is Abraham Lin-
coln. Both their lives portray this same
struggle for peace. Both are honored and
praised today and neither was exceedingly
popular at the time of his election. Lincoln,

in fact, received only forty per cent of the
votes cast in 1860 and his election was due
chiefly to a split in the opposing party. When
Roosevelt in 1912 announced himself as the
candidate of the Progressive party for the
presidency, history was repeating itself.

Roosevelt and Taft split the Republican vote,

thus insuring the election of Wilson, who,
like his great predecessor, was termed by
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his more outspoken opponents, a "minority
president."

This "minority president," like Lincoln,

became famous and his name always brings

to our minds the fact that he led us through
the great war. Wilson is in our minds con-

nected with war, yet he loved peace and
condemned war. He was deeply concerned
only with domestic problems and he selected

his Cabinet accordingly. It has been said

that "he attached so little importance to

foreign affairs that he did not consider it

necessary to appoint a competent foreign
adviser." Nevertheless, from the beginning,
Wilson was drawn into foreign affairs, and
the result was the enactment of such legis-

lation that, had there been no war, Wil-
administration would still have been memo-
rable.

From Taft, Wilson inherited the Mexican
question, and, in stating his views and poli-

cies, he began his pleas for peace which he
was to continue until 1916. Mexico's atti-

tude warranted sufficient justification for
him to seek war, but he remained in keeping
with his moral code. No one can say of his

administration that which he, himself, said

concerning the settlement of the Oregon
boundary, and the annexation of Texas

:

"With England, which was strong, we were
ready to compound differences ; from Mex-
ico, which was weak, we were disposed to

snatch everything, conceding nothing." This
does not fully express his moral code, how-
ever, for, had Mexico been a powerful na-
tion, Wilson's policy would still have been
peace.

Another question of importance was that
concerning the Hay-Pauncefote treaty with
Great Britain, which gave to the United
States the sole right to build and control

the Panama canal, provided that it should
be open to vessels of all nations on "terms
of equality." Great Britain had protested
against an Act of Congress exempting from
payment of tolls, American vessels engaged
in the coastwise trade. Taft did not consid-

er this act a discrimination in favor of

American shipping since it was not inju-

rious to British commerce, but Wilson con-

sidered it a moral obligation of the United
States to abide by its treaty. He went be-

fore Congress to urge the repeal of this act

and was successful. It can be readily seen
that with Wilson, morality was of super-
lative importance. It can also be seen how
abhorrent the thought of war was to him.
Indeed, he had no more intention of being
a "War President" than Lincoln had of be-

ing "The Great Emancipator" ; for Lincoln
once wrote to Horace Greeley : "If I could
save the Union with freeing any slaves,

I would do it; and if I could save it by
freeing all the slaves, I would do it, and if

I could save it by freeing some and leaving
others alone, I would also do that. The
storm which greeted these words was sim-

ilar to that which, fifty years later, greeted
those of Wilson : "There is such a thing as a
man too proud to fight. There is such a
thing as a nation being so right that it does
not need to convince others by force that it

is right." Lincoln's opponents felt that he
was wavering and they derided him. Wil-
son put the words "too proud to fight" be-

fore the people with many sneering com-
ments. He was satirized and jeered at

abroad. Wilson, they said, was content
to be writing such phrases as "too proud to

fight" while Germany, violating the laws
of neutrality, had sunk the Lusitania, mur-
dering American men, women anid chil-

dren. But Wilson was striving for peace
as Lincoln had labored for union.

Wilson had long cherished the hope that

the United States, the most powerful neutral

nation, would be the means of conciliation

while neither of the warring nations would
among the belligerents. He thought that

dare make the first bid for peace, the United
States might serve as the mediator. The
reason for thinking such a thing was his in-

ability to foretell the future. It was for the

same reason that Lincoln called for seventy-
five thousand volunteers to serve for three
months to subdue the rebellion of the South.

Wilson, trying to carry out his ideas,

made several recommendations for peace,

but the Allies were in no mood for accept-
ance. They were fighting for life and liberty

and they knew that peace then would only
mean another war later, for Germany had
amassed too great a military power to allow
the feeling of security necessary for peace.
In fact, Wilson himself was shaken after
the sinking of the Lusitania and he saw
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his hopes for peace gradually fading away.
Wilson, in "Constitutional Government,"

defines statesmanship as "opportunism re-

duced to a science." This and inconsistency
are what he himself was accused of, when,
leaving discovered his error, he confessed it

to the people. Wilson had come to the re-

alization that, because of Germany's atti-

tude, peace was impossible, and that soon,

after strengthening and perfecting her sub-
marine warfare, she would defy even the
United States. Although accused of incon-
sistency, Wilson would not allow himself to

be disturbed, for, to him, "consistency was
less important than circumstance." Looking
back now we can see in this honest admit-
tance that he was mistaken and earnest de-

sire for repentance, not an act of incon-

sistency, but one of straightforwardness.
It was really an act consistent in every way
with Wilson, who had always been strong
enough to say what he thought and "With-
out pride of opinion, to see the real mean-
ing of events."

The energies that Wilson had devoted
to securing peace were now used in pre-

paring the country for war. He impressed
firmly on the minds of the people that this

was a moral struggle, and mainly because
of his influence, the whole nation realized

that this was not merely a battle between
armies but between despotism and democ-
racy. American soldiers, inspired with this

thought, accomplished wonders and America
was led on to victory by her "minority pre-
sident."

Thus it is that the fame of the man who
so loved peace, rests on war.

Donald Rawson

WHAT A SENIOR THINKS ABOUT
Vacation is over. The doors of Mary E.

Wells High School are opened (not with-
out a slight squeak from non-usage) to wel-
come the noisy crowd of boys and girls wait-
ing in the September sunshine. They are
laughing, exchanging greetings. Utterly
carefree. The Seniors, Juniors, Sopho-
mores, and last but not least, the FRESH-
MEN.
Taken in order named, the Seniors, first

as usual, calmly watching the excited stu-

dents. A Senior never could be anything

but demure. Their conversation is foreign
to the boys and girls who enviously look
on, wishing they were in their stead. Let
us pass on to the Juniors. They are chat-
tering like Magpies about their vacation,
future, studies, and the Junior Play. A
jolly group, as is their wont. The Sopho-
mores: A bit inclined to silliness and feel-
ing very important indeed. They are just
out of the shell, so to speak, and strut
around exhibiting their wit with loud voices,
appreciated by metallic laughter. And now
we come to the last group of miscreants.
The atmosphere bespeaks of temerity, and
they indulge in whispered comments so as
to invite a warning scowl of superiority
from the upper class men and "women".
A bell interrupts the scene. The Fresh-

men start visibly and if we observe them
closely, we can literally see they "hearts
jump in their mouths." Reluctantly the
students turn and swing arm in arm to the
auditorium, all thoughts of walking single
file being forgotten. There they are
assigned to their respective home rooms, a
sigh of regret as dear friends are parted.
The familiar phrase in a Wells' student's

life "Please rise and pass out quietly"; a
bell, and classes are in full swing. Mary
E. Wells is buzzing with a studious, eager,
confident spirit which will soon be be dam-
pened by lessons, lessons, and more LES-
SONS. Two months of such lessons and
the keen edge is worn off leaving but the
interest to get passing marks, to show your
parents. Yet in some cases, a discovery is

made which leaves the student breathless
about a certain subject, acting as a stimulus.
The interest is fanned into a flame again,
this time to last until the oppressive heat of
the summer months warns us of the closing
of the doors once more.
The Freshmen have not yet found the

'happy medium', the Sophomores have taken
on their sophisticated bearing, the Juniors—jolly always. But what of the Seniors?
Let us take a peep at them and we shall see
how they are adapting themselves to the
routine of High School drudgery.
We will take a commercial student first

and set him on a revolving pedestal to be
viewed at every angle. He looks stiff, se-
date? Maybe so, but that is the fault of
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his broad knowledge and his importance.
You don't envy him? Maybe not, but some
day you will have the same dis-advantage,
fellowclassmates.

This student's year of commercial law
is interpreted not as a broad field in which
to speculate, but one of which his knowledge
more than covers. He leaves the portals

of M. E. W. H. S. with precisely two Latin
law terms of which he knows the meaning.
The most popular two being "caveat emp-
tor" and "huberimos fides", with which he
expects to conquer his world.

Typewriting is where a commercial stu-

dent "shines". (We Seniors will use slang
—and chew gum). Dame Fortune bestows
on him the gifts of capturing awards and
getting an accurate Friday morning test,

the jinx of all typing students. He doesn't
realize what a gruesome task it is to make
stars beside his name, or he wouldn't be
so happy at beating the typwriter to it.

English—Ah ! We are at the climax of

a Senior's life. The food for the gods.
Doesn't English mean a diploma? If suc-

cessfully passed, yes. The "Arthurian Le-
gend" and "Burke's Conciliation" are the
bright spots in a Senior's gloomy world.
Book Reports are choice meat to the capable,
mastering Senior. The Senior also can
write ten business letters in fifteen minutes,
usually from 12:45 to 1:00 p. m. Quite
an accomplishment! At that rate he will

be a great success in the business world
for which he is ever preparing. An article

accepted for the Crimson & Gray means a
worried exasperated mother. She simply
cannot understand her child. If that poor
mother only knew the cause. Why, that
child is planning to be a novelist, historian,

poet, or essayist. He aspires to great
heights. He gives up all previous ideas to

develop this one. He starts writing. This
story will be warmly welcomed by the pub-
lic. They will be agog over it, and his name
will be on every lip. He never thinks that

he might fail in his attempts at being a
literary person. Such is Youth. Do you
not remember your own "growing up"
days? You changed your mind so often
that your physical powers couldn't keep
up with you. You jumped to conclusions

at the instant. No hesitation to think things

over as a grownup Senior would advise
you to do.

Athletics are the Seniors' delight. Here,
if at all, they relax. They even condescend
to being "lukewarm" to the Frosh ; a benig-
nant smile to the Sophs, and to the Juniors
who are nearest their level, they aim sar-

castic remarks as a sign of friendliness.

Basketball—Hurrah ! The Seniors can
make a fine team—and a successful one.

They are all stars, and their passwork is

the best ever.

Baseball—The height of most boys' am-
bition. Here again the Senior is the out-

standing figure. If this is not true, he be-

lieves it to be so, and tries to make that
same impression on those who have the im-
pudence to think differently.

Football—The Senior is not reluctant, but
rather dreads the task set before him. It

may mean the sacrifice of his good looks.

This is one of the sore spots in a Senior.
Very few who have not hair that may be
used as a mirror—who have not the "just
out of the band box" appearance. All

adonaises.
Class parties are another minor factor in

a Senior's drab existence. The Senior party
is always the best, Leap Year dances bring
their specialty. They attend other parties
for the purpose of giving good examples
to the lowerclassmen. I wonder if one ever
succeeded?

All in all, do you think Seniors are such
bad fellows? I know what your answer will

be "Not much!"
Viola L. Desautels

MATHEMATICS
Before giving my opinion of Mathema-

tics, I shall try to tell how they counted
and figured in olden days.
How did numbers originate? Primitive

men recorded the results of hunting or fish-

ing excursions, the number of warriors in

the opposing camp or the number of days'
journey from home by the use of pebbles,
shells, knots in cords, nicks in wood, scars
on stone, and, most important for the pres-
ent study, by the use of the fingers and
toes.

The mode of recording numbers by knots
on cord gave rise to the term "quipu" rec-
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koning from the Peruvian language, quipu
meaning knot. The Peruvians counted all

their cows, calves, sheep and things of that

sort by the use of knots. Just think of the

great difference today, all we have to do
is count the number of cattle and put it down
on paper and we know how many we have
by simply adding the numbers together.

The Hindu number system is the first

ever devised which has no outer bound.
This is why we have infinity in Modern
Mathematics.
The possibilities of the Hindu system are

well illustrated by the answers to the cele-

brated "Archmida" cattle problems. These
answers, ten in number, were composed of

206,545 figures each. Such a number if

printed in small pica type would be nearly

a quarter of a mile in length.

In earlier days the Barbarians and Greeks
counted from one to ten, until they got to

ten again and then began counting over
again. Now people do not know whether
it is because we have ten fingers on our
hands or because the bodies which are in

motion are nine in number.
Before telling anything concerning Arith-

metic, it is best that we know what it really

is. Arithmetic has been defined as the sci-

ence of numbers and the art of computation,
which is a very excellent definition of the
word. Arithmetic is one of the greatest
r.nd most important things there is in the
whole universe. If people did not know
how to count, with all the money that there
is in circulation today, men like Henry Ford
and others would be making knots till they
died and still the task would be unfinished.

Arithmetic is begun in the first year of
school. First, we are taught the numbers,
how to count by the use of fingers but not
toes for it seems as if that is out of fashion
and also to add and subtract by the use of
fingers. Arithmetic begins to be the favorite
subject of most children in the lower grades.

After the pupil has learned to count on his
fingers and knows how each number is writ-
ten, he is given a table from one to twelve
to learn. There he is taught how to add,
subtract, divide and multiply. Mathematics
to me and many others, of course, is the
greatest and best subject of a pupii's
school life.

After one leaves Arithmetic, he takes up

the greatest and most interesting and pleas-
ing subject in mathematics which is Alge-
bra. It is a great pleasure to work out equa-
tions, especially if you can do them with
ease.

An unknown number can be found very
easily by the use of Algebra, which might
take a very long time if you were to figure
it out. It makes one think a great deal, it

makes a person form the habit of grasping
ideas quickly.

Mathematics helps not only for use in
the subject, but also develops your brain to
the exercise of deep thinking which is the
most important function of any subject.
Geometry is another fascinating branch

of Mathematics but to me does not seem
as helpful as Algebra. To get Geometry
and have it stay in your mind is a difficult

thing.

If one tries to learn propositions by heart
and not figure them out he will not be a
success at it. But if one takes the proposi-
tion and by a little aid of the book, works
the proposition out for himself, then it will

be difficult for him to forget it because it

has made a definite path in his mind and it

stays there. The great difficulty that one
reaches if he learns it by heart is that if

he forgets a step in the proposition, he is

put off the track and he can't go on because
of the missing step and he is lost complete-
ly.

If one is not inclined to the subject or as
some express it, if God did not give one
the power of being able to work things out,
it is a difficult task to get Mathematics. But
if one is really inclined to Mathematics
whatever kind of Mathematics it may be, it

is as simple as eating candy or any favorite
thing. Still, Some people get "A" and are
not inclined to the subject at all. They
learn it and that is all, but what good does
it do them ; none, to my point of view.
Mathematics and English have about the

same relative importance in the United
States. English is not an important sub-
ject in other countries but Mathematics is

a subject that must be used everywhere. Its

use is universal.

I close this little explanation by saying,
''Mathematics is the greatest subject of the
universe and always will be."

Antonio Detarando, '28
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THE NEW UNDERSTANDING OF
SCIENCE

Science has made the world of today.
Louis Pasteur about thirty years ago said

:

"In our century, science is the soul of the
prosperity of nations and the living source
of all progress. Undoubtedly, the tiring

daily discussions of politics that seem to be
our guide are empty appearances. What
really leads us forward are a few scientific

discoveries and their applications". It is

easy to see how true this is, but science is

more than that. It is the living source of

all our civilization. Science started with
the raising of man as an animal to domi-
nance over the other animals. Since then
it has been raising man to dominance over
nature and it is this dominance which makes
up the greater part of what we call our
civilization and which is directly responsible
for the rest, such as the fine arts, by having
priven man more time free from his fight for
life.

In spite of this fact, however, people are
just realizing what science is, what it has
done and what it is doing, and the debt the
world owes to it. Up until recent times a
scientist was regarded in most ages as some
very strange kind of person who either was
not quite right mentally or was more than
human and was regarded accordingly at

different times, being at one time almost
worshipped as a god and at other times ridi-

culed and persecuted as mad.

In very early times before man became
civilized, one who had discovered some sci-

entific secret or who knew more about such
things than the rest of the tribe, was regard-
ed as a wizard, a witch-doctor, and was held
in awe and fear. In later times, scientists

were regarded with scorn and were often
persecuted as mad, when they suggested
some new idea regarding nature or the uni-

verse. Galileo, the great Italian scientist,

was exiled because of his ideas on astrono-

my and everyone knows how Columbus was
derided and scorned because of his views
on the shape of the earth. Even in much
more recent time scientists were often
ridiculed and severely criticized, as for ex-

ample in Swift's satire, "Gulliver's Tra-
vels."

In this country, too, we have instances of

the former attitude toward science, though
it is now somewhat modified. In 1807 when
Fulton first announced his steamboat, hard-
ly anyone believed such a thing was pos-
sible and there was much laughing at the
foolishness of the inventor. Another in-

stance was in 18.42, when Morse was en-

deavoring to get money from the govern-
ment for the purpose of trying out his new-
ly invented telegraph. The chairman of the
committee in Congress to which it was re-

ferred said that the idea was so startling as
to seem almost irreverent for a man to so

annihilate space.

The change in this attitude and feeling
has been both very marked and very rapid.

From the time when men were persecuted
for a new idea has come the time when men
are honored and rewarded for a new idea,

if of course they have a reasonable amount
of justification; and from the time when
new ideas or new inventions were scoffed

at has come the time when new ideas and
rew inventions are read about and talked
about with interest and when people are
very slow to scoff at these things. Com-
pare the present attitude of government
with the attitude of Congress in 1842.

Whereas then, they hesitated over the en-
dorsing of this new idea and, farther back
in other countries, might have persecuted,
now they seize on any new invention which
is useful to them and possible to procure
and also spend large sums of money in aid
to inventions and inventors. Also compare
Ihe hardships and trouble which Morse went
through, before he could get people inter-

ested in the telegraph with the speed wuh
which the use of the radio swept over the
world.

There is another way in which the feel-

ing toward science has changed. In former
times, if the people of that particular time
did not ridicule science or persecute its fol-

lowers, they at least regarded it as some-
thing, and not realizing the things which
They did not understand the inside of thc

thing and not realizing the things which
science had done for mankind, not realizing

their debt, this is undoubtedly the reason
for the ridiculing and persecution. But in

recent times science has been so strongly

brought home to us, that we cannot help
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being at least somewhat interested and, as

we become interested and study a little in-

to it, we find that it is something very dif-

ferent from the cold, remote thing which
we find that it is something very different

from the cold, remote thing which former
people imagined. We find that it is inter-

esting if not fascinating, and that is in-

tensely human and personal.

A strong promoter of this change in feel-

ing and which is also an expression of it,

is the growth of a new form of scientific

literature. Instead of the dry, uninterest-
ing, technical books of former times which
were, because of their unintellability to

non-scientists, the cause of much of the bad
feeling, we have real, interesting books, in-

teresting to everyone, non-technical and
yet giving a clear, true picture of the
nature and workings of science.

Another stronger and more important
promoter, and which was likewise caused in

large part by the change, is the recent ad-
vancement in science itself. The new un-
derstanding probably began at the time of
the Renaissance, when men's minds first be-
gan to broaden after the dark, narrow form
of civilization of the Middle Ages; but the
change at this time was very slow, scientists

being still often ridiculed and regarded in a
strange manner for a long time. Finally,
however, as more useful inventions were
made, as for example the steam engine, the
popular interest and understanding of sci-

ence increased more rapidly and, as this in-

creased, quite naturally scientific advance-
ment increased, because of the increase of
followers and aid, so that, as can be clearly
seen, scientific advancement or, at least,

rapid scientific advancement is dependent
on this popular interest.

Science has made the world of today and
the world, though late, is recognizing the
fac, andt by feeling and acting accordingly,
is being benefited through the causing of
greater scientific progress.

Goodell '28

SPEAKING OF NEW ENGLAND
Have you ever heard of New Engand?

Let me explain. New England the beauti-
ful ! The fresh green hills of New England !

The changeable weather of New England

in which we take so much pride ! Maine,
the vacation land! New Hampshire and
Vermont with the WT

hite and Green Moun-
tains ! Massachusetts and her sacred cod!
Connecticut and wooden nutmegs! Rhode
Island, the smallest state in the Union!

All these phrases now found in guide
books had been impressed on me since I was
a child. Praise and honor for New England
and my ancestors who, for all I cared, might
have come over in the Leviathan or Maure-
tania, was all I heard from "morn" until

"eve". What did I care if my home had
been built in the year of our Lord, one thou-
sand seven hundred and seventy-seven and
of the Independence of the United States,

the first what I wanted to see and hear
were tall buildings and the ceaseless tramp
and shuffle of thousands of feet. So I went
to the city to escape New Englandism. I

vowed I would never go back, never, never !

!

I settled myself in a two by four box
called an apartment. (I wonder what a flat

looks like?) I went to all the Broadway
shows and never associated with anyone nor
did anyone crave my friendship. My rela-

tives forgot me and never wrote, and I frew
just a bit lonesome. I then decided to show
my relatives a thing or two. I would find

some real wild friends and show the folks

at home. (They do that, you know). Up
to that time, I had never noticed the people
about me. To me, they were merely for-

eigners, with whom I had no personal con-
tact. My landlady was just one who col-

lected the rent, a thing which she did rather
efficiently and, I'd say, methodically. Al-
ways on time ! Never late ! Just like a New
Englander! I don't believe we exchanged
more than a dozen words. Across the
street lived my other neighbor. She lived in

a house with a yellow door. I was sure she
was some sort of mysterious person. I

called her Madame Defarge because she
always sat on her stone stoop knitting. She
never spoke to anyone but her yellow cat,

just like a New Englander. Did you ever
notice New Englanders speak to anyone
but cats without an introduction? Her
cat's name was Skippy, for I heard her call

him every night at 8 o'clock.

One day I decided to visit her. I don't

see why I should have picked on her, but I
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did. I rushed across the street and boldly

lifted the shiny brass knocker on the bril-

liant yellow door. After a few seconds, I

heard footsteps and she opened the door
a crack. First she gazed, then she looked,

finally she stared. I was so embarrassed
that I would have fled, but she opened the
door and said, "Come in." Her voice was
very crinkly and made me think of the
crackled lemon-ade glasses we use in the
summer-time back in dear old New England.
The room I entered took me by surprise.

Ladder-back chairs, braided and hooked
rugs, a fireplace, ruffled curtains and a cat!

To think that I came to the city to escape

New England and here it was in the very
heart of the Metropolis. Words fail me.

Then she broke into my wonderment and
bade me sit down. She asked me who I

was. I asked her who she was. We be-

came acquainted. We spoke to each other
and finally entered into a conversation. I

shall never forget that afternoon nor the
afternoons that followed, neither shall I

call her Badame Defarge, because her name
was Anne Hutchins. She was a New Eng-
lander. Try to get away from New England
and you can't do it

!

Carol Bingley.

jcr*\v >3AM. iwST^
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FYFE HALL
Our able president. He's had a job many times in

keeping us in line but he has handled his job very well.

He has also shown himself well as an athlete. Doctor's
orders kept him from playing-

football, but he was
alright for basketball and had a great season. He will

leave our midst a very much liked boy.

Traffic Squad, Football '27, Basketball '26-'28, Se-
nior Play, "Polished Pebbles '26.

DORIS DEMERS
The accomplished elocutionist of our class. We have

all enjoyed her readings on Wednesday mornings
and in holiday performances. Doris made a good show-
ing in the Senior Play. Regardless of all her outside

activities, she is one of our A students. She is planning
to attend Becker's Business College next year.

Secretary '26-'27, Senior Play, Glee Club '24-'28,

Glee Club Concert '28, Honor Group.

NATHALIE MOREY
"Nat"

Our pretty, peppy, petite cheer leader and all around
good sport. No dull moments with Nat about, she's

vivacity personified. The old school has never had such
organized cheering as since Nat took charge, because
when she gaes into anything she instills pep and en-

thusiasm, and always gets the results. We envy her
"personality plus."

Glee Club '24-'28, Wednesday morning entertainer,

Cheer Leader '25-'28, Senior Play, Librarian, Orchestra,
"Polished Pebbles '26, Girls Track Team, Crimson and
Gray Staff '26-'28, Today's Court of Honor, Secretary
'28.

DONALD RAWSON
"Don"

One of our most brilliant students. He is editor-in-

chief of the Crimson and Gray, the success of which is

due in a large part to his hard work and competent
management. He has proved himself of great value in

every activity he entered, not only because of willing-

ness to help, but also because of his unusual ability.

Baseball '28, Honor Group, Crimson and Gray Staff
'25-'28, Treasurer '28.
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WARREN WILSON
"Ding"

Some think that Ding is one of the quiet reserved
type but really he's the goods. He's the envy of all

when it comes to skating. Ding is one of the local golf

pro's right hand men. Stick to it, Warren, and you'll

make the grade.
Athletic Association '24-'28.

HELEN ANDERSON
"Hel"

When Helen first came to us, she proved to be quite

a vamp in capturing the boys' heart. Helen enjoys
dancing and is a good sport. She expects to go back
to Hartford. In whatever she undertakes we wish her
best of luck.

Glee Club '28.

GEORGE ANDREWS
George is one of our Commercial students. His

greatest pleasure is to try to think up some witty re-

mark to say when called upon in History class. George
is also walking away with several of the typewriting
awards this year.

Athletic Association '24-'28.

ALICE BAIL

Whenever you hear giggles you know Alice is around.
Her favorite sport is skating and she excels in it. She
plans to enter Memorial Hospital to take up the Nurse's
Training Course.

Glee Club '24-'28.
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RAYMOND BEAUREGARD
"Ray"

One of our star actors and a jolly fellow who de-

lights in mastering big words to use in his English com-
positions. He must always know the reason why and
keeps the teachers at their wits' ends. His hobby is

bowling and he sure upsets a mean maple.
Glee Club '25-'28, Senior Play.

RUTH BECK
Ruth is another of our accomplished Commercial

students. It has been said that Miss Putnam has heard
her whisper after the warning bells. Ruth is a good
sport and always has a smile for everyone.

Glee Club '28.

WILLIAM BENVENUTI
"Ben"

Ben is another of our class who has quiet and un-
assuming manners. We all like him and know he's a
good sport. He received more than his share of hard
luck during the football season and was out of school
for several weeks, but came back smiling.

Football '25-'28.

CAROL BINGLEY
"Bincj"

Bing is a peppy girl and a good worker. If you want
a thing well done—no, don't do it yourself—ask Bing.
She's planning to make business her profession. She
made an excellent showing in the Senior play and in

everything she entered in High School.

Vice President '27, Senior Play, Glee Club '24-'28,

Glee Club Treasurer '27-'28.

HBflHB^SHHBH
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JEANNETTE BOISVERT
"Jean"

A happy girl with a sunny disposition. She's a very
brilliant student in the commercial group, and has been
one of Mr. Gibbon's able secretaries.

Glee Club '28.

OLIVE BOURDELAIS

Have you ever heard of Olive's giggles? She's gen-
erally quiet but when she giggles you can just know
she's having fun. Olive has a sweet "hello" over the
telephone, as she is one of Southbridge's telephone
operators.

Glee Club '28.

OLIVER CHIPMAN
Oliver is one of our serious minded boys. He worked

very diligently in getting up the scenery for the Senior
Play. He argues very successfully with the other mem-
bers of the class in Problems of American Democracy.
He is planning to study re-forestration next year.

Athletic Association '24-'28.

LOUISE DANI
"Looij"

Looy went abroad in her freshman year and came
back with interesting tales of her experiences during
her tour. Louise took a leading part in the Junior
Play. She intends to be a school teacher and we are
sure she will make a good one.

Junior Play, Glee Club '24-'28.
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DORIS WHITEHEAD
"Children should be seen but not heard" applies very-

well to Doris, but she is always willing to do every-
thing she can for the class. She intends to be a nurse
and we're sure she'll make a good one.

Glee Club '24-'28.

VIOLA DESAUTELS
"Vi"

Vi is a good sport both literally and figuratively. In
a social gathering she's one of the best mixers and on
the basketball court she showed great skill in dropping
field goals, a fact that accounted in a great part for the
success of our girls' team. She has won many awards
in typewriting and has been an honor student for four
years.

Junior Play, Glee Club '24-'28, Capt. Girls Basket-
ball Team '27, Class Secretary '27, Track Team '25-'26,

"Polished Pebbles" '26.

ANTONIO DETORANDO
"Det"

One of the most versatile boys in school. Det ranks
as one of the highest for scholastic honors and also has
a very enviable record in athletics. He was Captain
of the 1928 football team and played a guard position
on the championship team. In all athletic contests
he exemplified true sportsmanship and fighting spirit.

Football, Basketball, Traffic Squad, Junior Play.

IRMA DOBSON

Irma is going to be a leading hairdresser sometime
and we all wish her success in this profession. She
has been one of our very quiet girls, but with loyal sup-
port for the teams and very willing assistance in all

school activities.

Glee Club '24-'28.
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JOHN DRAGON
John is the business man of the class. He is showing

his ability in securing ads for the Crimson and Gray
this year.

Glee Club '24-'28, Athletic Association '24-'28.

"Polished Pebbles" '26, Crimson and Gray Staff '26-'28.

GILBERT DUBREUIL
"Duke"

A perfect moving picture hero type. He's a jolly

boy and amuses most everyone (teachers sometimes
excepted) with his humorous antics. This year was
his banner year on the baseball team. He was a great
help to the pitching staff.

Baseball '24-'28, Athletic Association '24-'28.

ESTELLE DUPUIS

We do not often hear about Estelle. Nevertheless she
is quite a business woman. She always does everything
to perfection and is a good worker. Her quietness is

as a foil to the noise made by the boys in room four.

Glee Club '28.

JACOB EDWARDS
"Jake"

Unquestionably the best athlete turned out of the
High School in many a year. His stellar performances
in all branches of athletics has brought the school no
little amount of fame. His hitting on the baseball
team places him in the category of George Herman
Ruth and his 305 points in basketball puts him in his

own class. He was the mainstay of our football team
last fall. A most popular boy with everyone.

Football '24-'28, Basketball '24-'28, Baseball '24-'28,

Traffic Squad.
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IONA FARROW
"Inny"

Inny spent most of her time in Webster. We know
she has a special attraction there. Inny is a good sport,

willing to help in any school affair, and see it carried out
successfully. We know she will mawe a good nurse.
Good luck Inny

!

SILVIO FERRON
"Sil"

Sil is one of our helpful commercial students. He
also is a good athlete, having played baseball for three
years. Sil is popular with everyone and numbers most
all the members of the school among his friends.

Baseball '25-'28, Cheer Leader Thanksgiving Game
'27.

GEORGE FORD
"Dotty"

Full of vim, vigor and vitality, that's Dotty. An en-

ergetic youth who is full of ready wit and fun. Every-
one thinks he will make a good detective but, "Ah-a-a,"
time will tell. Meanwhile we are wishing you lots of

success.

Class Basketball, Athletic Association, Senior Play.

CHESTER FREEMAN
"Chet"

Chet is one of the many violinists in the school or-

chestra. He has played in many orchestras in town.
In fact, orchestra work is his hobby, and hobbies often

determine our future work, so perhaps in the future we
may hear of Chester at the head of a famous Symphony.

Orchestra and Glee Club '24-'28.
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MARION GAUMOND
A quiet commercial student who has won several

honors in typewriting. Marion is good natured and a
very willing worker. She has been extremely faithful

to Miss MacGrath in both Glee Club and Uke Clubs.

Glee Club '24-'28, "Polished Pebbles."

BERTRAM GOODELL
"Bert"

Bert is the handy man when it comes to setting up
scenery for a play. We don't know what we'd do if it

wasn't for Bert. He's one of those hard working chaps
who doesn't have much to say, but always accomplishes
a lot. That's the stuff that will get you there, Bert. We
know you'll make good in whatever you become engaged.
Can he get A's—ask the teachers.

Athletic Association '24-'28.

HELEN GOODELL
Quiet and studious is Helen. She minds nobody's

business but her own. She showed her ability in type-
writing as well as in shorthand. A good friend to all is

Helen.
Glee Club '28.

EDWARD WALSH
"Tweet"

A real plugger. He didn't have time for school ac-
tivities until the third year but then he showed he had
the stuff. Luck didn't come his way as he broke his
leg in the Ware game last fall and was laid up a long
time, but he never complained. We hope you get more
than your share of luck to make up for all the tough

Football '27-'28, Glee Club '26-'27, "Polished Peb-
bles '26.
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ALICE HEBERT
"Any news?" This is Alice's most often quoted

pit rase. The Telegram has had a very efficient High
School reporter this year. Alice was a mystifying
Russian princess in the Senior Play and interpreted
her part well.

Senior Play, Glee Club '24-'28.

LINCOLN HERRON
"Line"

Line trained at Fort Terry last year and, from all

reports, was quite a soldier. He is of a rather reserved
nature but has many friends nevertheless. He showed
real school spirit all four years by attending the games
and taking an active interest in class activities.

Athletic Association '24-'28.

ELSIE HOFSTRA

In Elsie we find the quiet accommodating kind. If

you want to find out what the lesson is, ask Elsie. She
was one of our best candy sellers during our class plays.

She is going to Becker's Business College.

Glee Club '28.

WILLIAM SNELL
"Bill"

"Bill" is a reserved member of our class and is very
well thought off by everyone. Bill didn't have much
time for outside activities but concentrated on making
our class affairs successful. He deserves notable credit

for the scenery in the Senior Play.

Class Treasurer '25-'26.
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OLIVER JOHNSON
The modern disciple of Euphuisiu. He could give

Webster a few pointers on big words. He portrayed
the role of the villain in both class plays to perfection.

He is very interested in the manoeuvers of the wily
ones and we predict that someday he will be a criminol-
ogist.

Junior Play, Senior Play, School Orchestra.

STANLEY KNIGHT
"Stan"

Our class mechanic. There isn't much you can put
by Stan when it comes to mechanics or electricity. He
was the electrician for both our plays, and did a lot to

make the scenic effects so good. He's a good sport and
always gets along fine with everyone. His ambition is

to be a racing star.

Football '25-'27, Traffic Squad '27-'28.

PAULINE KRASNOV
Pauline is one of our best commercial students and

is popular with everyone. She proved to be a most
successful detective in the Senior play. In the Junior
play she played an interesting role of a maid. A willing

and energetic worker—that's Pauline.
Junior and Senior Plays, Glee Club '24-'28, Crimson

and Gray Staff '27-'28, "Polished Pebbles" '26.

THEODOSIA LAABS
"Do-do"

A rather quiet and conscientious commercial student.
She is an expert typist and has been one of Mr. Gibbons'
most dependable secretaries. "Do-do" is a good sport
and we've seen her at almost every game. She has cap-
tured many of the typewriting awards and expects to
make business her profession.

Glee Club '28.
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RUTH LABELLE

Ruth is quiet and reserved. The teachers wish there
were more of her type. Ruth shines in dancing and has
given solo numbers at many local entertainments.

Glee Club '28.

BEATRICE LAFLECHE
"Bee"

Beatrice is very quiet and thoughtful. She never says
much, but when the teachers call on her she usually

says enough to please them. It is said that "still waters
run deep," which applies to Bee. In spite of losing

eleven weeks in the fall, she made up her work and is

an honor member.
Glee Club '28.

EVELYN LARICHELIERE
"Babe"

Babe has a perpetual smile and a very jolly disposi-

tion. She is a most capable worker and very efficient

in shorthand as well as obtaining several of the type-
writing awards. We all find a cheery friend in Babe.

Glee Club '24-'28, "Polished Pebbles" '26.

ALBERT LEPAIN
"Al"

"Al" is one of our general students, and has been a
hard worker in our class parties and plays. You can
always find him in the chemistry laboratory when he has
no classes. "Al's" greatest ambition is to become a
doctor.

Glee Club '24-'27, Traffic Squad '27-'28, "Polished Peb-
bles '26.
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FRANCIS LESNIEWSKI
"Hank"

Hank has amused us all many times with his humor-
ous antics. He is very energetic and when he expends
some of this power along the line of class activities,

great things are accomplished. He showed a good brand
of fighting spirit in all athletic contests he was in.

Football '25-'28, Class Basketball '27-'28, "Polished
Pebbles" '26.

RAYMOND LIPPE
"Munn"

"Our star pitcher who has gained many victories for

us by his extraordinary skill. He is truly happy when
he has a ball in his hand. During the football and
basketball season, he was a most competent business
manager. His pleasant smile has charmed us all.

Baseball '24-'28, Traffic Squad, Business Manager
of Athletic Association '27-'28.

MARTHA LORD
"Martheremma"

Martha has the ability to amaze us with her opinions
of certain notable characters in literature. She's sincere

and what more can anyone ask? Martha's a good sport
with a ready comeback for anything you say. She was
one of the star basketball players. She is going to

Simmons and we're sure she'll make good.
Girls' Basketball Team, Track Team '24-'25.

BERNICE McGILVRAY

Our very efficient Secretary of the Athletic Associa-
tion. Bernice has been one of the most popular girls

in our class and everyone likes her. She played the
part of an imaginative wife excellently in the Junior
play. A most amiable girl and a good sport. The best
of luck at M. A. C, Bernice.

Junior Play, Glee Club '24-'28, Athletic Association,
Secretary, '28.
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MARY McKINSTRY
"Mamie"

Mary is one of our shy and bashful girls, but when
Miss Putnam wants Allen's Latin Grammar, Mary is

right there. Is anyone looking for a perfectly good
"Ford truck," which has turned over only once? Ask
Mamie, she has one.

Glee Club '28.

ROBERT McMASTER
"Mickey"

Our Sophomore class President and a good worker all

the time. His impersonation of the "bogus" husband
in the Junior Play was a scream and we enjoyed his

Russian accent in the Senior Play. Mickey has given
us many laughs through the joke department of the
Crimson and Gray.

Football '26, Traffic Squad '26-'28, Junior Play,

Crimson and Gray Staff '25-'28.

*v-

JEAN MACLEAN
Jean is one of our clever history students. She al-

ways showed a great deal of school spirit and attended
all the games. She is one of the hardest workers of the
class. We wish her success at Becker's and know
she'll make good.

Glee Club '24-'28, Athletic Association '24-'28.

DOROTHY MANNING
"Dot"

"Dot" is another quiet girl in our class but we under-
stand she can discipline the Freshman drawing class,

when Miss Olliff is out of town. Good luck, at Fitch-

burg, Dot, we know you'll make a good teacher.

Glee Club '24-'28, Crimson and Gray Staff '25'28.
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LOIS MARTIN
"Line"

Lois is a shark at Latin and she and Mr. Corbin are
very friendly. She delights in having him stroll into

Virgil class. Lin's a quiet, studious girl, and her
favorite sport is horse-back riding. She's planning to

attend Simmons in the Fall and she'll sure be a good
secretary for some one.

Glee Club '24-'27, Honor Group.

GEORGE MATHIEU
"Mike"

Outside work has deprived Mike of much time to

give to school activities, but he has always showed a
genuine willingness to help in any way he could. Truly
a fine spirit. His ideas on "Selling Personality" are
very practical and it is our belief that they will bring
him success in later years.

Athletic Association '24-'28.

BEATRICE MONAHAN
"Bee"

Bee is thought to be very bashful and shy, but she
really is peppy and good natured when one becomes
acquainted with her. We understand she is a very
good student and has secured many of the typewriting
awards.

Glee Club '24-'28.

MARGARET OHLWILER
"Margie"

Margie is our class giggler. However, we'll not hold
that against her because she surely is a good natured girl

and a willing worker. She was at the library this year,

always ready to assist us in finding our books. She plans
to enter M. A. C. and leave as an expert dietitian.

Glee Club '24-'28.

&: <r
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WILLIAM ORZECH
"Willo"

Willo impersonated the "Will o' the Wisp" one
morning and surprised us all by his fine singing.
"They may get you but they won't get me," says Bill.

We're not so sure of that. He played football for four
years which is a distinction gained by very few.

Glee Club '24-'28, Football '24-'28, Basketball '26-'28,

Traffic Squad '27-'28, "Polished Pebbles" '26.

JOHN O'SHAUGHNESSY
"Jim," Jack"

Why all the laughter? Dun't esk ! ! John has just
told us a good joke. He proved to be a second John
Barrymore in the class plays, with a difficult Russian
characterization in the Senior play. John was our
Junior class president and because of him we had our
most successful year. He has great executive ability.

Good luck at Brown, Jim.
Football '24-'28, Junior and Senior Plays, "Polished

Pebbles" '26.

MARGARET PERRY
"Maggie"

Margaret is all there when it comes to stenography.
She is the star typist of our class. Mr. Gibbons will

miss her as a secretary and the Crimson and Gray will

lose its efficient head of the typing department. In
spite of all her extra school work, she finds time to skate
in winter.

Glee Club '24-'27, Crimson and Gray Chief Typist
'27-'28.

DOROTHY PEZZETTI
"Dot"

Dorothy's winning smile and pleasing personality
have made for her a large circle of friends. She is

one of the most popular girls in school and will be
greatly missed next year. Dot has maintained a fine

scholastic record, both as a student and on the basketball

court. She was captain of the Girls' team this year
and had a very successful season.

Glee Club '24-'28, Basketball '26-'28, Cheer leader in

Thanksgiving game '28, Junior and Senior Plays, Glee
Club Treasurer '28, Class Treasurer '27, Track Team
'25-'27, "Polished Pebbles" '26.
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VIOLA PINSONNEAULT
"Vi"

"Vi" is Rita's side partner. She is very quiet and
never fails to prepare her lessons. She has quite a
collection of typewriting awards to her credit. A
business career is her aim and we know she will be
successful.

Glee Club '24-'28.

ANNA SANDGREN
Anna has carried away several of the typewriting

awards and is always glad to do typewriting for any-
one. She has been employed at one of the leading
stores in Southbridge this year but has always been a
willing worker in our class activities.

Glee Club '24-'28.

STANLEY PRANTKIELWICZ
"Whitey"

Stanley is a very logical reason why "blondes" are
to be preferred. The old saying that "still water runs
deep" would certainly apply to him. In his Senior year,
Whitey made a very good showing in athletics, and it

is our belief that were it not for his reserve he would
have filled out his four years with athletic honors.
Honor Group, Baseball '28, Football '28.

NORMAN PRICE
"Nammy"

A big, good natured fellow with a perpetual smile,

that's "Nam." He is one of our crack athletes, and has
starred in football for three years. He is the original
"Tower of Strength." His chief hobby in school is

clumping down the corridor with his size tens. Oh

!

his ties, who of us has not heard them also?

Glee Club '24-'27, Football '25-'28, Timer at Basket-
ball games '27-'8, "Polished Pebbles" '26.
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CARLETON RENAUD
"Carl"

Carleton carried away all honors as the class' best
dancer. In Carl we have a good, cheery and peppy
member. He was always willing to help in carrying
out successfully all our parties. He also contributed a
good share towards getting our cheering squad warmed
up for the Thanksgiving football game. We wish him
success.

Glee Club '24-'28, Cheer leader Thanksgiving game,
"Polished Pebbles" '26.

ALICE ROBIDOUX
"Alice"

Alice was our class baby. She may be small but it

is often said that good stuff comes in small packages.
Alice proved her ability in winning typewriting awards.
We wish her the best of luck in the future.

Glee Club '24-'28.

FRANCIS RYAN
"Farmy"

Some might think him sedate because he doesn't chew
gum, but really he's "regular." He soldiered at Fort
Terry and we hear he pulled a mean potato occasionally,

but this is strictly confidential. He is one of our best
athletes, taking more than his share of bumps, but
smiling all the time.

Baseball '27-'28, Glee Club '24-'27, Basketball '25-'28,

Football '24-'28, "Polished Pebbles" '26.

JOSEPH ADAMICK
"Jack"

A boy who has a rather tacit appearance, but those
who know him will say that his aloofness is confined
strictly to his height. His superior size has been of

great help to our basketball team. He's a hard work-
ing boy who never looks for any praise.

Football '25-'28, Basketball '26-'28, Traffic Squad
Chief '28.
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MARION HUNT
Marion believes in being seen but not heard. After

a short illness Marion came back to her classmates who
missed her very much. She proved her ability by the

ease with which she caught up in her work. In Marion
we find a good worker.

Glee Club '28.

STEPHEN HAYNES
"Steve"

Steve was with us only two years, coming here from
Lowell, but he has made hosts of friends and is one of

the best liked chaps in the class. He is a tireless

worker as he showed at the time of the Senior play.

He has run the movies all year; they were never run
any better.

Glee Club '27-28, Orchestra '28, Traffic Squad '27-'28,

"Today's Court of Honor" '27.

RITA PINSONNEAULT
"Rita"

A good worker and willing to help anyone. Rita has
captured her share of awards in typewriting. When you
see a great big violin (cello) you know its Rita. We
all enjoyed her entertainments very much. Rita is

very successful in handling the candy counter in the
"Red Front Store." Office work is her goal. Glee
Club '24-'28, Crimson and Gray '27-'28, "Polished
Pebbles" '26.

ANTHONY WERNER
"Dicky"

Dicky is our class sheik, but that isn't all his good
points. He's a happy go lucky, good natured boy besides.

There's never any gloom with him around. He makes a
pretty snappy cheer leader and was seen in the Webster
game.

Glee Club Librarian '28.

ALBERT DESAULNIERS
"Percy"

Percy is our future military officer. He has trained
at Camp Devens and Fort Terry for the past two years.
He is one of our most efficient traffic officers.

Traffic Squad '27-'28, Today's Court of Honor '27,

Athletic Association '24-'28.
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Commencement
THE HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF 1928

PART I

The following is a chronicled account of
the events or otherwise with which the
class of '28 was concerned.
On the thirty-first of August, 1924, a

band of merry youths and maidens num-
bering 153 strong, sauntered, strolled or
otherwise made their way to the portals of
the Mary E. Wells areodrome. They were
welcomed within these imposing portals by
Mr. Gibbons, an aviator of no small ability.

He took them about their beautiful green-
hued dirigible and showed them their
quarters and assigned them to their tasks.

The members all fell to merrily and soon
had things in shipshape order.
In the course of a few weeks they were

called over to the blue ship of the Juniors.
Here they were welcomed heartily and
made merry till 11.00, when all festivities

ceased.
Later still they entertained on their own

ship and the affair was deemed quite a
success.

Meanwhile several of the crew members
had been making their marks in athletic

lines, leaving their footprints on the sands
of the baseball diamond. During their

first trip several members to the number of
29 did profess themselves to be assailed
by airsickness and were heard of no more
on subsequent flights. This departure
thinned the ranks to 124, which was the
number at the close of the first trip.

PART II

Late in June, 1925, following the regular
custom, all members of the crew, including
officers, took a two-months' leave. When
they returned the next fall, they found
themselves short-handed, as only 97 mem-
bers of the crew came back. However,
they were soon sailing smoothly along in

their new ship, which was a fiery red color.

That year was a merry one for them and
the trip was made with a careless ease. A
ball was given by the crew and all their

companions were invited, and they came,

danced, feasted and made themselves
happy, so we considered it rather a suc-
cess.

The other ships gave like entertain-
ments, which the crew attended gleefully.
Several of the members made their foot-
prints even deeper in the athletic sands on
this cruise. This trip was successfully
concluded in June, with a decrease of
three in total personnel.

PART III

The third cruise began early in Septem-
ber, a few students not returning from
leave. The ship to which the crew was
assigned this time was a sky-blue color. It

was their pleasure to welcome the new-
comers to the green dirigible and make
them feel at home. They settled down to
hard work at once. The students were
saddened by the death of one of their mem-
bers, Audrey Wheeler.
Miss Finnigan let it be known that she

wanted those who liked to appear on the
stage for the edification of others. From
those who offered a desire to show their
ability, she chose several and they gave a
play which was a howling success.
This trip was the hardest in the classes'

career, but all obstacles were overcome
and the crew completed its journey with a
total of 83 members.
Then all ships had landed. The crew

gave a grand send-off to the voyagers who
had taken the fourth and last trip. Then
followed the much needed two months'
rest.

PART IV
Seventy-two students dashed merrily up

to the gateway of the areodrome prior to

beginning their fourth and last trip. On
this occasion, in direct contrast to previous
inceptions, they were escorted solemnly
and in a dignified manner to a dirigible of

a deep royal purple hue. In organizing,
they besought Mr. Gibbons, their instruct-

or and friend for three years, to lead them
in their last search for the fruit of learning.

Gladly he assented.
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Soon after the class was installed, Miss
Dempsey called for a gathering together

of all the dramatic talent. Members
turned out, but, as only a few were accept-

ed, practically the same number were
turned away, disappointed. After diligent

work and rehearsal, the play was pre-

sented and all deemed it a success. It was
in that it augumented the funds of the

treasury.

Shortly after this, the class invited its

fellow travellers to a festival at its ship.

This also was a success in enriching the

class treasury.

Affairs went mildly after this except for

the basketball and baseball season.

At last, sadly depleted in numbers to

about one-half their first magnificent

total, the members departed for ever into

the cold, forbidding world, some to seek

their fortune, some fame, and others to

follow after that will-o'-the-wisp, learning.

Thus ends the tale of the doings of the

class of 1928.

WILL OF THE CLASS OF 1928

We, the class of 1928, after four years

of hardships and good times (mostly good
times,) are about to leave this beloved in-

stitution of learning. However, as was the

custom in the past, we wish, before leaving,

to distribute some of our wordly goods
among our admirers and others. We have
decided on the following bequests:

—

To the Junior class, we leave our intel-

ligence. We're not exactly insinuating that

they need it but we know that they can
not refuse such a valuable gift.

To the Sophomore class, we leave our
abundance of athletic material, so that

next year they may be a source of contin-

ual joy to Coach McMahon.
To the Freshman class, Fyfe Hall leaves

his height to be distributed equally among
them, so that next year they may look
more like sophomores.

To Mr. Gibbons, we leave our expert car-

penters. With this talent on hand, he may
find it advisable to build an office large
enough to accomodate all those whose
names are read off on some Wednesday
mornings. His other office might be used

as a baby clinic for the underweights.

To Mr. McMahon, we leave an amplifier
to be used whenever he addresses an as-

sembly. However, it is not to be em-
ployed when coaching athletic teams.

To Miss Putnam, we leave a trip hammer
and cymbals. She may find it easier to

use these than to keep banging her desk
with a pencil.

To Miss Dempsey, we leave a book on
entomology, which includes descriptions
of Long and Burke. We suggest that she
read it seven times.

To Miss Corbin we leave some Paris
Green. If she will put some of this in her
fudge once in a while, it will prevent the
traffic officer from pilfering said nourish-
ment.
To Miss Height we leave a stool and a

dunce-cap. This is for the benefit of

those poor unfortunates who are dis-

patched to the corner of the room because
of misbehavior. This gift has the special
endorsement of Detarando, who once suf-

fered from this punishment because he had
no stool to sit on.

To Miss McGrath we leave a cast-iron

baton. This is guaranteed not to break
for two years.

To Miss Aucoin we leave some invisible

ink, which should be used by some of her
beginners.

For Miss Troy we have a pair of diver's

shoes. These are guaranteed to keep the
feet still while playing "The Doll Dance."

Soldani is bequeathed the gum-chewing
abilities of George Andrews, whose jaw
for four years has given us our idea of per-

petual motion.

Vi Desautels leaves her pep to Maoel
Sangren, but just for the sake of safety
we also leave her a bit of Martha Lord's
self-control.

McMaster bequeaths his motorcycle to

Phil Clarke. Phil could easily take first

prize in a race with a second-hand tr-

cycle.

Doris Demers leaves her reputation as a
speedy driver to Saletnik. Saletnik shall

henceforth be unable to pass anything but
Mickey's motorcycle.
Chipman bequeaths to Leclair his entire
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fishing paraphernalia, among which is a
yardstick a foot and a half long. With
this to measure his fish and Oliver's love

of fiction, he should be a success as a

twentieth-century fisherman.

Jack Adamick leaves a pair of his hip
boots to Elsie Desrosiers.

Olive Bourdelais leaves her adeptness at

the switchboard to Louise Tillyer.

Dragon leaves his argumentative powers
to Scharschmidt.
Wilson leaves his efficiency to Johnny

Walsh.
Ruth Labelle leaves her ability at the

terpsichorean art to McKay. James should
soon be able to touch his left ear with his

right foot.

Stan Knight leaves his automobile horn
to the orchestra, where it should at least

serve to drown out some of the violins.

Dot Manning bequeaths her artistic tem-
perament to Arthur Proulx.
Lippe leaves his Buick to the high school

for obvious reasons. They may possibly
continue to use it more but certainly they
can crowd no more into it than we have in

the past.

Tony Detarando leaves his belt to Her-
bert, who should use it as a razor strap.

Dick Werner bequeaths his position in

Dakin's to Cormier. Zack should be able
to mix a mean soda.
Lesniewski leaves his gold tooth to tne

scholastic fund.
Ferron wishes Wilson Knight to inherit

his bowling talent.

Anna Sangren and Theodosia Laabs, our
typewriting speedsters, bequeath their

skill at this art to Henry Martin.
Dot Pezzetti leaves her basketball play-

ing ability to Pearl Putnam.
Mathieu and Walsh leave their positions

in shoe stores to George Johnston. Mathieu
is rising in the world and will sell hats this

summer.
Billy Orzech. "Will-o'-the-Wisp," invests

his singing talent in Gatineau who may
become the class warbler.
Fannie Ryan leaves his freckles to Louise

Skinner.
Alice Hebert leaves her ability as a re-

porter to Helen Grant.
Evelyn Laricheliere leaves her entire

stock of slang expressions to Montville.
Carol Bingley bequeaths to Bertha Love

her reputation as an all-around good sport.

Benvenuti bequeaths his large feet to

Charlie Thimblin. With these assets, plus
his own, Charlie should be able to get a job
in any hotel as chief bouncer.
Alice Robidoux leaves her height to

"WEE Willie" Whitney, who, with about
six more such bequests, should graduate
at a normal altitude.

For Morehouse, Price had a life-size

photo of a whale but he lost it on the way
to school.

Pauline Krasnov wishes Blanche L'Heur-
eux to become heir to her dramatic ability.

Lepain leaves his position on the traffic

squad to Renaud. We hope he doesn't get
too rough with the poor pedestrians.

To Tillyer, Jake Edwards bequeaths his

entire knowledge of basketball, football,

baseball, golf, Michigan, ping-pong and
Latin.

Nat Morev bequeaths her red locks to

"Peanut" Page to make him more con-
spicuous.
Dubreuil bequeaths his middle name to

Ralph Cole. We hope Ralph doesn't feel

hurt.

Lois Martin leaves her dog (?) to Billy

O'Shaughnessy. If he takes it to the dog
pound, he may bo able to get one under-
sized hot-dog out of it.

Godell leaves his ability to draw a

straight line with a compass to Brzeis.

Rita Pinsonneault leaves her skill with
the cello to Kathleen Burns.
Beauregard leaves his alarm clock to

Paul Whitman's School Street Orchestra.
This is about the only instrument they
haven't got.

Marion Hunt wishes Freddie Volpini to

have her ability to get into her seat one
minute before the bell rings. However,
to be as successful as Marion, he needs a
lot of practice.

Bernice McGilvray leaves her smile to

all the seniors. They may use it to good
advantage next year when having their

pictures taken.

Dottie Ford, our detective, bequeaths his

success at this profession to Underwood,
who will probably be employed in room
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three by Miss Dempsey to hunt for ink-
spots and small bits of paper.
Louise Dani leaves to Paquette her ability

to overlook her English lesson five times a
week.
Jean Maclean bequeaths her entire stock

of shoes, all sizes, shapes and colors, to

Nina Mason.
Haynes, Johnson and O'Shaughnessy be-

queath their euphuism to Farnsworth.
With this remarkable ability, Kenneth
should be able to pronounce Webster Lake
without sneezing.
Margahet Ohlwiler, Doris Whitehead and

Beatrice Lafleche bequeath their flapper-
like characteristics to Stephanie Kozeyra.
Ruth Beck bestows her waitress' ability

on hard-boiled Walker.
Desaulniers leaves his walking ability to

Koprowski, who should henceforth need no
bus to come from Sandersdale.
Chester Freeman bequeaths his ability as

a shiek to Champlain.
Herron leaves his majestic stride to

Kosakowski.

Stanley Prantkielwicz leaves the rest of
the alphabet to all who may be concerned.

AMEN.
Witnessed by:

ALOYSIUS P. McGINNIS
LORD PLUSHBOTTOM
LIPINSKY
ED WYNN
THE THREE MUSKETEERS.

PROPHECY
Dear John:
The Burns Detective Agency has asked

Johnson and me—we are now connected
with the criminology department—to find

the percentage of High School graduates
who are among the "submerged tenth." I

thought, your position as Editor-in-Chief
of "What the Well Dressed Man Will
Wear," you might be able to give us some
information.

Through various sources we have found
that Haynes, from his experience in school
I suppose, is manager of the Strand
theatres, employing Pauline Krasno" and
Viola Desautels as leading ladies.

Doris Whitehead, Alice Bail, Evelyn

Laricheliere and Dorothy Pizzetti are
nurses in a hospital run by Hall and Chip-
man for overworked students, and then
Louise Dani and Helen Anderson instruct
the patients on how to get by without
studying.

Rita Pinsonneault has become one of our
most daring aviatrix. She always was
rather reckless.

Orzech is conducting a cabaret where
Benvenuti and Ruth Labelle are head
dancing instructors. Freeman is the lead-
er of the Y. M. C. A. orchestra.

Lois Martin is in Boston giving lectures
on mathematical marvels.

Theodosia Laabs, Beatrice Lafleche and
Margaret Perry are connected with the
Royal Typewriter Company.
Wilson is Professor of English and

French at Harvard.

Rawson and Snell are employed by Irma
Dobson in the Laboratory of Applied
Physics.

Beauregard is driving Pontiacs between
Southbridge and Northbridge.

Knight and Mary McKinstry are race
drivers.

Herron got his name in the papers for

inventing a mechanical man, so he doesn't
have to work any more.

Dubrueil has compounded a book on
"Good Behavior in School."
Doris Demers is in Congress. Alice He-

bert is with the New York Minor. Dor-
othy Manning and Ruth Beck are doing
much with their cartoons.

That's as far as I can get. I would be
greatly obliged if you could fill in the gaps.

Sincerely Yours,
GEORGE FORD,

Burns Detective Agency.

Dear George
It gives me great pleasure to be able to

help you in your great undertaking.
On investigation it seems that Goodell

is in Europe fighting and Lesneiski is go-
ing to offer his services too. I wonder what
the "Y" will do without its head janitor.

Marion Hunt, Estelle Dupuis and Olive

Bourdelais are having a difficult time in
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their kindergarten. All the children want
to hear is about the war. They called in

Carol Bingley to help them. It must be
her training as big sister at home which
makes her such a great disciplinarian.

Jean McLean is traveling in Europe with
her first husband.

Walsh is swimming instructor and An-
drews golf pro. at Lake Chaugogagogman-
chaugagogchaubunagungamog.

Prantkielwicz is writing a book on "Why
Blondes Are Preferred By the Fairer Sex".

Marion Gaumond with Beatrice Monahan
have established a candy factory which fur-
nishes all the candies for Helen Goodell's
and Elsie Hofstra's exclusive tea room.

Lepain is still mixing drinks, but in his

own drug store.

Adamick and Alice Robidoux were mar-
ried recently by Father Ryan from St. Pat-
rick's Cathedral.

McMaster and Nat Morey are comfort-
ably settled and Nat is leading the cheers
of all the little Micky's.

Ferron, Werner and Renaud have estab-
lished a beauty parlor and are great au-
thorities on hair dressing.

Iona Farrow is airplane announcer in our
air droms.

Viola Pinsonneault is located here at pres-
ent as interior decorator of 5 & 10.

Lippe's in the city too, scouting for Play-
ers for Coach Edwards of Dartmouth. Jake
is training his son to be another Red Grange
in spite of Bernice's objections.

Margaret Ohlweiler is on the concert
stage and Detarando is chief of the Boston
Police Force.

That's about all of the class isn't it? ex-
cept Jeannette Boisvert, who is stenographer
for Judge Rieutord; Desaulniers, who is

head postmaster; Dragon, who is Superin-
tendent of Sandersdale Paper Mills, and
Anna Sandgren, who is telephone operator.

Last, but not least, is Price, whose for-
getfulness, developed to such a high degree
in school, has followed him and enabled him
to become the city's best plumber.

Yours sincerely,

John O'Shaughnessy

CLASS SONG
I

A pledge to our School,

The School we all adore
A pledge of faith, a pledge of love,

That'll last forever more,
For you have been our pal

A friend in sun or rain,

And our loyalty in days to come
Will turn to you again.

Chorus

Farewell, dear High,
A last farewell, dear High to you.

Farewell, dear High,
From comrades tried and true.

II

Our class now gathers 'round,

Our four years to survey
And long the echoes here shall sound
Of our farewell today.

Our class through rain and sun
Made records not a few,
Whose memories will spur us on
In all we later do.

Ill

Scholastically we won,
Dramatically we scored,

Athletically we surely shone,
And socially we soared.
Farewell, dear Wells to you
Our school career now ends.
Farewell our teachers tried and true
Our counsellors and friends.

Music by Margaret Ohlwiler
Words by Doris Demers

CLASS OF 1928
College Course

Benvenuti, William Emo
Bingley, Carol Goreth
Hall, Andrew Fyfe
Lord, Martha Emma
McGilvray, Bernice Gertrude
Manning, Dorothy Ruth
Martin, Lois Lincoln
Morey, Nathalie
Lesniewski, Francis Teofil

Lippe, Raymond Armand
O'Shaughnessy, John James Jr
Walsh, Edward Michael
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Whitehead, Doris Irene
McKinstry, Mary
Beauregard, Raymond Paul
Detarando, Antonio
Johnson, Oliver Vaino
LePain, Albert Napoleon
Snell, William Arthur

General Course
Adamick, Joseph Frank
Chipman, Oliver George
Dani, Louise Rita
Demers, Doris Elliott

Dobson, Irma Anna
Dragon, John
Edwards, Jacob Kibbe
Farrow, Iona Bertha
Ford, George Henry
Freeman, Chester Earl
Gaumond, Marion Eva
Goodell, Bertram Cheney
Haynes, Stephen Stockbridge

Hebert, Bertha Alice
Herron, Lincoln Cheney
Labelle, Ruth Marie
Maclean, Jean Elizabeth
Mathieu, George Isaac
McMaster, Robert William
Ohlwiler, Margaret Amelia
Orzech, Joseph William
Prantkielwicz, Stanley John
Price, Norman Henry Jr.

Rawson, Donald Waters
Renaud, Carleton Frederick
Ryan, Francis Philip

Sangren, Florence Anna
Wilson, Warren
Knight, Clarence Stanley
Werner, Anthony Albert

Commercial Course
Anderson, Helen Elizabeth

,

Andrews, George Wilfred
Bail, Alice Emelda
Beck, Ruth Winifred
Boisvert, Jeannette Lillian

Bourdelais, Olive Louise
Desaulniers, Albert Ernest
Desautels, Viola Laura
Dubreuil, Gilbert

Dupuis, Estelle Blanche
Ferron, Silvio Joseph
Hofstra, Elsie Ann
Hunt, Marion Evelyn

Krasnov, Pauline Betty Goldy
Laabs, Theodosia Ethel
Lafleche, Beatrice
Laricheliere, Evelyn Valida
Monahan, Beatrice Elizabeth
Perry, Margaret Mary
Pezzetti, Dorothy Celia

Pinsonneault, Rita Yvonne
Pinsonneault, Viola Blanche
Robidoux, Alice

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE
The Baccalaureate Service was held in

the Baptist Church Sunday, June 24, 1928.

The sermon was delivered by Rev. Schuh.

CLASS DAY PROGRAM
March Orchestra
Address of Welcome . . . Fyfe Hall
Class History Oliver Johnson
Adwarding of Athletic Insignia

Mr. McMahon
Selections Glee Club
Class Will Donald Rawson
Class Song Class

Martha Lord
Class Prophecy . . John O'Shaughnessy

Rita Pinsonneault
Star Spangled Banner . . . Assembly

Planting of Ivy

SENIOR RECEPTION
The Senior reception was given by the

Junior Class in the Town Hall, Friday
evening, June 29. The hall was decorated
in Blue and Gray, the Senior Class colors.

Music was furnished by Lewis and Morse.

GRADUATION
The Graduation exercises were held in the

Town Hall, Thursday evening, June 28, 1928.
The program was as follows:
Overture, "Marine Band March," Grenwald

Orchestra
Prayer .... Rev. Harold W. Haynes
Address—"Epitaphs" Doris Eliot Demers
Address—"Books—My Past and Present"

Lois Lincoln Martin
Address—"The minority President"

Donald Waters Rawson
Selections

—"Marching Song for America,"
Praag, "June Song," King
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Glee Club and Orchestra
Address—"Making a Living and Making a
Life" Dr. Dennis A. McCarthy
Selection

—"Sunshine and Rain"
Blumenthal

Presentation of Diplomas
Benediction
March—"Ru-Than" Malette Orchestra

Class Motto—Scientia est Potentia.

Class Colors—Blue and Gray.
Class Flower—Bachelor's Button.

MARY E. WELLS HIGH SCHOOL HONOR
ROLL

THIRD QUARTER
RECEIVING ALL A's

Seniors—Doris Demers, Lois Martin,
Donald Rawson.

Juniors—Elizabeth Higgins, Harold More-
house.
Sophomores—Maurice Clemence.

RECEIVING ALL A's or B's
Seniors— Raymond Beauregard, Carol

Bingley, Oliver Chipman, Viola Desautels,
Antonio Detrando, Bertram Goodell, Oliver
Johnson, Pauline Krasnov, Theodosia Laabs,
Martha Lord, Jean Maclean, Dorothy Man-
neault, Stanley Prantkielwicz, William
Snell.

Juniors—Doris Angell, Ralph Cole, Cyn-
thia Darling, Margaret Earls, George John-
son, Dorothy Macallister, Anna Misiaszek,
Ruth Moore, Wanda Orzech, Origene Pa-
quette, Pearl Putnam.

Sophomores—Kathleen Burns, Phyllis
Craig, Rita Houde, Stephanie Kozyra, Gwen-
dolyn Monroe, Edna E. Pinsonneault,
Andrea Proulx, Claudia Quevillion, Irene
Renaud, Evelyn Schumacher, Louise Skin-
ner, Elizabeth St. Onge, Charles Thimblin,
John True.

Freshmen—James Conrad, Miriam Craig,
Dorothy Lamphear, Catherine McKinstry,
Alfred Miscook, Gertrude Schwartzberg,
John Steen, Edgar Tillyer and William
Whitney.
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LOCALS
The Sophomore party was given in the

High School auditorium, Saturday evening,
February 18th. The hall was elaborately
decorated in green and white, and much
credit is due those who did the planning and
the work for the whole affair. Members of

the Sophomore class put on a minstrel, and
there were many clever jokes about the
Seniors. Refreshments were served and
dancing was enjoyed, with Freddy's Band
furnishing the music. The matrons were

:

Mrs. Clarke, Mrs. Corbin, Mrs. Craig, Mrs.
Monroe and Mrs. Thimblin.

The Freshman class gave its party in the
High School auditorium, Friday evening,
April twentieth. The hall was decorated in

red and gold—colors of the class of '31. An
entertainment including songs and dances
was put on, followed by a very fine play
which certainly showed that there is much
talent in the Freshman class, which will be
of especial importance in their Junior and
Senior years. Refreshments were served
and dancing was enjoyed, with the Roseland
Orchestra furnishing the music. The
matrons were : Brs. Beck, Mrs. Clarke, Mrs.
Gabree, Mrs. Knight, Mrs. Steen, Mrs.
Tillyer.

The Memorial Day exercises were held in

the auditorium of the High School, on Tues-
day afternoon, May twenty-ninth.
Wednesday morning exercises

:

April eighteenth Miss Troy and Miss

McGrath, two members of the faculty, played
The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi and the pop-
ular Doll Dance.

On April eleventh we were entertained by
Miss Pearl Putnam, who sang Lassie O'Mine
and Pastoral

William Whitney played Playing Waters
and Minuet in G on April twenty-fifth.

May ninth Natalie Morey gave a short
sketch of Schubert's life and played one of
his pieces, Scherzo in B, in commemoration
of his hundredth birthday.

On May sixteenth the Second Grade or-

chestra visited the High School and gave an
enjoyable program. The tots will soon rival

their High School brothers and sisters.

May twenty-third Gwendolyn Monroe en-
tertained us with two violin solos, Kuyiawiak
and Orientale.

On June sixth the Ukelele Club back by
the rest of the sixth grade as a singing ac-

companiment entertained us.

In the Worcester County Contest held at

Post Business College, Mary E. Wells High
made excellent showing.

Beginning class—Irene Duclos received
third prize.

Junior class—Henry Martin came in sec-

ond in accuracy.

In the open class—Viola Desautels re-

ceived third prize.
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SOPHOMORE TYPEWRITING AWARDS
(Third Quarter)

Remington Certificate

25 words per minute.

Elizabeth Barbierri
Irene Duclos
Mafalda Francazzi
Rita Houde
Alma Lemoine
Lois Martin
Katena Manthue
Nettie Young
Edna Pinsonneault
Blanche L'Heureux
Irene Abrahamson
Irene Blakely

Gertrude Farland
Julius Harman
Ruth Jones
Ruth Plimpton
Andrea Proulx
Leona Raiche
Irene Renaud
Jeannette Savaria
Elizabeth St. Onge
Mary Vasil
Leona Martin
Mabel Labelle

Remington Silver Pin
1+0 words per minute

Irene Duclos Mafalda Francazzi

Remington Gold Pin
55 words per minute

Irene Duclos

Royal Certificates

30 words per minute

Irene Duclos Katena Manthue
Mafalda Francazzi Leona Martin

Elizabeth St. Onge
Elizabeth Barbierri
Irene Abrahamson

Lois Martin
Blanche L'Heureux
Beatrice Vinton

Underwood Certificate

30 ivords per minute

Elizabeth St. Onge
Irene Duclos
Mafalda Francazzi
Rita Houde

Elizabeth Barbierri
Alma Lemoine
Mabel Labelle
Lois Martin

Underwood Bronze Pin
J+0 words per minute

Irene Duclos

Underwood Silver Pin

50 words per minute

Irene Duclos

SEENIORS
Margaret Perry Viola Desautels

Marion Gaumond

The above have received advance cer-

tificates from the Royal Company for 60 or

more words.

Miss Krasnov is on the honor roll for the

year with a record of 14 accurate tests out
of 20. These were weekly tests and one
error was allowed for a 15 minute test.

WW
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ATHLETICS

BASEBALL
In April Coach McMahon issued a call for

baseball candidates which was answered by
a motley troop of raw recruits.

Coach McMahon's chief worry was his

pitching staff, as Lippe, the captain, was
the only twirler who was available. How-
ever, in spite of this difficulty, the coach has
built up a reliable pitching staff and a team
well balanced and strong in all other depart-
ments as well.

Besides Lippe, from last year's team he
had Cormier, Edwards, Misiaszek, Gre-
goire, Ferron, Ryan, Thimblin, Kosakowski,
and Mascot Julio. To fill up the gaps
left by the graduates, there were added
to the team such notable stars as:

Prantkielwicz, Orzech, Joe Jacques, Adam-
ick, Rawson, Dubrueil, Volpini, Koprowski
and Gatineau.

GAMES
WELLS—16 ST. LOUIS—

1

In the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and twenty-eight on the twenty-sixth day of

April, the nine journeyed to Webster where
they encountered St. Louis High at Mar-
custry Park. Dubrueil started on the mound
and received the credit for the victory. St.

Louis put a scare into the Southbridge
rooters by putting a run over in the eighth
canto.

M. E. W. H. S.—Dubrueil, Adamick,
Rawson and Orzech, Jacques.

St. Louis—Mercier, Tobin, Sellig and
Kean, Sellig,

M. E. W. H. S.—

6

SPENCER—

3

The next game was with Spencer in the

latter town. Dubreuil gave a fine exhibi-

tion of mound mastery and would have had
a shut-out but for errors in the ninth frame.

He has recently been perusing the Frank
Merriwell Series and by careful study and
concentration, has developed a so-called

"Expectoration ball." Does it work? Ask
the boys from David Prouty High.

Batteries

:

M. E. W. H. S.—Dubrueil and Orzech.

Spencer—Collette and Bird.

BARTLETT—10 WELLS—

5

The first big game of the season was
played on Marcustry Field with Bartlett

High of Webster. Wells secured an early

lead of four runs, but was unable to hold it.

The only other run made by the Southbridge

team was a Home Run by Gregoire in the

eighth inning with the bases full of empti-

ness. However, the boys did well when one

considers the fact that they had played only

two games while Webster had played five or
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six. In fact, it was Lippe's first start on
the mound. As this paper goes to press,

Spencer has broken Webster's perfect aver-
age and our boys are confident that they
can lower it further.

Batteries

:

Southbridge—Lippe and Jacques,
Cormier.

Webster—Stefaniak and Cunning-
ham.

OXFORD—

1

WELLS—15

Oxford played a return game here on May
22. This game was almost as close as the
other one, Wells winning by a score of 15-1
in five innings.

Batteries

:

Southbridge—Lippe and Cormier.

Oxford—Week and Thompson.

OXFORD—

6

SOUTHBRIDGE—18

On May 16 we encountered Oxford High
on their home field. As a preliminary fea-

ture to the contest, Cormier and Dubrueil
jogged around the race track, the former
winning by two laps. Pyle should have
been there to witness these marathons. In-

cidentally, we won the game by the close

margin of twelve runs, everyone on the local

team making at least one hit. The feature
of the game itself were two home-runs by
Jake Edwards and one by Zack Cormier.

Batteries

:

M. E. W. H. S.—Lippe, Rawson and
Cormier.

Oxford—Weeks, Stone and Thomp-
son.

WARREN—

1

WELLS—15

The Wells boys continued their hitting
streak against Warren on Wellsworth field,

May 19. They won by a score of 15-1,

which speaks for itself.

Batteries

:

M. E. W. H. S.—Lippe and Cormier.
Warren—Rainka and Starsiak.

N. BROOKFIELD— HIGH SCHOOL—

4

The next game was played at North
Brookfield on May 29, 1928. Dubreuil won
his third game of the current season. This
game was attended by many local High
School rooters.

Batteries

:

M. E. W. H. S.—Dubreuil and Cor-
mier.

North Brookfield—James and Smith.

N. BROOKFIELD—2 WELLS HIGH—

7

Adamick, another mound artist, made his

first start of the season against North

Brookfield on June 2. The feature of the

game was a four base clout by our left gar-

dener, Jake Edwards, which brings his

total up to four.

Batteries

:

M. E. W. H. S.—Adamick and Jac-

ques, Cormier.

North Brookfield—James and Smith.

CLASS OF 1928
PHOTO MAILERS FOR SENDING YOUR GRADUATION PHOTOS

EASEL FRAMES FOR ENLARGEMENTS
FRAMES FOR YOUR DIPLOMAS

ALBUMS FOR PERMANENTLY PRESERVING YOUR EXCHANGED
PHOTOS

KODAK FINISHING

R. M. LITCHFIELD
10 Chapin St. PHOTOGRAPHER Tel 116-W
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ERNEST LIPPE
Meats, Groceries and Fresh Fish

200 MECHANIC STREET TELEPHONE 802-M

Independent Optical Co.
Manufacturers of

High Grade Optical Goods
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

The Edwards Company

Clothes for Young Men

Kuppenheimer, Style-Plus in Extra Pant Suits

From $25.00 to $37.50

High Grade Furnishings and Shoes

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Clarence H. Knight, Inc. Clocks—Watches—Jewelry

CHEVROLET
SALES and SERVICE

The Bigger and Better Chevrolet
C. G. SMALL

now on sale

Telephone 10 373 Main Street
Silverware—Cut Glass—Stationery

A. F. Girouard
Headquarters for Sporting Goods

High Grade Pianos and
Player Pianos E. D. STONE
and Music Rolls

27 Hamilton Street

Telephone 291-M
Convenient Terms if Desired

338 Main Street. Tel. 503-W

Buy From a First Class Fruit Store

METRO BROS.
First Class Ice Cream Parlor—Cigarets

Compliments of

Cigars, Tobacco

HOTEL COLUMBIAA Wonderful Assortment of Candies.

Dealers in Kolster, Grebe, and Zenith Radio

Sets and Equipment.

PHONE 210-W

Compliments of Kennedy Electrical Co.

THE BOSTON STORE John T. Kennedy, Mgr.

J. 0. BERTHIAUME, Prop.

Electrical Contractors

Electrical Supplies and Fixtures

36 Hamilton St. Southbridge, Mass.
15 Central St. Telephone 410

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Compliments of Compliments of

Worcester Telegram
Pub. Co.

Balkan International

Baking Co.
Southbridge Branch

C. A. LYNCH, Agent.

36 Central St. Tel. 268 245 Worcester St. Tel. 534-R

DAVID LENTI Gaumond's Taxi Service

Arch Preserver

Shoe
— Shoe Repairing —

For Funerals, Weddings, Parties,

Worcester Trips, Etc.

—DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

Studebaker Limousines

11 ELM STREET
Res. Tel. 19 Southbridge, Mass.

Southbridge Coal Co. Locki Tailoring Co.

Dealers in

COAL and WOOD
We Use New Prosperity Method in

DRY CLEANING AND PRESSING
W. M. Edwards

Custom Tailors
Office: 315 Main St. Yard: Railroad Ave.

Tel. 161-J Tel. 252-W Room 25 Blanchard Bldg.

E. F. Dakin Co. Compliments of

CANDY—CIGARS—ICE CREAM
SODA

NEWS-STAND

Joseph Therrien

Fine Meats and Groceries

307 Main Street Telephone 452-M 6 LENS STREET TEL. 413-W

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



J. E. BENOIT Southbridge Fruit Co.
O. MICHELI, Prop.

First Class Groceries,

Meats and Fish Fruits Candy Tobacco
We roast our own Coffee. A trial will

convince you of the quality.
Corner Main and Hamilton Streets

Telephone Connection69 Central Street Tel. Connection

G. Gregoire & Son
SLENDER FOOT ARCH FITTERS

FOR WOMEN
DUFAULT & CO.

See Us For Your Graduation Suit

and White Trousers

Best Quality at Special Prices

NUNN BUSH SHOES FOR MEN

A COMPLETE LINE OF
FURNISHINGS

Fine Shoe and Rubber Repairing

Tel. 442-J 15 Hamilton St.

24 HAMILTON STREET

Compliments of

F. A. BOUVIER
GOODWIN BROS.

Agents for

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
ClothesBoots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Shoe Repairing
318 and 322 Main St. Tel. 466-J

Gendreau's Market

Local Agent for

S. S. Pierce Co. Specialties

Compliments of

Harrington Cutlery

Company

Sperry and Barnes' Hams and Bacon
and a Full Line of

Hatchet Brand Canned Goods Southbridge, Mass.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



H. 0. Desaulniers
Auto Accessories Paints and Oils

Toys

J. C. Gabree

Hardware and Crockery

Wholesale and Retail

Federal Tires and Tubes
Auto Accessories

Gulf Gasoline and Motor Oils

and Greases

145 Mechanic St. Tel. 601 -J

Perron & Co. William S. Hofstra
CALL FOR DEMONSTRATION

of the

NEW IMPROVED

MAYTAG
173-175 Mechanic St. Tel. 990

Plumbing, Steam and
Hot Water Heating,
Sheet Metal Work

173 Sayles Street Tel. Connection

Adelard Girard & Son

Painters

Paper Hangers and Decorators

16 MOON STREET TEL. 499-M

Black & White Taxi

Ten Clean Cabs

PROMPT SERVICE

TELEPHONE 1000

Drive-Yourself Cars Rented Without Drivers

When in Need of an Auctioneer Compliments

Call

Bernard E. Richard
Arthur Langlais

Groceries, Meat, Canned Goods

OFFICE AT 239 ELM STREET Ice Cream, Fruits and Tobacco

Tel. 855-M Southbridge, Mass. 161 Worcester St. Tel. 530 & 195

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



GOOD WISHES TO THE GRADUATING
CLASS OF 1928

Southbridge Savings Bank

Buick leads any other three cars

in its field in dollar for dollar

sales; and this tremendous vol-

ume makes possible unequaled

value.

When Better Cars Are Built Buick Will Build Them

E. D. LEMMELIN

13 Caron Street

LOCAL REP.

Tel. 447-W

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Compliments of

BEAUTY SALON
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 181

Room 27 All Lines of

Blanchard Bldg. Beauty Culture

Compliments of

People's Store

LADIES' WEAR

39 Hamilton St.

Compliments of

Louise Maurice
FURRIER

Storage Remodeling

Room 22, Blanchard Bldg. Tel. 1181

Compliments of

ANITA SERLETO

Exclusive Millinery

Room 22, Blanchard Bldg. Telephone 1181

Compliments

of

Krasnov's

27 Hamilton St.

Compliments of

Grace Flower Shop

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

63 Central Street Telephone 980

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



Your Personal Appearance
Men in every walk of life strive to be neat
in appearance, and the first consideration
should be given to the way your hair is

trimmed, the perfection of the daily shave, the
treatment of the scalp and the care of the
skin. If you will become one of our regular
patrons we will guarantee tonsorial neatness
for every day of the year.

THE PHELPS BLDG.
BARBER SHOP

J. B. Beaudoin, Prop.

330 Main St. (Up one flight) Southbridge, Mass.

Look neat

Clemence Company
Lumber Dealers

Manufacturers of

Doors—Windows—Frames—Mouldings and Finish

Dealers in

Wall Board and Prepared Roofing

Allan H. Faxon

. . . FLORIST . . .

33 Edwards St. Telephone

"Say It With Flowers"

We Grow Them For You

Lynn-Brockton Shoe
air

We Go Far to Get a Customer,

-But We Go Farther to Keep Him.

43 Hamilton St. Southbridge, Mass.

Compliments of

A. L. MONAHAN
QUALITY GROCERIES

We Carry a Fresh Supply of Native Vegetables

Ice Cream—Candy—Tobaccos

N. LEGAULT
LADIES' AND GENTS' TAILOR
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Also Fur Work
Room 1, Phelps Building

Southbridge, Mass.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS



COMPLIMENTS OF

Litchfield Shuttle Co.

SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS.

Largest Manufacturers of Shuttles

in the World

Snell Manufacturing Go.
Established 1790

Manufacturers of

Ship Augers—Auger Bits—Carpenters' Augers
Car Bits—Machine Bits—Boring Machines, Etc.

FISKDALE MASSACHUSETTS
Factory: Fiskdale, Mass. New York Office: 113 Chambers Street



VISION

IT'S YOUR ability to look

into the future.

Four years ago, when you

seniors were freshmen, you visualized June 1928—grad-

uation time.

And now it is here.

Today you are visualizing

what you will be doing ten years hence—and we wish you

success.

AMERICAN OPTICAL
COMPANY
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